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ABSTRACT 
'!his thesis describes the significance of "The First 
Anniversary" and "The Second Anniversary" by placing the 
poems in the context of Donne's life and further clarifies 
the meanings of the poems through examination of the relevant 
criticism and through exolication of the ooems, including 
de.tailed analysis of' their structures and explanations ot 
obscure references, phraseology, and usage. 
More than most poems, the "Anniversaries" must be read 
in relation to the life or the poet, for much of Donne's 
... 
lire is reflected in them. 'Ibey were written in 1611 and 
1612, toward the end of the unhappy middle ~eriod of his 
lire, the years between his marriage in 1601 and his ordin-
ation in 1615. Donne's hopes for secular preferment had been 
fading ever since his marriage, and he was considering a 
career in the church. H·owever, he wanted to be sure that 
he had a vocation before he took orders; his concern is 
re.fleeted in the "Anniversaries," :for they are netterned 
after religious exercises of the type that could be used 
to determine election. 
,.,-{ 
.. 
The "Anniversaries 111were occasioned by the death of 
Elizabeth Drury, the only surviving child or Sir Robert 
Drury, a wealthy,and somewhat influential man who became 
Doll.&.-ie' s patron. Me_ny readers f'eel that Donne was insincere 
·1n writing th·e 11.Anniversaries, 11 for they contain ext,ravagent-~ 
praise ot' the daughter or a rich man, a girl Donne never 
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even saw. However, a careful reading will demonstrate that 
Elizabeth's death was only "the occasion for the ,::,oetry and· 
that Elizabeth serves chiefly as a devlce to rocus Donne's 
thoughts. Others insist that the poems are allegories, with 
Elizabeth reoresenting the Logos .,.or Queen Elizabeth. 'lhe 
allegorical readings are impossible; in the first place, 
the texts will not support them. And in addition, they lrmit 
rather than extend the meanings of the poems, unlike true 
allegorical readings. 
The most widely-dis cussed as pee t of the "Anniversaries" 
is what they reveal of Donne's attitude toward science. 
Around the turn of the century, critics believed that Donne, 
like themselves, had been disillusioned by the discoveries 
of science and had become a sceptic. Other critics have in-
. sisted that Donne was extremely medieval in outlook. Both 
schools of criticism are largely in error: Donne was neither 
medieval nor modern; he was a Renaissance poet who used his 
vast learning, including his knowledge of science, as a 
-
source for noetic materials. He was capable of drawing 
metaphors of spiritual distress from the destruction of the 
old universe by the new science without losing his faith in 
God. 
The "Anniversaries" are,· as complicated as any of Donne• s 
poems and are difficult to explicate. The explications in 
this thesis are based for the most part on critical .. articles 
in periodicals, books of criticism, notes in editions of the 
poems, and the Oxford English Dictionary. The texts of the 
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poems are quoted in full for the convenience of the reader, 
and every effort has been made to take advantage of the 
best textual variants. 
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Donne's reasons for writing the "Anniversaries" may~ 
be best understood through a study of his 11.fe during _the 
period between his marriage in December, 1601, and his 
ordination 1·n 1614/15. These ooems were composed in 1611 
and 1612, rather near the end of this thirteen-year period, 
but the situations which led to their composition had their 
origins in the .crisis-filled years immediately ai'ter Donne• s 
marriage: of course, all of his experiences before their 
composition helped to shape the poems, but only those of ·this 
period had a direct bearing: on the "Anriiversaries. 111 
The series of events that created the occasion for 
the "Anniversaries" began with Donne's marriage, which 
changed his entire life. Had he not married Ann More, 
he probably would have been able to continue his advance-
ment into better positions and royal preferment. In 1598, 
three years before his marriage, he became· secretary to 
Sir Thomas Egerton, the Lord Keeper, and subseq.ue.ntly 
began a~ political career, very orobably serving in Parlia-
ment in 1601. 2 It,. is se.fe to say that Donne was making 
contacts that would have helped him along to a nos!tion 
of importance and that he was olanning a career in govern-
ment. 
Lady Egerton's ravorite niece, More, spent a 
great -d~e.l of time at· her uncle's house and was treated 
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as if she were an adopted daughter; her own mother was dead. 
After Lady Egerton died in 1600, Ann mana.ged her uncle •··s 
house although she wes only sixteen years old. Donne, living 
in Sir Thomas 1 s household as an employee and a trusted friend, 
q·u1 te naturally ca.me to know Ann very well. As time went by, 
"" 
nature took its course and Donne fell in love with Ann, and 
they met in pr1 vate after she returned to her f e.ther· 1 s home 
when Sir Thomas made plans to marry again. 3 
Donne and Ann were secretl:r mB.rried in December of 1601. 
Donne's best friend, Christopher Brooke, ga.ve Ann P.'tva.y, e1.nd 
Brooke I s brother, Samuel, who he.d recentl:l taken orders, 
performed the ceremony. Donne, we presume, had thought 
the.t Ann's father, Sir George 1'1Iore, w9uld grudgj_ngl~r l1ccept 
.h·er m:~rriage; he could not he.ve anticipated tha.t Sir Geo-rge 
wtluld r.e"a.c·t ·in th·e wa_y in .. which ·he did. The delicate task 
t. 
:of: l.nf·o.rm·i·ng S tr George. o·f the marri2ge 112.s entrusted to the 
E.arl of ~-Jorthumberlend, 11 e.fter numerous hints he.d only made 
Sir George angry and~- suspicious. 11 The Ee.rl f B~iled to persu_a~de 
,. ) ,. .. .. . '-~ . 
Sir George to .2.c·qep·t the marri 2.ge. Sir George, "who we,s ·a vain 
·.tn.an Etn:d 2.t t·his tim,e st-.ooa high in the Queen I s fa.vor·, n "v\'as 
te_rrib:Ly angry,. ins'is-ted tha.t Egerton dismiss Donne, and had -
'.:Dohrie: a,nd. the BroQkes impri·soned "on the che.rge of breaking 
t:he- ·c.ivil and canon :i.av1 by marrying· a girl with.out: .her f a.ther I s 
,· 
co.ne.ent. 11 Sir George ·tried to hB.ve tne ma.rriage a~nnulled, 
but Donne managed to persuade him to drop the charges and to 
allow Ann to join hi~.4 
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Al though Donne managed to persue.de Sir George to a.ccept 
Ann I s marriage, he could not induce him to gi v:.e Ann her 
dowry. Donne's future did not look bright: his wife was 
denied her a.owry, he had squa.nderea_ his inheri tBnce and had 
incurred heavy debts, and he.had lost his position as secretazy 
'1 (_ 
to the Lord Keeper. Even though Sir George had refused to 
give Ann·. her dowry, he tried to help the Donnes by asking 
Sir Thomas to take Donne back into his employ; but he refused, 
apparently feeling that dismissing and then rehiring servants 
was improper.5 
.. 
Donne and Ann went· to: 1·1.ve wit;h. Sir Francis Woolley, 
~n 1 s kinsman ana_ Donne I s friend. Later, "Donne rented a 
smB.11 house a.t Mitcham and divided his time between it and 
.rooms in the Strand, 11 in which he p.r.eJ?e.red ,materia.l from 
can.-on law and the Fethers for the use of Thomas Morton 
,Etg8"i,Qst the RomEtn pa_rty. Do.nne-1 ·s ·house 1r12.s small a_nd da.rnp.;-
.\ 
he w2 .. s frequentl::t :lll. :s·oth. h·e end Ann hed been used to 
comfort, but tliey crno.. thetr: ,ohl.ldren, vJho were bor.n 11 in rapid 
succession," hl3.d to· l .. ive in _nee.r.-poverty. Finally, in 1607, 
JI Donne :had a ch~noe to improve·h1a lot. Morton was made Dean 
elf Glouc-e_:ster, a.nd he suggested that Donne ta.ke orders, 
H_promising to give him a. corfs .. !d.erable benefice. 116 Wal ton, 
citing Morton es his source, reports that Donne refused 
·Morton's offer because he vJa.s uncertain about his reputa-
tion among those who. had known him ,r1hen there hPd been 
"some irregularities'' ·1n his life,; fearing that these men 
might mistake hi~mot1ves7 a~ because he was not entirely 
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persuaded that he would be accepting the nosi tion out o·r 
religious vocation as he should, or out of need of means 
to support himself and his ramily. Gosse sneculates that 
Donne wa.s still attracted to the Roman faitr1, reminding us 
of his upbringing.8 Mrs. Simpson admits that Gosse may be 
partly right; but she believes that Wal ton is" to be relied 
on in this instance, suggests that Donne's decision may have 
been influenced by his "lingering hope of secular ~romotion," 
and concludes thAt all of these motives could have been at 
work in Donne's complex mind.9 
As far es we know, for some time Donne was not offered 
other employment. He was aoparently in a "state of acute 
de-oression, 11 for he wrote Biathanatos, a treatise in which 
he caref11lly examined the grounds upon which suicide is 
( considered to be a mortal sin. He concluded that suicide 
is justifiable in certain circumstances. '!he work was 
intended for nublication, but p~nne, fearing misinterpreta-
tion, decided to send the manuscript only to "'some particular 
friends in both Universities ~,ulO 
In February or 1609 Donne was considering emigration 
to America. A letter written in that month says "News is 
here none at all, but that John Dunn seeks to be secretary 
at Virginia."· There is no other record of Donne's interest 
in this venture. Later in the same year Sir George was 
f~lly persuaded to nay Ann's dowry, which enabled Donne ( ' ' ,, 
-
to settle down and find a ~eans of supnort in liter~ry en-
deavor. As was mentioned above, he had· nrepared mat·erials 
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dealing with controversial theology for Thomas Morton; and 
he continued study in this area, composing hie Pseudo-Martyr, 
a work which attempts to persuade Catholics to swear allegi- ~ 
ance to the king. The Pseudo-~artyr, published in 1610, is 
•a learned and temperately worded discussion of the quest~n, 
and it won the approval of King James.n 11 
Donne published Ignatius his CQnclave in 1611. Like 
Pseudo-Martyr, it is a work controverting Roman Catholic 
beliefs; Donne was by this time a "convinced Anglican." 
Mrs. Simpson believes that Donne at this time was free from 
the pride and scept1c·1sm that had marked his earlier writing 
but that his faith "was chiefly an intellectual matter and 
awakened no deep emotion.n12 
It is easy to see that Donne must have been nearly 
,frantic with worry about his chances for a career and enough 
steady income to support his growing family. However, he was 
soon to find support 1n the person of Sir Robert Drury. 
Donne may have known Sir Robert tor a number of years: 
r, 
Walton states that Donne attended Cambrldge,13 and his period 
of residence there would probably have overlapped Drury's. 
And 1t :1s certain that they had acquaintances and friends in 
.. -- .. •· .. 
common; for instance, Sir Henry 1votton was one of Donne I s 
--ii best friends, and Wotton was friendly with Sir Edmund Bacon, J 
Drury's brother-in-law. In addition, both Donne and Sir Robert 
were frequently at court, although in different positions. Sir 
Robert 11 had an acknowledged place among the nobles and gentle-
men who attended on the K,tng, 11 and Donne, obviously an 
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intellectual, would no·t ord1ne.r1ly be expected to attract 
the friendship of Sir Robert, who had _no great intellectual 
-interests. However, a close friendship did develop between 
Donne and Sir Robert; its development was undoubtedly due to·. 
Sir Robert's gratitude for Donne's sympathy in wr1t1ng "A 
Funeral Elegie" for Elizabeth Drury. Elizabeth died early in 
December of 1610 at the age of fifteen, and her death was a 
14 great blow to her proud and loving parents. 
One might suppose that Sir Robert was simply flattered 
by having a 11 tere.ry work i1ri tten in memory of his beloved 
daughter. R. C. Bald describes Sir Robert as proud, short-
tempered, and notoriously tactless; a.nd notes that he ,vas 
perpetually seeking a position of ·responsibility in government .• 
Such an off1ce-s~eker might enjoy the publicity attending 
Donne's elegy. 15 However, Sir Robert had not responded with 
friendship in 1605 when Joseph Hall dedicated h1s Two Centuries 
ot Meditation ·to Lady Drury and himself. As a matter of fac~ 
Sir Robert refused to g~ve Hall a stipend that was his due as 
the Drurys ''. chaplain at Hawstead in Essex.16 Therefore, we 
may suppose that Sir Robert's reaction to Donne's elegy was 
motivated by his appreciation of sincere sympathy rather 
than the less noble motives that we might suspect him of. 
. 
I't is impossible to ascertain exactly how DOflne decided 
to address an elegy to Elizabeth Drury. He never saw the 
girl, probably did not know her mother, and in all likeli-
hood knew her father only slightly. However, R. c. Bald has 
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discovered a link between Donne and Sir Robert that may 
have had something to do with Donne's composing the elegy. 
This link is William Lyly, who married Donne's elder sister 
, 
Anne, a widow, 1n 1593 or 1594. Anne probably lived w1.th 
him at Hawstead from 1598 to 1603, where Lyly was an intimate 
friend of Sir Robert. Joseph Hall, mentioned above, who was 
pastor at Hawstead, had nothing good to say about Lyly; he 
felt tha.t Lyly, "a witty and bold Athe1st, 11ao!1he.d so deeply 
insinua.ted himself into a position of influence with Sir 
Robert tha.t he could not "work any good upon II Sir Robert. 
Bald feels that Anne Donne Lyly introduced Donne to Hall 
while she was living at Hawstead. -He supposes that Hall's 
animosity towards her husband did not include her. "Such a 
meeting, 11 Bald says, "would help to explain how Hall ca.me to 
-
.. act as the 'harbinger• to the 1:Ann1v.~ra_ar1e.s .. ,' 11 end would also 
explain why Donne at a later date included Hall among his 
"'dear friends and benefactors.'" Also, Bald notes, it 1a 
probable that Ann knew Elizabeth Drury because of the 
friendship between her husband and Sir Robert, and that Anne 
17 hers,elf suggested that Donne write an elegy for Elizabeth. 
} 
It is fair to say that Donne's motive in composing the 
elegy for Elizabeth Drury was not entirely his sympathy for 
her grieving parents. Donne was still looking for employ-
ment; the e-le.gy was undoubtedly in part· an e.ttempt to gain 
the attention of a potential patron. Donne had previously 
written parly mercenary elegies. Grierson says of Donne's 
"Eleg1e on the Lady Marckham" that "elegies like this ••• 
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were frankly addressed not eo much to the memory of the 
18 dead as to the pocket of the living." Much.the same 
might be said for the ~Eleg1e on Mistris Boulstred. 1 Both 
Lady Marckham and Mrs. Boulstred were kinswomen of Donne's 
patroness, Lucy, CoWltess of Bedford. Donne was certainly 
trying to please the cotmtess, as he was later in the 
"Obsequies To The Lord Harrington"; Harrington was the 
Countess 1 sbrother. Donne did gain the Countess I s favor, 
partly through these poems. Grierson quotes Donne from a 
letter to Goodyere: II I am almost sorry, that an Elegy 
'1,. 
~ 
should have been able to move her to so much compassion 
heretofore, as to offer to pay my debts ••• , that she 
sent me tio, t "19 e c. _ Considering the circumstances, inolud-
ing Donne's only casual acquaintance with Sir Robert, his great 
"' 
need at the timer, and the fact that he never lmew Elizabeth 
Drury, Donne's elegy to her may be classed with those men-
tioned above as being designed to produce profit as much as 
to express sympathy.20 
At all events, the relationship between Donne and the 
I ) 
/ 
Drurys became friendship after the presentation of the 
11 Funerall Elegie. 11 Sir Robert discovered, according to 
Bald, that he and Donne had things in common: both were 
widely travelled and both sought government posts. In 1611 
Sir Robert decided, together with Lady Drury, to go to the 
Continent. He was granted a " 1 license to travell 1 11 on 
July 2nd, and departed four months later. Sir Robert asked 
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i' Donne to accompany him, presumably hoping to use Donne's 
abilities as a linguist and secretary. Donne did, in fact, 
serve as Sir Robert 1 s secretary; letters that Donne wrote 
for him have survived. 21 
' 
·Donne I a first recorded ref erertce to Sir Robert' a 
invitation 11 1s in an undated Latin letter to Sir Henry 
Goodyere 1 which has not been included in any recent col-
lections of Donne 1 s letters. The letter makes it clear that 
Donne was uncertain about accepting Sir Robert's invitation; 
he was hesitant about 11 identifying himself too closely with 
Drury. 11 Sir Robert 1 s reputation for tactlessness ~as been 
mentioned above, as were his unsuccessful quests for a 
responsible government office: 1 t is eas.y to understand why 
Donne might wish to avoid too close an association with Sir 
Robert. Walton tells us that Donne 1 s w&fe did not want him 
to go, for he would be away from home for an extended period, 
and she was both 111 and with child. Walton also says ·that 
Donne had resolved to remain at home with his family but 
' ,. 
finally yielded to Sir Robert's repeated requests beoaase 
he felt that Sir Robert's kindnesses had obligated him. 
' Bald questions the correctness of ~val ton 1 s statements; '!he 
feels that "Donne had probably been made sufficiently des-
perate II by his failures to obtain employment "to_ grasp at 
anything that gave ••. promise of increasing his qualifi-
22 cations II or of establishing "new and useful connections. 11 · 
When Donne finally decided to go with the Drurys, he 
· gave up hie hous·e at Mitcham and sent his family to the 
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Isle of Wight, where they 11 ved with his wife 1 a sister, 
Lady Oglander. Bald believes that Donne worked on "An 
Ana.tomy of the lvorld, 11 an elaboration and extension of the 
"Funerall Elegie" for Elizabeth Drury, while he waited for 
S1r Robert to make final arrangements for their journey to 
the c.ontinent. 23 
No one 1s sure why Donne decided to continue the 1 Funerall 
Elegy"; Donne did not continue his elegies on Lady 11arck.ham 
and Mrs. Boulstred. However, Bald notes that certain themes 
1 h 1 24 n t ese e egies are continued in the two Anniversaries. 
This thematic correspondence helps to make 1t clear that the 
"Anni versar1es II were not composed solely because Donne i1as 
so·rry that Elizabeth Drury v1as dead, but were rather merely 
focused by the theme of her death, giving Donne a convenient 
opportunity to express ideas that had concerned him over a 
period of several years. Donne 1 s reason, then, for continuing 
his tribute to Elizabeth Drury was twofold: he knew that it 
was to his advantage to 11ri te poetry that would please his 
patron, and he felt a poetic compulsion to express the 
1*' 
thoughts that were burdening his mind. A glance at the 
"Anni versar1es II will show that these ,vere grim thoughts indeed; 
formin them into poetry helped Donne deal with them, if we 
!) 
believe 1th T. S. Eliot that "poetry is not a turning loose 
of emot i n; it .is not the expression of personal! ty, but an 
25 escape fr personality." 
The Dr;;,i'.and their party, including Donne, left for 
France before the midtlle of November, 1611. Bald is sure 
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that "An Anatomy of the world, 11 the first of the "Anniver-
saries," was comnleted before this time., and that 1 t ac tusl-
ly may have been in urint, for the first printing bears the 
date 1611 on the title page; if it had been printed much 
later it probably would have been dated 1612. 26 This edition, 
of which two copies survive, includes in 1 ts sixteen nages 
"To the world" and "A Funeral! Ji.legie, u the elegy for Eliza-
beth Drury, in that order.27 
It is almost certain that Joseph Hall is the author of 
"To the praise • • •• 11 "Ben Jonson told Drummond that Josenh 
Hall was 'the harbenger to Donne's Anniversarie ' 11 ; Jonson's 
t,, 
reference is II to the verses prefixed to 'i'l'he Progress of the 
Soul,' 'The Second Anniversary,' entitled 'The Harbinger to 
the Progress, 111·but it is reasonable to assume that Hall wrote 
the introductory verses to the r1·rst of' the "Anniversaries." 28 
Both the edition containing the "First Anniversary" and the 
later edition containing both 11 Anniversaries 11 were published 
by Samuel Macham, Hall's oublisher from 1606 until 16~5;_ 
both Hall and Mecham were natives of Ashby de la Zoucha. 
Bald and Keynes believe that Macham was engRged as nublisher 
because of his association with Hall and that Hall SAW both 
volumes through the nress. Bald adds a sort of internal 
evidence to the preceding external evidence, saying th~t be-
cause Hall had been "noted in tt1e university for his ingenuous 
maintaining • • • that Mundus senesci t ( the world groweth old)," 
the theme .of the ''First_ Anniversary" would have appealed to 
him. 29 '··· 
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Sir Robert and his party, with his coach and horses, 
his riders, his servants·, and his hawks and pack of hounds, 
were settled, according to a surviving report, at Am1ens 
by the fourth of December. Donne's duties evidently included 
.f the writing of letters for Sir Robert. "Some of the first 
news sent back to England by the travellers survives in the 
drafts of two letters," which are in Donne's handwriting. 
One is addressed to Robert Ca.rr, Viscount Rochester, the 
King's favorite; the other<l to Sir David Murray, an influential 
figure in the household of Henry, Prince of Wales. They 
"have no other purpose than to remind those of power and 
30 influence of Sir Robert Drury's existence." 
Donne certainly had a great deal of time to spend as 
he pleased. Bald believes that he had brought many books 
with him. He was contemplating taking the degree of Doctor 
of Laws, with a view towards practising law in London in 
the Court of Arches, and asked his friend Thomas Morton, new 
Dean of Winchester, if this course of action would be advis-
able. According to Morton's secretary, Richard Baddeley, 
who recorded his memories of Donne's request for advice, 
Morton told Donne that he should prepare himself for the 
ministry. Evidently Donne regarded the practice of law at 
the Court of Arches as beneath him, for 1n a letter of April 14, 
1612, to George Garrard, he denied ever having considered 
such an occupation. Donne admitted that he reQd law, but 
r _9\ 31 only for "entertainment and LPJ pastime." Bald, ho1iever, 
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believes that Baddeley 1s correct. and feels that Donne 
was considering a career as a lawyer. 
According to Bald, 11 The Progresse of the Soule, 1 the 
second of the "Anniversaries," 1 wae composed during the 
earlier part of the stay at Amiens. " The poem was clearly 
begun in December, 1611, 11 perhaps on the very anniversary of 
Elizabeth's death"; the openin~ lines announce that 
.•. a yeare is runne, 
Since both this lower world's, and the Sunnes Sunne, 
The Lustre, and the vigor of this All, . , 32 
Did set • • • ('·'rhe Second Anniversary, 11 11. 3-6.) 
The concluding lines show that the writer is in France: 
Here in a place, where mis-devotion frames 
A thousand Prayers to Saints, whose very names 
The ancient Church knew not, Heaven knows not yet: 
And where, what lawes of Poetry admit, 
Lawes of Religion have at least the same, 
Immortall Maide, I might invoke thy name. 
Could any Saint provoke that appetite, 
Thou here should 1 st make me a F-rench convertite. 
( "The Second Anniversary.." 11. 511-518. ) 
Donne says that the poem is his "second yeares true Rent" 
(1. 520), but it is not, as many have thought, "a tribute 
offered on the second anniversary of Elizabeth's death; Donne 
33 
was paying his rent in advance." Bald feels that the poem 
was sent off to England as soon as it was finished, where 
Hall furnished it with his prefatory verses· and saw that it 
was published in the same volume with the second edi t1on ot 
! .,. 
"The First Anniversary." Criticism of the poems began to 
reach Donne in April of ·1612. 34 
Sir Robert and his p{U'ty left Amiens for Paris in the ·-
middle of March, 1611-12, where the Drurys "renewed their 
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acquaintance with some of the nobles of the French court.• 
Donne seems to have spent his time in Paris studying the 
French religious conflicts. The Drury party left Paris near· 
the end of April, journeying slowly toward Frankfurt, where 
S1r Robert intended to observe the imperial election. While 
they were at Frankfurt, Sir Robert received a revealing letter 
from Sir Walter Cope, which implies that Sir Robert was 
regarded by the English government as an unofficial observer 
'iQD the Continent and that Donne •was known by those in po,1er 
to be preparing himself for an official appointment whioh he 
hoped to secure. 11 The Drury party next vis1 ted the Palatinate 
' 
and the Elector's Court at Heidelberg, and then they moved on 
to the Spa. They returned to England via Brussels, arriving 
33 in August. 
When Donne returned to London he at first planned to join 
the court at Windsor. However, he changed his mind and went 
directly to join his wife and family on the Isle of Wight, 
almost immediately bringing them to live in London in a 
house provided by Sir Robert near Drury House on Drury Lane. 
Donne and his family \vere settled in their new home as early 
as the end of September, 1612. Donne was probably ·more 
pleasantl;f situated than he had been in many years; his hous.e 
was new and located in a fashionable section of his beloved 
London. 36 Yet his position was not secure; he depended upon 
S1r Robert for h1s dwelling and upon his father-in-law for a 
quarterly allowance, either of 1"Jhich could have been 1r11 thdrawn 
at a moment 1 s notice. 37 
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Sir Robert had not advanced his position by his trarels. 
He made the mistake of expressing an unfavorable opinion of 
the Elector Palatine, who had now become engaged to the 
Princess Elizabeth. This unfortunate indiscretion eliminated 
any chance of Sir Robert's attaining government office; in 
fact, his position in this respect was wo.rse than 1 t had been 
before he went abroad. 38 By associating himself with Sir 
Robert, Donne had linked his fortunes with those of a tact-
less patron, and this relationship was probably behind 
Donne's continuing failure to obtain a government post. 
Donne~ association with Sir Robert continued until Sir 
Robert 1 s death on April 2, 1615. At Lady Drury's request, 
Donne wrote an epitaph for Sir Robert; however, he produced 
no elegy, which indicated a marked change in his atti tqdes in 
generai. 39 There seems to have been a cooling of the friend-
ship between 5ir Robert and Donne during the years between 
fr 
their return from the C ont1nent and Donne I s ordination in 
January of 1614-15. 
Donne was a member of the parliament which met from 
April 5 until June 7, 1614. "The speedy dissolution of 
Parliament was a blow to his political hopes." He continued 
his su1 t at court, currying, fa~or 141th the notorious Robert 
Carr and others, until James I made it clear that he would 
never advance Donne outside the Church. 40 
The part of Donne 1 s life that has special bearing on 
the "Anniversaries" ended with his ordination. His thinking 
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settled into solid Christian patterns as he beoame· a famed 
and populer preacher. His fortunes were finally secure; he 
no longer had to write his obsequious and fashionable elegies 
in hopes of obtaining the means to support h:is family • 
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CHAPTER II 
Ae was mentioned above on page 14, 11 To the Praise of the 
Dead a.nd the Anatomy, 11 the introductory verses by Joseph 
• 
He.11, fc:,-1.l·owed by "An Ane.tomy of the World" and 11 A Funerall 
Eleg_ie, u were first published in 1611 by Samuel 1-1e.cham: this 
w.as the first pub.lication of Donne I s work. l~a.cham reprinted 
these poems in 1612 together.with Ha.:11 1 s "The Harbinger to 
20 
the Progress" :q.nd 11 The Second Anniversary. 11 In this edition, 
"An Anatomy of the World 11 is c.a.lled "The First Anni versctry. 11 
Thomas Dews printed editions of t~ese poems in 1621 and 1625~. 
·
11 Donne I s na.me did ,n.ot appee.r in any of: t-J,1ese edition~, b·u:t 
the_ir authorship w::aB· doubtless w-e:11 ·k.ttow·n~ 11 accordir\g. t·o 
Keynes. Griers·o.n :notes that t·he. erd:iti=ons w.e,re_p·r1:n·t·ed w.ith. 
i-ncre~tsing: C.?.re:l·ess.n.'.ess and t·h-a.t tn:crst· tff the erro~.rs w-ere: 
tlorrected in the defin.it1ve collected Poems of 16·:~:3.. ·Lcite::r 
seventeenth-century editions exist, but they ere cJf -~m;c{l.l 
importe .. nc e .1 
Donne I s ·authors:hiJ) of ·the .·11.A.nniv.·ers::ar:·:tes" ivas certai·ril_y .. 
kn.own to a. number of people:. A l_.e:t .. t:er.: .a.·at·ed April 14, 1e1::2:_,, 
;f'rorn n·.ox1ne to a friend, probebly Ge:orge Garre.rd, cont.a.ins 
~- t];1e p.e:re·t:' s· answers to critic ism of his work:":; 
......... . .•.. 
Of my Anniverse.ries, . the fa.ult that I ack.l1owledge 
in my self, is to have descended to print any thing 
. in verse, which though it have excuse even in our 
times, by men 1vho professe, a.nd practise I;l!µch . 
gravitie; yet I confesse I wonder how I declined 
to it, and do not pardon ·my self: But for the other 
part of the imputation of having said too much, my 
defence is, that my purpose- was to say as well as 
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I could: for since I never saw the Gentlewoman, 
I cannot be understood to have bound my self to 
have spoken just truths, but I would not be 
thought to have gone about to praise her, or any 
other in rime: except I took such a person, as 
might be capable of all that I could say. If 
any of those Ladies think that Mistris Drewry· 
was not so, let that Lady make her self fit for 
all those praises in the book, and they shall 
be hers.~ 
-.Another letter, addressed.. t.o c?..:n unidentified ns1r G.F.," 
co1i'taii1s a similar defens.e of the "Anni versar1es 11 : 
I hear from England of many ~ensures of my book 
of Mistress Drury; if any of those censures do 
but pardon me my desc~nt in printing anything 
in verse (which if they do they are more charitable 
than myself; for I do not pardon myself, but confess 
thB.t I did it against my conscience, that is, against 
my own opinion, that I should not.have done so), I 
doubt not but they will soon give over that other 
part of that indictment, which is that I have said 
so much; for nobody can imagine that I who never 
saw her, could have any other purpose in that, 
than that when I had received so very good teSi-
of her worthiness, and was gone to print verses, 
it beca.me me to say, not \vhat I ivas sure vJas just 
truth, but the best that I could conceive; for that 
had been a new weakness in me, to have praised any, 
body in printed ~erses, that had not bsen capable 
of the best praise that I could give. 
:ln. the .fi:rst· :1.etter ciuoteo. above, it appea_rs that t-he 
0Anrt:iversar.ies.J1 had: of'fe-hded ''certe"in great: lad·ie·s to who.rn 
21 
• . • [Donne] was in the habit of writing eulogistic verses. tt4 
:Grierson believes tha-t Donne II a.tone,d for hiii 1n·constancy b·y 
subtle a.nd erudite comnliments·. 11 in his. verse-letters to the . . . . ···~ 
Countess of Bedford and; othe,rs; Go-s·s.e. is of the sa.me opinion. 5 
Gosse quotes-. ·f.rom: t·h·e v_erse-letter 11 To the Countess of Bedford 
" Begun in Fran:c,e· but: -n~ver perfected .. , 11 as an example of this 
a.tonement·: 
First I confesse I have to others lent 
/ Your stock, and over prodigally spent 
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Your treasure, for since I had never knowne Vertue or beautie, but as they are growne In you, I should not thinke or say they shine, (So as I have) in any other Mine. (11. 11-16). 
0 Dbhne 1 s verse-letters are usually hard to date, and tio 
others conta.in pEtssa:ge·s that lihk them dire·ctly to th:e· 
"Anniversaries.'' It is possible to ~pecule.te t.ha~t others 
of his verse-letters. we.re written in apology for the 
"Anniversaries," but t-h:e·re is no v1ay to prove a_ny direc·t 
relationshi~ between the poems. 
Ben Jonson objected to Donne's laviah pPai£e .6~ 
.Elizabeth Drury. Drummond records that: J.o:n·ao:n sc=fid 
''that Dones Annivers-a-rie was prof·ELPe ancI full of :Blas-
phemies II a.na_ that: :tl°f-f it h?d :bee.n· 11r,i tte·ii bf the Virgin 
112.rie it· -h2.d be,:e11 s:·orn.e:th}ng. n6,. (Jonson I s criticism and 
Donne:' s rep_l.y ,ire d~i-s·c·ussed below on pp .44-48.) Evidentl;/, 
Ponne 1 s praise of Eli_z·a~beth l\Tas too lav·ish to plea.Se many 
.of hi·s readers, even in an ag~- w:Q.:101.1 appr-eci.-at·.e..d 
extravagant praise in verse. 
.. . 1.1ost critics deplore the poem:s:, ·;;l·vi:n·g t11a.nk·s. with 
Gosse that .Do.nne did not:· "carry .ou·t· .his :dr.ead.f·ul tnree1.t of 
i:n.di ting a l:q·ng ~Jo·em upon ea-.oh qJ1r1ivers·e.-r_·_·y_,: ·r··o.f Elizabeth 
·, .· \ 
Drury's d·ea:th. n7 Others h-txve J'·b.t:(ticl.. so:m.e. good in the poems; 
Dryden, fo.1-i e2~ample, pr·a.1s·ed ·t.·hem Etnd used them a.s e model 
for "Eleono1-aa. nB: The IIAnn:·l.ve:rsa'J:-•ies" he.ve snare.d the in-
crpased popularity of Donn.e I s poetry in gene~al i.n this 
1· ~ 
century, but they are stil.l not as widely read a.s his othe.r 
,1orks. Many critics a.re c.o:rtce.r:·n.,ed. with _s_pecial e.spects :of 
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the _poems, such as their evidence 6f Donne's concern with 
science and their illustrations of his knowledge o·f a variety 
o.f other subjects. 
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CHAPTER III 
The preceding. discussion of the period in Donne's 
life relevant to the II Anni versa.ries II has shed light upon 
two aspects of the poems that should concern the critical 
~eB.der:. First of a.11, it pointed out tl1.e events that put 
Do!,'lhe in cl position in which he found it necessa.ry to compose 
:ove:rwhelrningly flattering elegies for the daughter of Sir 
R·ob·¢rt Drury and described his rela.tion·ship with tha.t unusual 
.m:.::an. Secondly, t:he d_iscuss.ion indicated in pe.rt the psycho-
-logica_l and biog-raphie:e.~l r·e:asons for the pessimism of the 
"Anniversaries. 11 T-he seco.nd. ,polnt.,. pessimism, immediately 
leads us to an_q.ther, t::bp .. iq ·t:-ha.t will illuminate Donne's 
poetry_,. hi.s ·v1e1,J:s c:on:c-$-:t~,t1i:r1-g_· t1h~~t C·herles t1. Coff i:n ca..1.1::a:. 
:11 a. stins:.ible .de-c.e.y· :o,f 1th.e: }10.:r.1.a.·11 .and the new science.s,, ·es·-
pe:cially 2stronomy .1 
Both of the 11 Anniv:e1~·sarie·:-s .. ;o: .a:re. con .. ce-r.ried largely wt·tJ1, 
the deca? of me.n ana his uni verse. Be:f·p)?"~- ·discussing, Donne I s 
·feeling-s a.b,o:Lt·t t·.his uni ver~sal de.c2~-Y, i't: is· be·st ·to outline 
is gradu-2:1.1.y (le.caying, thE1t e.11. order ls becomi-ng chaos, dld 
no.t- or_igina·te in Donne's time. Al though .. it became populgr i.h 
the sevent-e'se.n.t·h century, it originated in ;antir_uity wi:th the 
Stoics and Was cu:rren t during the Middle Ages. 2 Even today, 
the idea. still ·h.as a Q·e1-itain arnount of currency, although it 
is usually noi justified or expl~ined in the manner of Donne 1s 
' -Ill.· 
11 Anni versar·ie-s .• u .At lea.st once ·a ye~r a religious sect will 
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declare that the ~rorld is completely worthless and \Judgement 
Day is at hand, basing their predictions on Biblical passages 
and the unfortuna.te behavior of men ana. nations. And y\l .B. Yeats 
wrote "The Second Coming" in our century. The concern over 
the decay of t_he universe 1vas stimulated. in Donne's time; "the. 
old idea of -the mutability a.nd decay of the world ~,as meta-
morphosed by the new a_stronomy follovJing Copernicus. n3 Men 
began to ha.v:e serious doubts about the validity of the old view 
of the universe. The new ·a:S.tronomy seemed to prove that the 
.Pt.o.le.rn=aic system was in.va.lid.; Etri:d. m?]1y thinkers linked this 
.t.nval .. idi.ty lrJi th the olq td.e.a; of· ·d.eca:y, believing that the 
aid system hcl:d been correct in the pc:st but we_s fa·lling a~part=, 
.. dec?-ying into the universe described by the aston.omers. 
Donne's conc·e.rn with the problem O'f ·decay developed in 
:hls middle a_nd l_:a_ter :Y.ears ;and i=s ·e-·xp_re'ssed chiefly in the 
. -· 
. ; 
. . 
tlAnniversaries''·· cfnG. i.:n ·a n=umbe-r of hi.s $ern1ons. At th·e ·be-· 
g_inning of his· car:eer he wrote his: Paradoxes 2,_nd p:roblemes 
in whicb he denied that his age could be said td be declining~ 
. 
. . 4 In Biatha.natbs,. writt~n a_t the egrliest in 1606, Donne quoted 
Cyprian II to sho"'1 ths.t me.n a.re :b,o-r:n old_, 11 but he di·.a. not· "-t1ev .. elop 
the obvOJ.o.us opportuni t:1 ~:f __ ·.J~escriblng in detail the: .d.e-c~,,line a_nd 
·CQ]::~rup·t-:.ion. of the uni verse." Igna.tius His= C·oncl~1ve.,. in· which . 
:.pot1tre e:Xflibi,tea. a simila.r minor concern over decay, wa.s written 
;t:n: ::L61-0 at the. earliest. 5 Both Biathena~tos and Ignatius show 
that Donne, 11 1n .an ~teur fashion, 11 had followed 11 recent 
·discoveries in ·s·cience 11 which he µ.s-e .. d "to prove that mutability 
extends ·t'.·o t}J.e heavens as well Eta· to the ea.rth. 11 References 
~o_, __ q-'~.9i'3Y :in :hi-s. ee.rl-¥ __ p_o_etry are usuall:, l1mi ted to II a con-
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ventional phrase or two describing present decline from thk 
golden times." Donne I s first develonment of 11 the full impli-
... 
cations of universal decay" was in "The First Anni~ersar.y. 116 
... The old view of the uni verse is very complex, and 1 t 
varied from philosopher to philosopher. Much has been said 
about 1 t; the following discussion cannot pretend to complete-
ness, for it is intended merely to .establish a background for 
some of the concepts that appear in the 11 Anni versa.ries" and 
to set the stage for a review of· certain critical positions 
concerning the poem~. 
~,rl'·' 
;B.:o:th Donne ancl the s.ev·,E?·n,.te·e:nt-h century bega.n thei.r. Cq:J:-.e·ers 
::t,f:1.t·h :a, very complete e.na complex view of man a.nd his univ·ers·e:., 
a composite built up f:r;om: ·traditiona.l religious and 1jl·tilo-
so:? :1.1 c 2.l be 1 i e f s • 7 ':rhe. ·ee.rtn.., thought to ·be th·e center ·of 
' -~~ 
·,ol, 
' ' 
fi·r:e. The .. se le1.yers: e.:re ·e~na.1.ogous ·to: t·h'E~ l·ay.-e.rs of; at1 :o·nio:n. 
Beyond the s1Jhere o:f r·1re l.sy the immt1tttb·1e spheres of· th~.: 
· the sphere of the f·ixea_; stars. Aji th·efre spheres were sup-
posedl2r kept in 
mobile. All of 
mot-i on by at1 o·ut:e.~m.ost s-pher,1e, the primum 
·t.his ~·ys:te.rn 'Wa.-s .. b·as-ed o·'h: C.hr,i.stian belief 
in the unity and or-d.er of all ·creat-·i-on :a.n:a. -~1-e~>El b . elieved to 
have been crea.ted to minister to ,man and tcJ b·e g.ove·rn·ed ·by 
di vine le~w. 8 
All matter and C:t.-.-eat.''ur-e:S· i.n .t-fte. universe were believed 
to be rela.te:d in ·tJ~·rrtrs _o:t a definite hiera.rchical pattern, 
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a "great ohain of be1ng 11 descending from God through the 
angels, man, animals, 2nd vegetables, ending at ·the bottom 
wi tl1 inorga.nic ma.tter. .All things hed_ their places in the 
chein -- angels were divided into classes, individual types 
of men and animals were classified according to their merits, 
and e2.ch clas~s had ranks 1rJi thin i ts·elf. All things, creatures, 
and ideas -we-r·e :11·nl{ed to ectch other by ena.logy 2.nd correspon-
), 
dence. lvl2.n;: 2.$ ·ponne observed in one of his -holy sonnets, was 
thought to be 11 •• ,~ 1-i.ttle world. tnc:cLe: Cfunningly/ Of Elements, 
end c:n Angelike ·srpri_g-ht:, 0 -a -mi.c:ro:cosrn parallel ctnd analogous 
:t:o: the mclcrocos·m.,_ t}i-e universe. 9 
Thus ma.n explc=lined himself and :hi-s. e.:nvi1'onment. 
t.hing had it·s pl2,ce in the divine- orde:~; nothing was 1v_i:tho,ut: 
significanqe. In many v1a·ys. this ,v-o.r:la.-view proa_uced a ha:pp.y 
si tua.t.i.cin;, .rne~ny men f.elt :sec:ure in. -~t.heir tightly-organiz~d 
universe., t:'.nd. 2.rtists .end~' ivriters were nrovid·ed 1·11th an .:i.trt-~ : . 
l'• r 
:r.n:e·n$e com-rrto·n becke;round of symbol e.11,Q. myth. fill ·cr.:e.Etti·on. 
Jte-emed. t_o be est8.blished and @$:ttlea_. 
-P·e-:rh.a.ps unfortun2tely, this ·b.eeµ_t-i-f·ul schem·e .of th:in:gs 
:had. 1·1ttle connect:i:on 11i:th rec1lity. In 1543, Cope:r,nicus· 
nubl·ls:hed his On T-he Revolutio.ns of the Celestial 'Orbs. in ·.L.. . 
--- . . 
--
w"J;ric:h he arguec1 the.t the phenomen2, of the movement.s of t·h.e· 
e2:rth, the s 1.1n, ti"nd the pl2_nets _ could :b·e. ·m·o:r_e- simi='lY exple.i--ri-etl 
·--b;y 2:ssuming th_a-t -t·he etu:.n 11a .. s 1.oc:e._teo. ··-a,t the center of the 
:S·:fstem. Cop·e:rn.:Lc--.us ·vJ-.Et.-s .. ·b-y no tn·e-e.rts the first to· doubt th.e 
ifalldity of the geocentric Prolematc system and to propose 
a heliocentric system, but he was the first to present hlij 
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arguments in a logical and convincing mRnner. His theory, 
hovJever, 1"1e.s not immediately accepted; men still believed 
that the old system offered a s2tisf2ctory explEtnation for 
the movements of the heavenly bodies. Part of the difficulty 
lclY in the fact tha.t the tools for underst2 .. nding Copernicus 
· did not exist until Newtoh discovered them in 1687. More 
positive evidence of the inaccuracy of the old view of the 
cosmos wes presented by Tycho Brahe. In the 1570 1 s he was 
e.ble to demoris:tr.e .. te the.t changes were m.king place in the 
he2.vens 1,Jhere· no cha.nge vJas s:upposed to be possible. He 
I • 
observed the ret·urn of Halle 1t 1 s Comet a.nd c2~lcul2.tecl that 
.. . . . ~ . . 
it 1·1as m.ov.i:ng (e.nd thus chan.ging) i·n the in1.rnut2.ble regions 
beyond tb.e .rnoo·n·;. and he ob·serve·d. $; ·SUJJernove., 2_ ne\1 sta.r 
:1n the constells.t'ion of C2.ssiopeia., anothe.r change in ·an 
:t1nch8_nge2.ble :aree.. Kepler observed end. p·ublic.izea~ a second 
i 
ne1\J star in 16.04. I11 1610, G2.lileo publ .. ished his Sidereus 
I~uncius, in ~vhich he described the .t_;s.t:ronomical discoveries 
he msde vritr1. b·is: improved teleB.co_pE{1 .1.nclud.ing four of 
,JuiJiter 1 s moons, the irregul2:rit.i~.s:of the s:urf·.a:ce·c,_f the, 
moon, 2nd 21. nu.rnber of fi.~ed sts_rs: .·not previous:ly obs;e.rved .. 
All of tbese observ2t1:on.s encl b·ooks v1ere we·11 :known in: 
10 En;: 1 a.na.. 
·'-' 
Copernicus's theor1e·s: i1·e·r··e 110·,t. especiEI.11::~?:: dis·tttrtring: 
t:o those 1·1ho ,,· su1Jported the. o.ld. ,vorld-viei·t;. t:hey could e~l1ve.ys· 
t;J 
argue ag8inst his theorie·s, for there ~as little in.the way 
,' 
of f~ctua1· evidence to su9port Copernicus. His work was 
Jo.a .. sea_ ·fo.r t.he 1nost p2~rt on mnthena:tics and reB.soni ng. Suc.h 
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was not the case "'11th t·he 11ew s·t-a.1~s: .End 1-11 th G2.lileo I s tele-
scope; these provided concrete .fa.cts, 2,nd one could not den~, 
that they proved that chenges took pl2ce in the supposedly 
immutable regions of s~ace. 
It is 2. common :error to simplif:y history Bnd_ a.ssume 
that the Copernican theory destroyed the heart of the old 
world-view, removing man and his earth from the center of . 
' things and c2lling into doubt all theology by questioning 
p2.rt of the tr2.a_1·tiort.2.J- theology-bo_sed view of the uni ver'se. 
!~o such immedii?_te de"Struction· took _p_l2.ce.. As ·a. ma_tter of 
f 2_c t, mt?.ny clergyme·n embr2.c ed C:operniciµ,s I s theor:r, upl1old.ing:: 
God I s co.ntrol of t·he uni verse·.. 11 .. os:t: thinlcers were .eontent 
m~ntg 6f th~ old order. 1Jcho Br~he, one of the first great 
nicus 2.nd Ptol.emy.. -He. submitted tl12.t the e·t3_rtl--i rer11r1.n·e.d tJ1:e 
.Doa1ne· .se:ems to ht~·v·e· stibsc·rib.ecl t:o ·Brene I s s~rstem; :e'V.e:·n. in. bis 
1. __ P_t·- e·. r.. r,ror· 1r S, 
'-" I• . . -"'~ . , .. 
no. m·eane C . ,t: +1 · 1; Q e u :u· . e.c .. b:·ir D'orl.fl .. e·-: I ~-
. ~- ·. -~. ·- ~ 
+. ·, :' .. 
u irn.e .• Sir r.r·_h_ ._o_·rnas .B1'"'-C)t.rne . ., . ,,] 
2..na. he 1?c?.s tr.el:l 2,cr~uc)l.n·tec_ vfi-th rll the 2lrg.uments. Al:l three 
:ot. t·he. vie11s of tl1e c-dsmos _:.. Ptolemeic, Tychonic, snd Co·oer-
rti-can ~: were current ih early seventeenth-century.England. 11 
1~1uch ho_s been seic1 2_bo'u.·t Donne I s position rege.rc1ing 
r -~, 
deec1.y ( or mu_t2.b-illt:-', cs it ie----ef te-n -e-all-ed) ~nd tl1e new 
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sciences, especia.11~, 2.st:ronomy. 1.1 Some critics -- 1-Iiss Ramsf!.Y ~ 
is their chief-~ meintain t~et Donne was essentially med-
', 
iev2l in his 2ttitudes towards mutability. Re_ms s. ,, 1 s the s 1 s V 
concerning Donrie 1 s doctrines covers much more than mutability, 
·b.ut for the pu.r~Joses of this discussion it }Jill not' be neces-
S:e.r.Y to de2.l ,~1itl1 c:11 of her 2.rgu.ment.s. Q,t:her critics, of 
h C th i h ..cii f.. • fficl"').ini-P_in 7:.·h· ..c:0.· ... t··.· ·,·r om o u.r- . ope· s t e ·1 1,..s t o · E{ny ~)rom1ne.pc .. e, _ Vv< ... 
. D:o.nn~rs: c\t':titudes tov12_ra_·s scien.ce 2nd_ raut2_'bili ty mD.rlt h:i.m ·e.s 
:?J1 un·usµrlly mode1--an men of th.e: reneiss~nce; the~, find in Donne 
:t .. t·ti·tudes: ti1-Dt becrrae TJo:yul.rr. in ·the ni11.eteenth 2nd t1-Jentieth 
. . . ., . . . . l, •. 
.; 
cen'turie'Et. .A. ·t~1:ir.c1 .~.r·o\:t) of cr.iti cs .mri11t.?..1·ns t·hr-t Do11ne used. 
. ~ ~ 
'.l:...·• ... L. 1.n·,...·· V .i:..:.' .. I.../ 
,..,., . l"'I 
, ... , -
..i.. • i.;... • Eliot 
sch.ol:.c:~s., of v1hom 1-I.F. 1-lolone~r is reI)resentetive, b .. e.lieve. ·t-112t: 
? 
:n-011n:-e.·1 S' :r.e··f e~ences t.J mute~bil·it\r inc:icE:t.e ho: a~ec·o 1Jer·sonc1.l 
.. . . .·.. .. . . . .... .- . -- ... 
. ..e.::s ·t\·n .e;.:tet1sj~o·n of J)e.t"so11tl e~oir'i ·tt1.r .. l d_i:f;:Jn:t.y·.· .• 
~ ~ . . 
T l1i s o·r o U1'.).t.n£"· b ~ . . . . ,...;J.'. 
. . . 
crit.:ic2;·1 .. pos.itions;. m2,n:y crJ;t:ios overlap i.nto. tvJo of th_~ aJ5;o,te· 
:.S·'c~:h:o·ols. Jlevert.hel.eps':!. :s-l;.lch: $ g1~ou~)in.g i~ril]. m2.ke the foll.or:r·itrg: 
d'iscussion trtore :c.ohet.'ent 2,hd. th·er.~:·fo.re: mcYre mee.ningful. thJin ·it· 
might o th:e1"11rii s·e. b·e • 
.. 
Al though Donne re:r'°)9.:rs to ·~··E?t~.,8 .. 11.c)m:·y., the other s.c.i.en:ces., 
·2'"nd n1utabili t~r i11 n;i2.n;)' of lii·s· 1rrorks, the II Anni vers2.r:ies·, 0 
bec2.use of the num1J9r t.na. :exten:t of such references they 
contain,: e.re centrel to1Jl.c:s in Etn·y: discus·s t.on of Donne I s 
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attitudes towsrd these subjects. Therefore, the following 
discussion will apply to some extent to all of Donne's works 
even though they 'tvill be mentioned very infrec:uentl:l• 
Bece_us·e most critics in their discussions of Donne, muta-
bility, 2nd science include the following passPge from the 
"First Annivers2r~' it will s~~ve to focus the present dis-
cussion: 
·;-;.;n· ·. a· C:' . :.. 
And ne1~, Philosoph~l calls a_ll in c1ou_bt, 
The Element of fire is ~uite put out; 
The Sun is lost, 2.nc1 th' earth, 2nd no mElilS v-7i t 
C2n well direct him where to look for it. 
An a_ free 1 y men c o 11 f e s s e the t -'c :-~ i s "t·J or 16_ 1 s s p en t , 
VThen in the Pl--2nets, :-:no_ the Firm21nent 
They seek so rn2ny new; then see that this 
Is crurnbled ou_t 2.r~aine to his P.tomies. 
'Tis 211 in peeceS, e.11 coh2erencefforle; 
All jus"t SL11-:,pl~/, 2nd_ s.11 Relction:' 
I""\ ..p 
\_/ _L 
'\ ( 1 1 9 ·'l_ v~ - _91-Ll~ ·). 
- - • h..J \-../ . . ":'-I - . ·-:: .'. 
. .. ,, .. 
r e -;- :· e l'"' to "'-.··a_;'.1_ -r) p '"r ~-~ t.""1· P. n t_.. r· C' ·l_l-m_: ·o· d·e· r· n· ii (· 'ffi.' e • ..n·; -1_1 _i·,1 
~-.v .. l.:.l.i:~·-.,; .' :--:•:-: '-..1,-•.. •4 ~ •~tL,J. I ., .. • , •. •""• ~ ,-~~-.t: 
. .. 1 c i-rn ., . r: r 
u ...... ~·.:.J. ...L._...L. l, . . 
'J,..b ' . .LC. L,·. v , 0 . • · 1 n ·. · 0 · -: ,.. 0·. ·,; ·• ,..,.,.·-.: -.-.r - O , · . · .. · . . .··.. . :-C . , . t . . .. t: . . . . ·t·. ·. . . -i . 1·· . • .l.- • . . t·h . . ' ... t' . . . . • . . ') 
--<,. e n_,,_ .. .!.8. e,.___,n. _ .. ,'.. nc .. 8-:.·.-·-·--·,./ 1..,1\7,.,,l1vle .. · ... .CE;n ,Url.E;u-_. A. C· .c'-·o·· ·r-, -~ 'l_,· .n-:.:0~'> " .. - . ,\.;i. -
.sion of 11 tb-e- _ge·ne1"12:l sc:e~1ticis1J. 1>rotlt.1ce.eI .ir1 .hi.s [D·onne"·sJ 
·t: ·h. e.--_·o· · 1-0· c:, ~·-y. 11 
. Q •••• 
.. 
He b·elieve,s the.t Donne. ·u:,.,r ,-::_,-~ ~~. C--:1,_.; e._c:¢.u2.inted 1vi t_'h 
the Copernic211 the:o:r.y·,. b~t [v1Et$]. ,, • Q).il.y inte·restec~ in it: 
.. p.•· I O Cl ... · .0 • t 
,,.S ..... c.r 8.o l . . . .• 
.. 
il1ustration!il3 The last E,tstement seems to plec·e Courthope 
in the objective cOPrelf·tive school of Donne criticism, but-
it is only a minor ·pt~t bf. his thesis. It is hgrd to believe 
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t.hat Donne \vas interested. in the ne'tv science onl~T because it 
p·_rovided poetical meteriB~ls. After ell, Donne 1-Jas not a full-
time, nrofessionel ·ooet, E'_nd the refe-renc,es to science in his 
. ~ 
11orks indicate that he knew e great deel more· of the new philo~ 
soph:? than would hBve been necess2.r~:/ to. -~J.ri te his pO.$try. There 
will be more a_iscussion of the point let er on in this pa.per. 
Courthope c1escribes the inte-11-ectue.l temper of· the e2_rly seven-
te:enth century in the follot4ing manner: 
Assailed at once by the forces of the new faith, 
0e netJ science, and the gro1r,1ing spirit of civic 
riberty, the ancient fsbric of C2tholicism 8nd 
Feua_alism fell rnore 2.ncl. rno1,..e into ruin, but the 
i n n O V." ""- ~ n 0' """" 1'1 l• 1 Q s· 0 -.) fi1 · .. T 'T T ,- 8 .., r 8 + f r. r fr O -n h aV ~ D g 
.i. C . I.J J. - U -~-....' J. - . _t J \ . C ,_-i U c:. lu .L .i. 
est2~lished 2 system of order and authority .... 
The first effect of the collision between the 
opposing princi:)les 1'72..S to prope.gate e. feeling 
of philoso9hic doubt. [Donne 2.nd other autl1ors 
used] ••. the rich materi2ls of the old and ruined 
philosophy ~o decorPte the_ structures which they 
built out of their l2.11less f e11cy .14 
Briefl~_r, Courthope. 1 s pos.ition • lS 
\ 
t· .. . __ n ' ... e· ·p -_("> 0. 0~ U .C -'-_• ·· ·Q·• .t:tJ.· . 1~111· -·e 1• "('L ·t·. ·e 1· 1 cc·. t· . U r.1· f1 p .yam· e··n··. t· . (;·  r· Cl r:- t. ·· o (~ 
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tJ t
··'. . .. 
,. .·' . fl':(:'; . :f:i;e ne§c:-
o:·f -t.he 11 Anniver.-s2-r1.i·es": 
One of the most interesting str2nds of thought 
bbmmon to the twin uoems is the reflection on 
.,_ 
the disintegr2ting effect of the New Learning. 
Copernicus 1 displ2cement of the earth, 8nd the 
conse~uent d4sturb2nce of the accepted medi2eval 
cosmology with its concentric 2rr2ngements of 
· eleme11ts 2.nd. heevenl3r boc1ies, e .. rrests anc1 disturbs. 
Donne 1s im2gination much as the l2ter geology with 
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its revelation of vanished species 2nd first 
sugcestion of o. c.octrine of evolution 8.bsorbec1 
, [;nd pertu:.~bed Tennyson 1vf-5n he wrote In Hemori2_m 
Etna_ tlu,.,o L1.r.:ho u t his life • 
'-
Mrs. Simpson's thinking in 1924 2nd again in 1948 is 
eJ.ong these same lines: 11 [ Donne J realisec!. so keenl~y a.11 that 
was involved in the discoveries of Kepler and GFlileo~ H~ 
S£3't·J th2.t the ne1v Copern:i·Q._ar1 QO$rnogon~.r releg_r-ted. the eerth, 
which for so men\, e-e.nturies. heel seerned .i to be the cente11 of ~ 
. .. . 
the universe, to e.· r:e.lt3.'tive1y unim~ortf\n.t. position. ul6 Lo,u.is 
B11 edvold assumes: much the .s.e..me :~osi tion ·in ·1925 in hif e:ssa.y 
entitled ·"·The P~elig1o·-u·s Tho·uzht of Donne. in RelE.tion to 1,fedieval 
2.nd Let.,er Tr2c~iti.ons. ul 7 
wri tinr,. tn 19:31 . ,:.:) 
. . . . . . . · ..... ,, c_o.n·t:-i.n11e s: the C our thou e 
. ... 
Do·s··tn..,.,e , •. ·1 .. :-- ,.·.:. ~1,;;.;.; : .• "Donne, living ·in e.n f·e;.e: o·,f' scientific rev-olutior~, 
c·ciulc1 .no:t· h·e:.l.}') surve-~ring ,:Ji t.~ .a ·e:·cep.tio.ts e;/e the s-tate of 
•Cl'OllfusiJil1-presentea_ by the chenf;;ing 1-JOr1d. H Although Protz 
.. 
. d.cres not P-J~')ly his st .. ~~ -t.e:n1e.nt to t··he "And: n.-evJ. Philos oph~r. 
Ge.o·r.ge 1qillia.mson o·ecu_r)iect .in 1935 2. 1)osttion -ej_rr/i lt:r: t.-o 
0 0:Urt·hO·:)t::l IS'. .1'.n ·h·1· S e··s s· ·.? ,r lt~1··.1:u·t_q;o·· ·i·: 1 .1· t"'"r 
.. . . .l·v . . ... . ~--J, .L _v.. .. --,. J1 D.e·o.r.·y_., .c.ntl Js~:o ob .. e_:t~·n. 
-r::1-e··· -1· . ·~- n· ·• c· n' · ·.o-··1· -.,.·.r· · 11 
~- '. ~-·· ~- 'J • ... ~ .· ·t· ., t· • ""-1· . -f:... .· .• L . . "·T1·1· 1 ··~ . . • d r1.s .· ne 1 v e s u 2 Lies , 11 . ..J:·1 plilJ:3.00 1 s cone e·r 11 e · . 
1vi t.h the: se:v·e_tl°t·e.$.rit11-c en~u.ry beliefs c=.onc·er-ni11g cle.c2":,r. He 
• 
'Ob·ae .. rve··s th-2.t J)o:rine is conc2r11ecl v·Iith the olct iclee of 1vorld.-
• .. 
·c1ec2.y· B.S r:ev,e:a1ed b.Y tJ1e -ne1-v $Ciei1.o:e. H:f·s ;Josi tion. is not 
-~ 
.. 
.•• 
.. 
c·oL1pletel}t ide:nti.C2:l viith Cb urtnocr}e) H, for he 1)12.ces mu.ch mo-r:-e 
em1Jhesis O:n dec2::r, encl $e-nsi.bl·:r so.: T.hey B.re ve1.,~/ simil2.r, 
hov1ey_e;r., in their opinion.s a.bout :8on.r1:eJ s attitudes to1ivc1.rds 
\ J· . 
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science. Courthope 1,10 uld heve Elgreea.. vJi th ivilliemson I s 
.. 
sto_terJent thc:t 11 tl1e disorder in n2ture [a_s rever\led by the 
new science] argued the decay of the world • • • and . • • 
added a modern ch~racter to the mutability theme of the 
l~iddle Ages. 
'-' 
It v.J 2_s this tl12.t 
th.e seve11teenth-centur·-r mind. ul9 t, 
r" r") Ve 0 C.. 2. sceptice.l turn to 
By f 2.r the most dete.i·led e2~9osi ti:or1 o·f Donne in terms 
.. 
of tl1e Courthol)e r,osit:ion is found_ in C.1.r. Coffin's John 
Donne a.nd the Nev, Phi.losoph;y, published. in 1937. Coffin, 
like vv'illi2mson, has. a greo.t deal to se:/ 2.\)ou".t the concept 
/:" 
of -v1orld-dec2.y. 11 u·nder the influence of the ., nevj philosophy·.,, l :tr: 
-O:offin s2_ys .. , · 11 the mea.ievrl science r-n'd m·et:t.})hys:i.cs·. b.~g'·B11 ··Yrj. 
Donne's t-:L·:m.e. to suffe1, a_isintegrrti·on. a~na~ d .. e.ce.Jr. 11 •. . ·.· . . -. ,.-... . . . - __ .. .. ·r· ·- · ·· k···· · ..  . n sp.e c.· :.):11._g: 
. . 
of J)2_r:.a·ll-elrI bet,veen the "Elegie u~on the untime:l_y dee_t_h of 
s2-:1s, !lit is e~;2.in ••• [Donne's] preoccupetion w_itb the nei~, 
2stronomy end 1 ts implicetions of c.onfu.sion t·het constitute 
b2.ckbo·ne of Donrie I s l)oetica.i thinking. tr 20: These ste.tement·s· 
tvro. h.undr?c1 :e.hcl~ ninet·y-four· po.g·:e-s: o:f Coff.i.n' 1·s: te:-~t-. , 
·The :c·ourthope 1Josi tion is .c.o-n,tit111ed in a different· vei11 
"-··?..·1., 
by }1erg21,et L. 1fileJ' in The Subtle Knot, subt·i·t·led~ Crec'~tive 
Scepticism in Seventeenth-:Centurv Enf-;l.s.nc1 2-ncl Dublished in 
1952. She c"u.otes the. 11 And· netv Ph-'i losor>hy ••• 11 p2~ssc1ge 
twice, using 1 t. e.s an e:~2nrole of nescienoe, e. l(ind_ of scep-
ticism which she does· not define except by example. The 
accepted definition: is II the doctrine tha.t God, 2.nd a.11 t-ne.t 
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goes beyona. -,n2turP1.l phenomena, e~re ihca11able of being known. n21 
She attribt1tes Donne I s "nescience" to his knov1lteclge o.f the nevJ 
philosophy. 22 She neglects to note that Donne concludes the · 
uoem on the theme of faith in God and in heaven (see 11. 43lff, ... 
"The First Anni verscr:l, 11 for e):e.myle). If 1-1iss 1·.Jiley uses 
·nescience in its usual me2ning, 2nd there is no reason to doubt 
that she does, she is forcing Donne to fit her thesis. 
The- schol~rs who h~ve been grouped above 2re prob?bly 
the most prominent p~oponents of the Courthope posit4on, 
but they r.re not a._lone. J.B. Leishrne.n' s study, The 1,1on2.rch 
0-~: :\fit, oont&.in~. ste.tements much like Courthope I s; the sa.me 
·rtiE.tY be :sf:,.id. of Je~ck: Lindsa:/ 1 s ess2~~.r ebout Donne end Bruno. 23 
Ralph B. Crwn 1 s remarks in Scientific Thought in Poetry on 
11 The Firs·t A:.r111iversary 11 2.re much the SEJne, es frr 0_s the:r go·: .. 
Crum ss.ys tha~t ''[I)on11.e I s] re2.,ction on the 1vho.l:"e· 'tv·c~s o.ne of 
··re,sistFtnce. to the ne1:·J t'IJoD.gh-t. 11 24 This .. s.eerh:s t·o be rs_th~r 
I 
·_Poetr;r a.ncl Human.1·_stn als·o: .oo-n._tEt:i.:n-·s c:yni·n.i,::;rts: -mtlO:.h J..i,k.e Court-
.. ·~ . t 25 
.h0j)8 S. 
,;.i.·. 
'.l" F 'H' o· 1 o·'.n 'e· .. r J./le • ,~IJ. ·· .. ··,,\ 
.. ' ' ' . . .c.J ., B~ :ntember: ·of the ·objective cor:'lel'a.t·i.ve ·scl:o(Yl, 
·cJb:_.j:e·c:~·s to tJ1e .irtterpre·t:.tion of D-011ne I s thought proposed b .. y· 
·tn..e oriti.es :9f t11e Courthope 11er·su2-s1 on •. He o'rouns mos·t: :o:f ,· 0 ' •,!. . . 
tra.tin~; their cri.t1c·21 positions throU[h the- us:e· of quotations. 
:H1.s· prim2.ry objection is to their implicit: or eY:plicit olaim 
.. 
that Donne I s concern wit:h ·the. .:ne1v scien:ct=;-,, .especi2.lly .astronom::; 
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was theological rather than poetical. He points out that the 
old i:.vorld-vj_e,v vJ2 .. s not immedie.tely a.estroyed by the net'IJ scienc~ 
a.nd that Donne was in fact able to fit the new astronomy into 
-his religious philosophy. l-1oloney quotes from a. letter thEtt 
Donne wrote to Goodyere in 1609: 
., 
I often comp2.re not you ~·nd_ me, but the sphear in 
11hi ch your resolutions e.re, a.nc: m:,,l 11he.el; both I 
hope concentricue to God: for me thinks the new 
Astronomie is thus appli2ble well, thct we which 
2re a little earth, should rether raove towards 
God, than th2t he which is fulfilling, 2nd can 
come no whither, should move towards us.26 
Th:i:s I'2,ther cesuell refer·e.nc.e to t-r-ie. ne,v science, 1-!oloney 
oelieve$, deoo.nstr:e.t.es. thf?t Don.ne. wes s.b·le t.:> 2.d.-:2:pt to the 
nev, ide.s.s 1-1it:ho·ut bec-ora1.ng·_ r .s,c.ep.tic. I.-t- 1s: ·1.nteresting 
thE-\t the res:t ·Of t;he le:tt.e.r 1.s- 1vn.e.:t 1.,1:}l.oney :cal'ls 11 persone~l: 
pe:rt;ic.ulz/rl:I sta.rtling·_.: .lJ6'1o.ne.:,r ··c·ite.s· .ot:J:ier p2.ss r:ge·s from 
·The rno:·s·t ··e·f-f-ective ·p2,.rt of 1:1olorr:ey 1 s argwnent with the 
. . . .. - . . 
.. .· .· . .. I..., 
O·.o urthoue sch,J.ol is the t vJhi cl1 is centered on the 11 .~d. new 
.. . .. .... . . - . ·• -· . . . . 
-~hiloso9hy . • • rJ v·e1·1ses- ~, ·irRead in the S.!).ir:i._t of the nine-
teenth centui..,Y, tr Jlolo·ne:r sa.ys, "these lin.eJ> ··v·ery definitely 
essume 2_n eir of irtte:llectua:l s.nd s:9iri tue.:l bewild_erment. 11 
He se.ys thet if one II trEtn·$1-e,tes them into the idiom of 
Tennyson" they will se-em to be a.n 11 e1Jitome of the Victorian 
confusion ~n the years when Hu:dey was baiting 
.._, 
Bishop 
-- . .• :, - .. -- --- --=- - - - - ·- - • . - -· -~ -
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.::.; ·; 
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liilberforce a.nd Tynde:11 wes solemnly ree4.ding God out of the 
universe. 11 But the suiritua_l 2.nd intellectua_l environments 
.J.. . 
of tl1e nineteenth cent~y and the seventeenth century vJere 
not the s 2.me, 1,Ioloney observes, m2.int2ining th2_t it is ~,rong 
to treat a seventeenth-century work 2s if it were written in 
'·· ·the ninete·enth century. ·28 
.. 14-tllOney goes on to r~uote from HThe First Anniversa.ry" .:, 
For the worlds beauty is decei 1d, or gone, 
Beeuty, thr.t 1 s colour, 2nd proportion. 
We thinke the hervens enjoy~their Sphericall, 
Their round pro,ort4on embr2cing 211. 
But yet their ve.rious r nc1 perple:·:ed. course, 
Observ 1d in divere ages, doth enforce 
Men to finde out so m2ny EccentriQue perts, 
Suqh divers downe-right lines, such overthwarts, 
As disproportion th2t pure foroe: 
(11. 249-257) 
H:e::rj·e_, 1-Ioloney se~~is, 1ve f.ina~ .Donne t.ur:p:.ing 11~vi·th ec_'_ua_l 
-s:-ubtlety to to.y .. ivl.th t-he ingenious. Pt·olema.ic theory of: 
. . 12 8 
e1Jicycles end. e·.cc.etrt1,.,~i.cs. 1 ~v ·rt ·is.· \vell to cdd!, al t-hou·gn. .. 
,. 
... 
l:1oloney d·oe.s :no·t do so·, thst the .r1~1v 9·h1I,osophy, the· 
theories ·o'f' {}alileo ana_ Oo_p··erni.cµ$_,. l~E.d ¢tlsproved the 
Ptoleme.i:c theories involV-1ng epicyc·1~s ·2:na .. eccentrics:. 
They hcH:L bee11 devise-cl :,to expl2_in the c_l teretions in the 
movements o:1 th_e· pl2,n.et_s as ooseryed fror.i c, su1J}X)sedly 
st2tionar:1 e2.rtb..; tJ1e·y -we.r.e. no longer necesse_ry in the 
.new estronomy~39 
Donne contirtu-es·: 
It teares 
The Firmament in eight end forty sheires, 
And in these Constellations then 2.rise 
New starres, and old doe vanish from our eyes: 
As thou.g:i he2.v 1 n suf~erea_ earthc1u2,kes, l)eace or 
1~men ne1:v To1,Je1.-;s rise, 2nd ·Ole_ demolish I t 2_re 
(11. 257-262) 
-
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Here, Moloney exclaims, 11 Donne uesses from the Ptolemaic 
~-
• 
1 eight o.nd fort Jr she ires I to the e..rents which 11 are su~pposed 
to have aroused serious ·~·uestioning of the Ptolema.ic scheme 
' 
of the universe, the new st2rs observed in the supposedly 
--, 
immuta.ble hee.vens by Tycho Brc1he, G2.lileo, 2_nd Kepler. Donne 
minr;les the old_ rnd ne1·: 11 wi th th2_t c-om_9lete e2se 2.nd p.er:·_f.ect 
'4'1 
c.asua.l.ne ss II which is "char\a:cte.r i·$·ti c ·of ·_,the Ren2 .. is s e,no.e.:. 11· v· r 
:The combining of. the old wi t·h. the ne,,1 continues in-. the- ··" 
r 
.li-r1:.es .imnedietel ~r f 01101/Ji n·g tl1os e c_uotea_ 2-.bove: 
They have imp21 1d within 2 Zodi2ke 
The free-borne Sun, 2nc1 1re epe t1·Jel ve Signes 2.11a~Ie 
To vJ2tch l1is s te1)s; the Go 2 t 2_na_ CrF.b controule, 
And fri~~l1t hi~~-: b2.cke, 1,rho else to either Pole · ·· 
(Did not these Tropiques fetter him) might runne: 
For his course is not round; nor CPn the Sunne 
Perfit 2 Circle, or meintaine his way 
One inch direct; but where he rose to-d2y 
He con1es no r.1ore, but 1,:i t:1 e. co uzeni11£: 1 ine, 
~tor-:lec b~r +hr~+. ..,,)01· nt snri 0 0 1· S Ser;,...-,ont1· .,,.., e. 
- \..I C,. U .J lJ (. - v ~ J C • .o. 1..-- U ~ :_-' V .I. .. • 
Anc~ seer11 1 ng ~"'"ea1#)··:/ v1ith l1is reeling thus, 
He means to sleepe, being -now fElne nearer us. 
S o O··I'"' t n· e c.· T ~ -r re s -r • ~ 'h i c n "'o o ~ s .,_ + 11. , .. t · -r. n, e ~ r do ,.... r u n·..-") e 
' U uC - ni.l . .1.- -l ~- lJ L,.L' V ,.; 1 V .J. •• 
In Circle still, none ends where he be;un. 
( 11 The First An11i vers ar :;- , n 1 1. 25.·7~·2.62). 
fr-orn our ·.some,1h2t· enlightenec1 E_:~;.e, but by sevente_er\th-
ce.nt:tir:y st12ndAra_.s it i .. s. c .. e.rtrin·1:~r no-t confu_sion, .2.-rrd it is· 
.. ·e·v·en les·s so-=, .. if ·1,;e 2.gre .. e ,·lf th: li!olone~r ~h2t Donn,els: ·interest·:: 
in the new science 'l>l2S :lluoet:t.c.Pl r2t·her theri the·o.logic2_l ti 
~' . . . . . .. . ~ ~ .. 
·( . ~ 
. CI. p. 36 e_bove) • A poet is no·t ·bound toe cert2in limited 
in his aea.rch for imeges -~ .. especi2-.ll:r if~ .he is sea.rching 
·~-· . ; 
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Williamson be~:.ieveJ3 thet: tb.ese lines c·.re indicetive of 
Scientifiq 1 scepticis~ ·(that is, scepticism based on the in-,_, 
formation reva~l~d through scientific observations). He 
feels tha.t the,, describe II the deformed he2vens ~-lhich have . .·- - L 
bee.n revealed by the I new phileeophy. ' 1133 Moloney notes, 
·ho1r1ever, th2~t movem.ent of the sun 2s des.cribed by Donne is 
due to the· :fctc·t tl12.t- th.e s:un t-pavels· -o-n ·an ecliptic, 11 a 
fact bBaic tb the theor.y .o·r PtolemJ' as well 2s to that of 
:Kepler. ff There is nQ re2.son to att:ribu.te Donne) ,s s·:tt:rte---
tn:et).t-s= to o·ne re. ther· t·han the other t)f t·he 1vo'i~ld_-.vi-·eiv-s·. 34-: 
l 
'1Jfo1o·ne·Y ob.·$:·er·ves th2t_ t:he eleme.rrt .cYf fire·, $::,:tinguished 
··b·.y· i:ne\J ··Ph·ilosophy'r i.n ''The First :A.n11:ive-r,s_.o_r·:v1:.,-f1 is reigni te<i 
fqr use :fn ·''T:.he :Se .. co·nd Annivers2~r2.r'-';' lines 1-81-206 of thc~t: 
· .. J1oJ:,oney concludes: 
_j , -1-· 
'T" n ,-. -u· Lr.I..-,.:·.·- · 
l 
f. . ·35_ ei.erne·.rtt O'_f · ··_1·-;r:-ie·. 
The truth, it seems to me, i·s that the eh!'.~uiring .. 
2nd avid mind of Donne, driven on· by that peculiar intellectu~l restlessness which ch2r2cterized 
his period, seized indiscriminately upon all 
i n form r? t i o n th r_ t c sm e 11 i s tJ 9 .. .: :.11 c1 YJ r e s s ea_ i t i n t o V - .L, 
th2 service of his ert. The men of the Ren2iss2nce h2d ~ Cap2city for intellectuFr ~ssimil~t4on Which 
WRS, to sey the le2st, remark?ble; for them a 
new ide2 wrs no occasion for intellectual indiges-
tion. 1-Jor ivere they lilrel:i to be perturbed by 8. 
nevJ theor~,r of the W1iver1 se, nq m2tter hovJ sta.rtling 
the implications of th2t theory might be. For they 
were the heirs and the s~iritual children of the 
men of the Middle Ages for whom the world was full 
of the strange and the wonderful. The universe 
might, indeed, be no longer geocentric, but for 
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the vast majority of men, of whom ~onne was surely 
one, it remained theocentric, and the transmutation 
wa.s the pB_ltriest of detB.ils. It unq_u.estion2.1JlJ is 
difficult in en a.ge such 2s ours to regr:1in the 1 
angle of vision from which they surveyed the mystery 
of the universe, but it will not suffice for purposes 
of critical integrity to substitut~ a Victorian or 
1Jost-'lictorian iJers1)ective, ,,~jhich rnc-i.kes a.n insoluble 
riddle of that mystery. 0 6 
Moloney quotes with approval passages from Mary Paton 
R2JI1say Is Les do.ctrin.es. medieval·e-n .chez Donne. 37 He ~S-:e.s 
her authorit.Y to est2.blish that "the. _scnole.stic on.il_.osQph~/ 
is E\fter 211 less 2, speci2l system tha.n 2. method of thought. 1138 
t~tErre· r10.'t: _hos.til-e: to s cien:ce r:tnct .oth~r origin2l thought, but 
·t·hey s eel\. t.o ,r.6ve di f·f e1"'en t tl1.e s e:s s.bo ut Do11r1e. \"---Rams e~2t 
.f·.tter:11Jts to .shotJ t_het Don!B1 s thougl1t is e~$e1,1tisl-l.y mE?dl~ 
39 
· :$,·Yr:]~,' · · vvl11·1·e- l{ol,oney 2.rgues thc:.t Donne 1s tJi_o·ugl1t is '.neitpe-r-
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·t--:h9.:t: c·o-ula. be inser:te·a. into Ramsay 1 s te:ct 1·Ji thout creating 
. 
'• 
2.n.y in·congru.i ties ( c.}S·-id-e fr1orn the clifferei1ce of the 
:\• 
.. -- -. ·-·- --- .. - - --- -- ... ~. - -· ............... -·· ... . ~ . -
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languages). In s,p_ ·eakit1g·' ,of the 1i.-ew s ta.rs a_nd the new 
'" 
.-theories, he sr~ys: 
Yet we should not attribute to these discoveries 
more significance than they merit. The scientists 
themselves do not find in their new knowledge 
any indic2tions of decay. The divines and the 
poets and the popul2r scientists who write about 
decey 2.re still lilrel::r to ta}:e tl1eir a.stronomy 
fror.a Ptolem~r a.nc1 their zoology from Pliny. \vhen 
conflicting w2ys of thought begin to converge in 
the seventeenth century, whether in the poetic images of Donne or in the lit~r2l descriptions of 
Cctrpenter 2.na~ S1·1e.n, the belief in deca_y u.nctuestion-
2-bl~l sholvs the inj:lLlence of conte~111Jorr.ry science, but it remains the old belief 2nd si!£1Y invokes 
the new discoveries as confirmation.~ 
Joan Bennett is another cr.i .. t.ic of the l-1oloney .or 
tions. 11 Hi.:s ... e:-:p·lorfrti.,O·n,s included th.e ne1} sc1e:nce·s, she 
• • 
11 11,pes, she 
sa.:ls the;t Donne n uses the he1·J 1?hiloso1)l1y c1_s L:~n 1:11u_st..r.~.-
ti,(>n. '" Donne, 2.ccording to l1r-s.~ Bennett, "nowhe.re, e:.ithet:1' 
i)i Y:erse or prose, . 
· •·· · ··c b. J Y.'. ·. f'.'1·. · · · -i c .._ 0,...., C • . · .. ·. .t.:. ;.f 11.c 0·.n s ,f ..:.) L, ·:,;.., .• dl l...J ,.. • ·. u u ... used either indiffs~shtlv or the . . .. '.~ 
.tJotifl.i.ct be t1:~.reen the t1;10, f:O:r tlie :e:~pt.es Ef'iO:n o··f some t:r1ing-
el.s·e. ·n42 
2ttitudes tow&rds the new ~cience and mutability. F~2nk 
Kermode, a critic whose ideas r.esemble R2msay 1s, h&s made 
statements about the matter that are W8rth.quoting in S:Ji te . 
..... ·, . . 
of their incon-cl us-tv·enes:s :· . ~ . . .- . ..- . ·. . . . . ,. . . .. ' . - ., 
..... ,, 
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. • . the old emph2,.sis on the 'mediaeval' q_uaJ.ity 
of Donne's thought, thow.gh in neea_ of c~u2lific2tion, 
is more to the point than the more recent stress 
on his modernity. A great deal has been made of 
his interest in the 1new philosophy, 1 and the 
disturbance supposed to hove been caused him by 
such astronomic2l discoveries as •.• the cor-
ruptibili t? of the he2.vens. Certoinl:r. • • Donne 
was 2~are of such developments •..• But it is 
the greatest yossible misunderst2.n,iing of Donne 
to SU}Jpose ths.t he tool[ this .2_s any more than 
another proof, where none was needed, of the 
imperfection of humen intellect. liu.t2.bility 
reached higher towards heaven than one hrd 
thought; but this only shows how unreliable 
hwnan lG1o'tf1ledge must ali:·12~:rs 1)e. • . • The 
f2mous 92.sss_ge in The First .Anni versa_ry . . . 
is merely pErt of the demonstr2tion of 1 the 
fr2ilty and decay of this whole World 1 men-
tioned in the title of the poem -- a theme 
enforced by mRny illustr2tions taken from a 
wide v~:riety of su~bjects. • . • It 1vould 1Je 
very unlike him to be much affected by the new 
1;hiloso1Jhy: · 1 if there be any a.ddi tion to kno't1-
ledge, 1 he says in a seroon of 1626, 1 it is A3 r 0 +he"Yl neT .. \' 1..-;-.QT,1lecc:·o "'-1-ion .r:l grea-1-cr 1l"'1'iQT,Jl ed·:Ye I ... (,,_ u - ... wv J..i.. i. J. ~ -a ....,. , LJ _ .J- '-' . o. - Li .._, n..J. .i. v - 0 • 
J.C. :.12:i:1--.reJ_l co11cludes his eSS$,j.T e_ttac}cing 1-irs. Sir.1-oson 
... 
2:nc1 Coffin in p2.r·t1cul2r sna_ the Courtho_pe school in gen-~r-8.1-
Donne ['.lalces 2. little rto 2_ lon[; 1c1ai.r. His :use _o·f 
. ~ I....,; ,., 
the sciences is of 2 Diece 1:-.ri tl1 >_is v!hole 
.... 
constitution of mind: the curious combin2tion 
of love of 2ccur2cv in 02rticul2r feet with an 
LI -
unc1erl:.ring co11 te:-~1::)t for II u11concerning tl1int;s, 
mnt t ers of f 2.c t" ( 11 Tl1e Second An~i vei-1 sa.ry, u 
l. 285); of enornous intellectu2l appetite 
a n /1 s 1 °,..., .,_ n ° c Cl ( .i: 11 -i- hr; t n~ 1· s c on t e :1 ·,or :-1 r; e 0 
.. "-·- <./.. ~- L, vu o ~.... --. L, .... C. ..i. .... ~l.-"' \.. .. ··-- ...... 0 
recognizec1 in l1im 2,.s 11 1r!i t 11 ) 11ith e.n uJ_tim.2.te 
lack of the ~isinterested intellectual curi-
ositv of the scienti·st or the ~hilosonher. 4 
LI . - . L -
Perh2ps 1,1e will -ne·ver· J:no,·1 ex2ctl2r wha.t Donne I s at-
we must conclude that Donne often used the ideas of 
science 2.s m2.ter'i2.ls for I)Oetic imeger:l 1-1i thout either 
believing or disbeJle-ving in ·therI1. His mind. must have 
.,: 
-
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Qr>, 
:bee11 like a sponge, soitking u~ ideas \,1herever he fourid 
them: these ideas, taken out of the context of his 
poetry, mislead critics into thinking th2t he was deeply 
concerned with whrt was ~erely grist for hiS poetic mill. 
ti .. 
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CHAPTER IV 
Few pe:opl:e l1ave been a.ble to re.ad :Dorine's "Anniversaries" 
1111 th any great· ·e.11thu-.si2.sm. }1ost c .. rt·t·.ics .a.re content to 
cornrnent u·oon ·the:- ·con tent o.nc1 oc_c-2:s-:ion .o·r·· t.h-e poems, usually 
calling atte:nt.i:o.n to the ".Ano .. · ne1t,r Philos:ophy • •• • " pe_s s ci.ge 
but not Elttemp·tin:g: to .. de::fend them c.s poet1")3r or es· com9lete 
}to:rks of' ~.rt • Tl1e bigc~.est stuJnbling block· :in the 1vay of 
t·h~- rea:de1,, vJJ:to -s·:e_e:_1.·:.s to· 2b11reci2.te the noems is 2.lmos .. t 
. - ·- ~ 
a·lTr2,ys tl1e ·p.r.obl>em bf: rec.onol1ing.- tl1e su.bject \:Jith ·lth-2.t is 
11
.,if· it hP.:cL ~Jee.T1 ;"Jr'i·tten: .. o·f the Vir~tin 1-!o.rie lt· he.d b.een . .. . . . . . . .· •.. . . . . . . . .. . . ._.) . .. . . .. 
iri the JO.em.s:., 2.ltl10L1t;h 11.e c~_u2.l 1 fies :his stc~t_e.nent ,by s2.yii\6 
I. 
·$1JcJ ·vis i:o 11. 11 2 '1'.j'l..-.,·.os··o· ·n··. hr.-rr·c + 1~':·t· IJt.,,,,_·e.·· o· ·n··-1'-rr 'Ti:~y-.: t·o·· ·'l':1•'"' 1r·o t:r.1A -~L ... • · · .:. .::Ye::, ·. u L,,.;1.c - . . -.l. . :.I..·· . · -._·1 1,1:-C.·~ ·.· .· .• . .:..:..1.:c~J.~v vJ. _ 'v .. -. .._. .. . V 
._0.o.f fin f eel·s tl1.p~·t 'tl1e .. pD ems s.re s2 .. t·i sf~ ctor:r o·n:lz( if one 
::ce.n. :1a~e-nttf2r Eli zeoeth Jrur~r v1itl1 Cl1ris t. 4 
One· of the keys to 2.n uncl..erstanding of tne n.,Ann,, ve_r.s:·.·e.r·i·es 11 
is to tegli7e that Donri~ intertde& us to rocr :"' rel Eli Zf. be_ .·t. h_· ·'-'b. •,. -
.Drur~r s.s. m·ere:l~r ttr.e O·C .. c .. e:·ELi.bn for the -p·o.ems;· the full ti·t.les 
of the 11 .Anniver·sc\r.ie·~}H :rr2:.lre tl1is cle2r: 11An .An2.tomie of tl1e 
1vorld. 1vherei11, B~y oc·CE1s·ion of the untimely de2.th of 11istris 
Eliz2.betl-1.. Dru.r:,r, tlie· t1~-a.i.:lty Etncl the c1ece.y of this· whole 
.j -· -- - - -· ---··- - - ·- --·· -· - "". -~: -- -- -· ------·---------···,-· -•• ---0 -~.·~'"''•M"• •.1•., --·, ,, -
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World is represented1; e_nd "Of the Progresse of the Soule. 
1~J'herein, By occa_sion of the Reli8~ous dec1.th of l:1istris 
Eliz2.beth Dru.:r~r, the incor:-1modi ties of ·the Soule in this 
life, 2:1"' e con temT)lB~ted .• ·u 
... . . .. 
The po ems 1lere not-: Of\lled 11 Anni versaries II until the sec··ond. 
1·J2.s }JUblishecI_; i.t ·is rnislec>ctin.g t·o -c2.ll them by this con-
venient ·but ._111.precise titl:e vli.thout keeping their full 
titles in rrti.nd. 
bolicctl. :)r-2fiJ3:e-r~ of Elizc-.beth D:rt1r·y • 
• ~ ate only incidental; 
wh.s.t ls E:;ssential 2re the refle::1 qns on the veni ty of the 
· 1~1 o 1.,.1 d. ~ nd· t,· .ci.L. · ·P 0 ·r ·tn, 1 "'. r 1 i· f'e· 
.· l'· - : - ·\. . :Y . ·.~ ~·(· .. :: . , IJ. . . · · ~-· .. • 
.·The Anni ve1,saries:, lil<;.e 
r-L 
"d i .,.1 t d +hi . d 0 ·+· · · ··· · • uO ;{cl s s_, ·· :r.o·meE.sur·c_o -;;i r2.nscen- 1..,: e. ·r 1mrne J..P ue occe..s ion. 
Ho1-Jever, ·the t.e)~t of the poem.·s. does not i11forr.n th·e ree.der 
0 ..L
'"l c
0 n : .. r c1_·1· >_: r.·1· ·s· .1. .0. :n> :"o-. ··e tu 1. ·.~ e P. .1........,1 ·_) _1'1 >,,.., i g P..' 0 ..0 ~ 1 i" "'o t .'l Dr u· 't"l tr - n· . 0., 0 
_v . V - J ~ - - ._. - .· l. J..:J :. C. . e L.. ,, . • .. J.. J . ~:. . - C.. .. 
tni S 1 i fe. U ·011 II the frc=-·.i.lt'jr 2.hc;_ ·t.11.:e d.e:C:F::t ;Of thi.$ 1vh018 
·r,. ":-.·o·r· · 1, rl . ., f 
i J ... . .. V- •. 
t 'h 0 · ·.c.J:~i• -'-u··.·1~.-_C:S T:,t1,1·-j ··s· )1,.-.:..,.c .,..O··nco. ··n·l S o-~)i·1: "'n·s ·.-·.,o·o·u· ·.!.;. t-be.·· ·i.":\.·.·o· P.··~.-.ffi •. ··.c:; . 
.. . ·l·: . \.;;: . . .. ·'. . . . 1. ... r;. ,l · ·._,,. '.c.J ' : •. L? . · .:.OJ,; · 1-. .L' • _._t -·- •;) . : . .c .. '· · .. u. ·. u .i.·.i. :1 _ ~ 
. - .. 
end insist t;rJor:i rer(lj_i:ic; them cs hcvtng one subject, 
lt"l·i· "' ··"lo O ~nj D,1 ~'") u· "'Vl ... · .,_·,r. 
~· · ·· · LI u u 
. .... .. 
\ • 
hrv2 ·oeen srtisfiecl if Donne h:d betn Clee.r in defining 
his subjeot by the use of e. cle2:r1y ... defirted ::-i~tte:rn .of 
. .. ... t·· . . . ;:r 6 ,.:i C, • . . • ·1 . -~ ·. . .· .. ·. ·.. .:. - H . f' ,•' . ~·,... ·t . ··. . ... . ~ . . ... ' ·t· .. C ·;,-- :, • • . .: 
.8~;:, ·en1....:~v(..'.:.· ~,lffil e ~ns 08:",·.u_. 0 . 8- .. 8,TI(".""ec. m,e ·,:: i)'.ClO.r. 
- ... -·. . . : . . ;. . . . . . . . . . . '. - . ·. 
Donne replied to Jon.son's criticism h? sn.yihg that 
he described "the Ides. of n \·lom2h, 011d not as she \'r.ss. 06 
SJ!tlpe,thetic criticcs vho defend the 11 Annivers2:ries·11 u.suelly 
0L1ote :Jonne' c. re1')l~r·,. st·"· te Jch.:~t t,hf:1 n:ubject is rnore than 
--·· ' \ 
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Elizabeth Drury, and go on without precisely defining the 
v-1hole subject or l1ell')ing the reader _.21.cljust to v1hat appears 
to be extr~v2gRnt praise of Elizabeth Drury) Critics un-
SJ1Tip2.t;he.-tic to the poems find them inconsistent; they imply· 
·o_r st-c\te· th2.t Donne seems to hEve :describea. a s-ubject mor.e 
·pr·-of.o:urtd tha_n·· Elize.beth Drur:l, _.a;na~ unhe~PPY 1fith Donne 1 s 
f-ocus· ort- ·the unfortunate girl, ·the}/ d~i:prnts·.s· -the poems 0'.S . 
. ....... ·_ ·. 
:'il_:v· ·_e·n·i)1-,· .cl:'.. n- ;:J. ·1· n· . s 1· n c: ·.'"' r. 0 11s-
. -. . . .:c,:. . . .. u -- . -- - - y • 
... -. • ;.,.. . . . - . r' ,...,, • •. a· -1 
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.I:rx 11-T:h-e· Se-c:ond Al1-
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{ii. 341--34.2-)·; 
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;xur·e. ancl- hol2r-1~1ithout th8 b·enefit of frsec1om f11 or_:. 01..,igin2.l 
Elizabeth is not SE4d in so msny words to 
be free of origine.l sin; b.u:t -D:on·ne c.J·ci~mA ~o ~ou~~d· he·r 2._·S· 
.. . -~- ''-' ..... .._. u -- \.J tJ "'~· ..... 
unf2_llen, Etnd urif2.llen m:£;11 110.s by definition free from 
origi11Pl s.in. 9 
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Elizs.lJeth Dr·ur·.v···1s :unf2.llen condition becomes obvious 
~-
vrhen she is c on-tr·c-s-ted vJi th the her- thens. The heetl1ens are 
,olytheistic·: 
But 2_s the Hee.then m~·a_e tl1em severc:-:_l gods,. 
Of ell Gods Benefits, 2nd 211 his Rods, 
(For [_s the Vline, c:-.na_ Corne, :·_nc1 Onions 2.re ·· 
~ Q (~ a W1 .J- Q + ,1 C 1·:i C' 0 ~ '.' .. :, l 1 e C b p_ e r. ncl "'t '-:'. r re ) U '~ U l., I.I 1 .... v .!..L ) 1...) V- 0 >J ' C . . , • C . 
Anc1 ~?.8 by cl1rnging thr-t 1.::iole l)rec-; 0 U.S Gold. 
To such sm2ll Copper coynes, they lost the olt, 
Anc1 lost tl1eir onl2r Goe}, wl10 ever mu.e.t 
Be sought a.lone, c'_nd. not in such 2 thrust: 
So much mankinde true h2~pinesse mistakes; 
l!o Jo"'r en.1oves tl1r,t r:.1ei1, tl12.t El[·_n,r m2.kes. L ~ U ~ ( ll:-:.eco·nc. An;-,i·~1erc.r-:..,,.,-:.,. II 11 · Lto5·_. __ .,1_~J.·)· 
,,,_, I • \.e - .- \..,.) - . - t,,,;' , - • -fl-,,'-:-' · . ·~ u ~ " 
~ ·t· · ;.z_ · .e ..... 1 Y'i +- -i- o· c. l_i .••••• .-l; \,) derive the tr2nscendent deity froo 
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The 11 Anr1l_versr.1--iies" 2t firE1t reacl:in.g e.-e-~rn t.b helve little 
or no cDherence. Furthe:, re2dings ~,Jill. revec':l. a, .s_kelet2.l 
reader iii.th l 1 ttle ins·i_.tht into tJ1e _n-.2 t_:Ul?e -O.'f ·t"l1e 1)oems. 
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"1~editr.tion" here h2s· 2 speci.~.l me2.ning. It is more 
than conteo~l2ti~n or )rPyer; it is 11 thinkinr,· clel i-.: err.tel .. ,r ~ ~ 
directec1 to1·J211 c'L the deve·lo~~ment of cert2_in specific emotionq" 
the emotions of the stFte of devotion to God. 4 Meditrtion 
is not 2. m~rsticr:-1 e:;p::rience: it "cultiv2tes the be.sic, the 
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Al together, l1artz has done more useful v-Jork with the 
11 Anniversaries 11 tha.n any other critic ~-Jith the possible 
exceptions of Fr2.nk lia.nl ey, the editor of the new edition 
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of '1The Anniversaries, 11 B.nd. Grierson; and I "t·1ill ha.Ve both 
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CHAPTER VI 
"The First Anniversary" is divided into an 1ntroduct1on, 
five sections, and a conclusion; each of the five sections 
oonta .. 1ne three subsections: "first, a med1 tation on some 
aspect of 'the frailty and the decay of this whole world'; 
second, a .:eulogy of Elizabeth Drury as the 'Idea• of human 
perfection and the source of hope, now lost, for the world; 
third, a refrain introducing a moral •• " The form of • • 
the poem 1s derived from "the tradition of spiritual exer-
cises"; the division into sections and subsections 1s 
modeled after the Jesuit spiritual exercises, which consist 
of five daily exercises, each exercise being divided into 
' 
three pointso The division into five and three is found 
elsewhere 1n religious practices; for example, "the 
divisions of the Dominican rosary fall into three series 
of five meditations each," and each meditation 1s divided 
into three po1nts.1 
As I indicated earlier in this paper, I will follow 
the meditative structure of the poem in my explication. A 
brief outline is appended to this paper for the convenience 
of readers. 
An explication or a poem should begin with the title: 
1An Anatomie of the World" means that the poem is concerned 
with the dissection and examination of the world; "The First 
Anniversary" is of course a reference to the occasion ot the 
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poem, the anniversary of Elizabeth Drury's death. But 
1 ann1versary 11 probably also has reference to the old 
"anniversary days," the yearly celebrations of the martyr-
doms or death-days of saints; and to the 11 annale" or com-
memorative service performed daily for a yeal- attar a 
person's death. 
The 1ntroauot1on, which includes the first ninety 
lines, deals with the suffering of the world after 
Elizabeth Drury's death; the world has fallen into 
lethargy. 
When that rioh Soule which to her heaven is gone, 
Whom all do celebrate, who know they have one, 
(For 11ho is sure he hath a Boule, unlesse 
It see~ and judge, and follow worthinesee, 
And by Deedee praise it, hee i,rho doth not this, 5 
May lodge an In~mate soule 9 but 0 tis not his.) 
The poem begins with the statement that when Elizabeth's 
rich soul (rich in possessing and rich 1n giving) is gone to 
her heaven (again, a double meaning; it possesses her and 
she possesses it), all who are aware of their souls partake 
of that rich soul in that they know they have souls through 
their souls' responses to the goodness of Elizabeth's soul. 
°Celebrate" (1. 2) may also have a double meaning: 1 t may 
•' 
mean to praise or to solemnize, as 1n religious rites. 
Manley notes tha.t "see, judge, and follow 11 (1. 4) ,are 
parallel to "the t~ee traditional faculties of the rational 
soul -- memory, understanding, and w111.u2 
--·-·~-- ~ --·~· -~ .... , ... ;.:. _;·---~---
When that Queene ended here her progreese time, 
And, as t 1her standing house to heaven did cl1mbe, 
Where loath to make the Saints attend her long, 
She Os now a part both of the Quire, and Song, 10 . 
This l'lorld, in that great earthquake languished; 
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For in a common bath of teares it bled, Wh1oh drew the strongest vi tall spirits out: 
But sucoour 8d then v11th a perplexed doubt, 
Whether the world did lose» or gaine in this, 15 (Because since now no other way there is, 
But goodnesse» to s·ee heri -vJhom al.1 t·Joul.d see, All must endeavour to be good as shee,) 
This great consumption to a fever turn 9d, 
And so the world had fits; it joy 0dD it mourn'd; 20 And, as men thinke 0 that Agues physiclt are, And th 8Ague being spent 0 give over care» So thou sicke World, mistak 1 st thy selfe to bee WeD, t4hen alas, thou 1rt in a Lethargieo 
(11. 7-24) 
1Progresse 0 in 1. 7 refers to the traditional royal 
Journeys during which monarchs were accompanied by their 
servants and the court; "standing house" in the next line 
refers to the monarch's permanent residence: Elizabeth's 
real home is in heaven. She (in 1. 10) is 1n both the 
group of singers and 1n the song 1 tsel:f' -- the soul after 
death was thought to be both absorbed into the joys of 
heaven while paradoxically retaining individual charac-
teristics and being able to appreciate heaven as a spec-
tatoro3 In le 11, 11 ea.rthquake 0 may be a reference to the 
death of Christ: but it 1s only a reference, not a compar-
ison of Elizabeth with Christ. The image in 1. 12, 11 1n a 
common bath ot teares it bled, 11 is obscure because 1t is 
very compressed: the eyes of all men are like the pores ot 
the world; the tears men shed are like the sweating of blood 
by the world. 11 Vitall spirits" in 1. 13 are "subtle sub-
stances of the blood ithich functioned as the bond between 
body a_n.d soul," and they would be exhausted by the bieeding 
in l. 12. 4 The next point of difficulty begins in 1. 19: 
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· consumption, of the gradual wasting away or the body in 
disease, resulted from Elizabeth's death. The world was. 
sick. The disease became a fever; the world 1n its feverish 
delirium both re Jo iced and mourned. Re jo1cing is possible· 
because acute fevers; or agues» were thought to be beneficial. 
The world, confused by its painful experience, mistakes a 
damaging lethargy for health. 
Her death did wound and tame thee then, and then5 25 Thou might 1st have better apar 1d the Sunne, or Man. That wound was deep» but !tis more misery, That thou hast lost thy sense and memoryo 
'Twas heavy then to hes.re thy voyce of mone, 
But this is worse» that thou ax~t speecblesse growne. 30 Thou hast forgot thy name~ thou hadst; thou wast Nothing but shee~ and her thou hast o8rpast. 
For as a child kept from the Font 0 untill A prince 0 expected long» come to fulfill 
The ceremonies 0 thou unnam 8d had 8st laid, 35 Had not her com.ming, thee her Palace made: 
Her name defin°d thee~ gave thee forme 9 and frame, And thou forgett 8st to celebrate thy name. 
Some moneths she hathe beene dead (but being dead, Measures of times are all determined) 40 But lQng sheuath beene away, long, long, yet none Offers to tell us who it is that's gone. 
(11. 25-42) 
In 11. 25-42 the concern for Elizabeth's name is im-
portant: those who are spiritually lethargic cannot remember 
their identities, and Elizabeth 1s the opposite of them; 
she 1s the Word, 11 the soul 8 s ability to speak and call upon 
God. 0 Thus in these lines Elizabeth is 1dent1fied. 6 "Mone" 
in l. 29 is 11 moan. n It was bad enough when the world cried 
aloud, but it is far worse now that the world has fallen 
dumb •. Lines 31-38: 0 You, world, have forgotten her name, 
and you, world., were nothing but she -- and you have lost 
her. You, world, were like a child whose baptism was 
postpoll.ed until the arrival of a p:rlnce who_ wa$ tQ __ pe.:rtorrn_. __ _ 
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the ceremonies; you would have remained unnamed if she had 
not come. Her name, given to you as in baptism, defined __ you.• 
1Determ1ned" in 1. 40 means "expired." The rest ot th1s 
passage is clear. 
But as in states doubtfull of future heires, 
When sicknesse without remedie empaires e 
The present Prince, theyure loth it should be said, 45 
The Prince doth languishp or the Prince 1s dead: 
So mankinde feeling notJ a generall thai,1, 
A strong example gone 0 equall to law, 
The Cyment ,,rhich did fai·thfully compact, 
And glue all vertues 1 no,i resolvud" and slaok 1d, 50 
Thought it some blasphemy to say sh 9was dead, 
Or that our weaknesse was discovered 
In t~at confession; therefore spoke no more 
Than tongues, the Soule being gone,. the losse deplore. 
(110 43=54) 
Lines 43-54 require little comment. "Thaw" in l. 47 
means 11 d1ssolution. 11 Elizabeth's example (1. 48) was equal 
in strength to a law; it was the force ("Cyment") that bound 
all virtues together: the foroe-oement has now been "resolved," 
or dissolved, and 11 slack 1d," or reduced in strength. Man 
saw that his weakness would be revealed in admitting that 
she was gone, so he spoke no more than does a man's tongue 
after his soul has gone from his dead body. 
But though it be too late to succour thee, 55 
Sick.a World 0 yea~\.. dead, yea putrified, since shee 
Thy 0 intrinsique balme 9 and thy preservative, 
Can never be renew 0 d~ thou never livei 
I (since no man can make thee live) will try, 
What wee may gaine by thy Anatomy. 60 
Her death hath taught us dearely, that thou art 
Corrupt and mortall in thy purest J?art. 
· .· (lle 55-62) 
< . 
This passage is also relatively.easy to manage. There 
1s one difficult term, 11 1ntr1ns1que balme," which refers to 
the Paracelsian idea that "every living body -- even the 
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earth 1 tself -- contained 1 ts antidote tor all poisons. 
When this balsam [or 1ntr1ns1o balm) was exhausted~ the 
man, animal, or plant \1as dead, but until that time, all 
could be cured if they would observe certain rules . ..• •8 
Let no man say, the world 1t selfe being dead, 
1 T1s labour lost to have discovered 
The worlds infirmities» since there 1s none 65 
Alive to study this dissection; 
For there 0 s a kinde of World remaining still, 
Though shee i1hich did inanimate and fill 
The world, be gone» yet in this last long night, 
Her Ghost doth walke; that is, a glimmering light, 70 
A faint weake love of vertue~ and of good, 
Reflects from her, on them which understood 
Her 'faTorth; and though she have shut in all day, 
The twilight of her memory doth stay; 
Whiohj from the carcasse of the old world, free, 75 
Creates a new world» and new creatures bee 
Produc 8 d~ the matter and the stuffe of this, 
Her vertue~ and the forme OIJ.rl practice is: 
And though to be thus elemented~ arme 
These creatt1res; from home=borne intrinsique harme, 80 
(For all assum 8d unto this dignitie, , 
So many weedlesse Paradises bee 9 ,1 
Which of themselves produce no venemous sinne, 
Except some forraine Serpent bring it in) 
Yet, because out~1arid stormea the strongest breake, 85 
And strength it selfe by confidence growes weake, 
This new world may be saferv being told 
The dangers and diseases of the old~ 
For with due temper men doe then forgoe, 
Or covet things, when they their true worth know. 90 
(llo 63-90) 
In 11. 63-90, Donne Justifies the dissection of the 
dead world by saying that there is still a kind of world 
in existence (1. 6?) and that it needs to be warned of the 
problems of the old world (1. 87). He is not contradicting 
himself; the point is that the shadow world remaining is so 
unlike the world informed by El,izabeth that it is inaccurate 
to describe them with the same word. The fadL11.g memory of 
Elizabeth is strong enough to inspire a love. of virtue: her 
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death "shut 1n all day,n but "the twilight of her memory 
doth stay" (11. 73-74). The memory of Elizabeth will, 
Donne says, create a new world, which ?~anley identifies 
~ 
with "the traditional paradise ilithinan9 Although the ,-._ 
new world and its inhabitants have the memory to follow, 
there will be danger from a subversive element, a "torraine 
Serpent" (1. 84). "Assum'd" means ''taken up" (1. 81); 
the elect who follow Elizabeth 1 s memory will be like Adam 
and Eve in the Garden -- they will fall unless they are 
protected; they have no evil in themselves but need pro-
tection against outside evils. . .:, 
There has been some disagreement about the effectiveness 
of the introduction. Martz maintains that 1t leads us to 
expect the rest of the poem to continue the hyperbole of 
the decay of the world at Elizabeth I s death. However, 
Martz notes, we soon learn tha.t Elizabeth has "nothing to 
do w1 th the sense of decay in the poem"; we find that the 
world was decaying before Elizabeth died.lo In a reply to 
Martz, Ralph Iviaud defends the poem: "Nowhere in the intro-
duction is it implied that the old world was not fatally 
corrupt before Elizabeth Drury's deatha" Maud submits that 
we cannot "object to the poem's proceeding to a traditional 
religious theme that has by no means been ruled out by the 
nature of the extended meta.phor of the introduction. 11 The ,\'~ 
introduction is ineffective and misleading only if we insist 
that the metaphor -- the death of the world being caused by 
Elizabeth's death -- be continued throughout the poem. Maud 
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regards 11. 61-62 as the central statement of the poem: 
the death or Elizabeth has taught us that the world is 
··---' 
corrupt and mortal even in its purest part. This statement 
is reiterated in the five eulogies in the remainder or the 
poem. Likewise, the didactic intention established in 
11. 63-90 is fulfilled in the poem 1 s five morals. 11 Maud's 
argument is compelling; we mu.st agree with him that Martz 
is in error in insisting that the introduction is inconsis-
tent with the rest of the poem. 
I 
The first section of the poem is concerned with mutability 
.,-
and decay; Donne's ideas are largely traditional. The medita-
tion includes 11. 91-170; the eulogy, 11. l?l-182; and the 
retrain and moral, 11. 183-190. 
There is no heal th; Phys1 t1ans sa.y that wee, 
At best» enjoy but a neutralitie. 
And can there bee worse sick.nesse, than to know 
That we are never well, nor can be so? 
Wee are borne ruinous~ poore mothers cry, 95 
That children come not right, nor orderly; 
Except they headlong come and fall upon 
An ominous precipitationo 
How witty 0 s ruine! how importunate 
Upon mankind! it labour 8d to frustrate 100 
Even Gods pu.rpose; and made woman, s~n\ 
For mans reliefep cause of his langu1lsJ.1ment. 
They were to good ends 9 and they a.re so still, 
But accessory» and principall in ill; 
For that first marr.iage 1rvclS our funerall: 105 
One woman at one blow» then killud us all, 
And singly~ one by one~ they kill us now. 
We doe delightfully our selves allow 
To that consumption; and profusely blinde, 
Wee kill our selves to propagate our kinde. 110 
(llo 91-107) 
Donne begins his listing or the evidence of decay in 
man by using the olass1f1cat1on of devastating sickness 
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and absolutely perfect health as extremes between which 
lies the normal, indifferent health, a view common in the 
early seventeenth century.12 
,; 
Not only is man never heal thy; 
he 1s also born that way: •wee are borne ruinous" (1. 95); 
we fall into ruin at birth. "Poore mothers cry,/ That 
children" (11. 95=-96) are not born normally except in those 
cases in which the child is born head-foremost (as in a 
normal delivery) during "an ominous prec1p1 tat1on. n If we 
take "prec1p1 tation" "to mean a "headlong fall, 11 Donne I s 
expression 1s redundant; however, "prec1p1 tati9n 18 may also 
(.) 
mean a "complfte prolapsus, a fallen ~c;>mb, 11 and Donne seems. 
to have intended this second meaning as a kind of pun on the 
first. "Ru1ne, 11 personified in 1. 99, is "witty., 11 or crafty 
1n planning evil, and "importunate, n or pressing and annoying, 
"upon mankinde. 11 1Ruine" even :frustrated God 8 s purpose and 
made woman contributory and important (1. 104) 1n causing 
evil -- Eve doomed us a.11, and now our 11 ves are shortened 
by each instance of intercourse. 11 K111 11 in 1. 107 may be a 
pun on "d1e," as Manley suggests, but it is not necessarily 
so, for "kill" fits with the su1c1de-through-1ntercourse 
idea in the following 11nesol3 
And yet we do not that; we are not men: 
There i~ not now that mankinde, which was then., 
When as, the Sunne and man did seems to strive, (Joynt tenants of the world) who should survive; 
Whe~ Stagge, and Raven» and the long=liv 8d tree, 115 
Compar 8d with man1 dy 8d in mtnoritie; 
Whenp if a slow pac 8 d starre had stolne away 
From the observers ma:rking 9 he might sta.y Two or three hundred yeares to see 0 t againe, 
And then make up his observa.tion plaine; 120 
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When, as the age was long, the sise was great; 
Mans growth oonfees 1d, and recompenc 1d the meat; 
So spacious and large 9 that every Soule 
Did a faire Kingdome» and large Realms controule: 
And when the very statur~9 thus erect, 125 
Did that soule a good waf towards heaven direct. 
Where is this mankinde now? who lives to age, 
Fit to be made Methuaalem his page? 
Alas, we soarri live long enough to try 
Whether a new made clocke run right 1 or lie. 130 
Old Grandsires talke of yesterday with sorrow, 
And for our children wee reserve to morrow. 
So short is life, that every peasant strives, 
In a torne house, or field, to have three lives. 
- (11. 111-134) 
The meditation continues: " i evenqthough we kill ourselves 
"To propagate our k1nde" (1. 110), we are unsuccessful. Lines 
111-134 deal with the men of the Golden Age, the patriarchs, 
who lived for hundreds of years. Man was an equal or the 
sun (1. 113), and he lived lO~ger than the stag, raven, or 
tree -- stags and ravens were thought to be especially long-
lived.15 In the old days, an astronomer lived long enough 
to obeerve 11 a slotiv' pac 1d starre" that 11 had stolne away" 
and finally mark it down in his "observation plaine, 11 two 
or three centuries after he had first sighted it. The 
· "observa.tion plaine" was the chart or table on which the 
astronomer records the positions and movements of the stars 
, 16 (1. 120)0 It was believed by some that the patriarchs 
were long~lived because God wanted them to gain a competence 
in the mysteries of the heavens. 17 The 11 slow pac 1d starre" 
(l. 117) presents the reader with a problem: the ancients 
believed that stars were fixed. There are two solutions 
to the problem: either Donne introduces an anachronism --
he was concerned with the new astronomical discoveries ot 
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moving and changing stars -- ~r he 1s using "star" 1n a 
general sense to signify any luminous heavenly body, a 
sense perfectly acceptable 1n the seventeenth century, 
which allows the reader to understand that the ancient 
astronomer was observing a comet or another object which 
-
he· believed to be subject to change. 18 Men in those days 
66 
grew to immense size: their food was good, and their growth 
1 confess 1d" (1. 122),or acknowledged and revealed, the 
quality of the food by being exceptional; the food was 
"recompenc I d O by growth. It was commonly b·elieved that . 
the patriarchs had excellent food.19. Every man controlled 
a large area. of land (1. 124). Man I s great physical stature 
served to bring him closer to heaven (11. 125~126)0 Today, 
no man 1s fit even to be a page to the great Methuselah, 
who is said to have lived to be 969 years old. We don 1 t 
-·· .,.\. 
.. .. .... 
even live long enough to verify the accuracy of our clocks (1.130). 
Life is so short that "every peasant strives" (1. 133) 
1 1n a torne house, or field., to have three lives." "Torne 11 
/., 
seems to be a perfectly wretched pun on 11 rent," and a lease 
' 
of ~1nety-n1ne years is still in England called "three lives." 
"Torne 11 has the 11 teral meaning of "ragged, 11 too.20 The 
pun seems to be the best way to explain this passage; no-
thing else is convenient: for example, it might be said that 
the peasant lives three lives in that he works such long 
hours, but this doesn I t fit very we1·1. 
And as in lasting, so in length 1s man 135 
Contracted to an inch, who was a spanne; 
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For had a man at first 1n forrests stray1d, 
Or sh1pwraok 1d in the Sea, one would have laid 
·A ~,agerj that an Elephant, or ~1.hale, . 
That met hims '&10Uld not hastily assa1Ie~· 140 
A thing so equall to him: no11 alas, 
The Fairies and the Pigmies well may passe 
As credible; mank.inde decayes so soone, 
weuEl.l:e s©arce our Fathers shadowes cast at noone: 
Onely death addea t 0 our length~ nor are wee growne 145 
In stature to be men, till we a.re noneo 
But this 11ere lightl) did our lease volume hold 
All the old Text; or had wee ohang 8d to gold 
Their silver; or dispos 8d into lesse flasse 
Spirits of vertue~ which then soatter·d was. 150 
But ntis not so~ w8are not retir 8d 9 but dampt; 
And as our bodies» so our mindes are crampt: 
1 T1s shrinking, not close weaving that hath thus, 
In minde, and body both bedwarfed us. (11. 135-154) 
1Last1ng" (1. 135) means "11ving" or "enduring"; Donne 
parallels modern man's relatively short life with his dimin-
ished stature. Man is "contracted to an 1noh" (1~ 136) from 
his :former 11 spanne," or nine inches. Early man was so large 
that even whales and elephants would have hesitated to attack 
him. "Fa1ries 11 a.~d "pigm1es" seem possible in modern times 
because man 1sn 1 t much bigger than they are supposed to be. 
Modern man is only as long as one of his ancestors' shadows 
cast at noon: the overhead SW1 at noon casts little or no 
shadow, depending upon latitude ~ time of year. 
Donne accepts, at least for poetic purposes, the idea that 
the ancient men were giants. This belief had some currency 
in Donne's time; there were many reports of discoveries of 
great bones in the earth, and many were willing to' believe 
in giants. Augustine argued that "giants were pa.rt of the 
natural economy, but that the men of ancient times were 
similar to those of his own era. 0 21 
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Death adds to man's length in that a dead man 1s 
stretched out horizontally and his height turns into length, 
according to Manley o 22 However, 1 t seems ju.st as reasonable 
to say that the relaxation of death makes the body longer than 
1 t was in the contractions of a painful terminal illness. All 
these things -- diminished stature, shorter life, reduced 
power -- would not matter1 Donne says, 1f we had kept the 
old spiritual and intellectual oapac1t1es, if 11\'lee chang 1 d 
to gold / Their silver" (11. 148-149). Donne exhibits his 
so1ent1f1o knowledge in 11. 149-150, "or dispos'd into lease 
glass / Spirits of vertue 11 ; here, 11 the whole distilling pro-
cess is described 1n a phrase." The valuable material is 
scattered in the fluid to be distilled, which is 1n a large 
vessel. This fluid is heated; the valuable "spirits of 
vertue" are vaporized and then condensed 1n the "lease glasse, 0 
a smaller veseel. 23 
"Retir1 d" (1. 151) · seems to mean 11 conoentrated, 11 but 
the OED does not record this use of the word; the closest 
1 t comes is a rare use of the word to mean 11 oontracted, 
shrunk. 11 l-!ore commonly, 1 t means "withdrawn into oneself, 11 
which with·very little imagination can be made to work in 
this context. The idea is that our powers are damped, stifled, 
rather than concentrated; our minds are as cramped as our bodies. 
Wee eeeme ambitious, Gods whole worke t 1undoe; 
Of nothing hee made us, and we strive too, 
To bring our selves to nothing back; and wee 
Doe what wee can» to do 8 t so soone as hee. 
With new diseases on ou:r selves we warre, 
And with new Physioke, a worse ~in farre. 
f? 
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Thus man, this worlds Vioe-Emperour, 1n, whom All faculties» all graces are at home; 
And if in other creatures they appeare, 
Th.eyvre but mans JJ:linistere,, and Lsgats there, 
... . . -.... '. . . . ·. ~ . ~~ 
To worke on their rebellions,· and-reduce 165 Them to Civility, and to mans use: · 
This man» whom God did wooe~ and lath t 0attend Till man canAe up 0 did downe to man descend, This man, so great3 that all that is 0 is his, .. Oh what a trifle, and noore thing he is! 170 ~ - (llo 155-170) 
Lines 155-170 conclude the first meditation: they 
begin with a comment on man's perversity in destroying 
God's work 1n himself. The most destructive of the "new 
•• 
diseases 11 (1. 159) was syphilis, which ran wild in Europe 
from the fifteenth century on. "New Phyaioke" (1. 160), 
-a terrible destructive device, or "Eng1n," may be a ref-
erence to the theories of Paracelsus, which Donne had 
~ attacked in Ignatius his Conclave. 24 The idea that man 
is a 11 V1ce-Emperour 11 (1. 161) is foW1d in G.enes1s .• All 
, . i.. 
"facult1es 11 (such as reason) and "graces" (such as 
virt11e or beauty) are 11 at home" in man; if they are found 
in animals, they are there for man's benefit: all creation 
was designed for man (11. 161-166)e God, unwilling to wait 
u..nt11 man reached His level (11. 167-168), came to man in 
the form of Jesus Christ. The meditation closes with a 
statement of man's paradoxical position: everything is his, 
he 1s all-powerful on earth, yet he is weak and useless. 
If man ~,ere any··thing, he 8s nothing now: 
Helpe~ or at least some time to wast» allow 
TI his other wants J) yet when he did depart With her whom we lamentD hee lost his heart. She, of whom th1Ano1ents seem 8d to prophesie, When they oall 1d vertues by the name of shee; 
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Shea 1n whom vertue was so much ref1n 1d, 
That for Allay unto so pure a minde 
~~fi-~~-- Bhee tooke the ~1eaker Sex; shee that could dr1 ve 
The poysonous tincture~ and the staine of Eve, 180 
Out of her thoughts, and deeds; and pur1f1e 
All, by a true religious Alchymie; (11. 171-182) 
The first eulogy (11. 171~182) maintains that "the girl 
was perfect virtue; she ?urified herself and had a purifying 
power over all. 11 25 Manley paraphrases 11. 171-174 in this 
manner: 11 Grant whatever you want to man I s other wants; 
give him help or at least some time to waste (both the time 
~ - ,! 
and himself). No matter what you grant will be useless 
because he lost his heart •••• " The heart was thought to 
be the first part of the body to live and the last to die. 
"Depart" (1. 173) means "give up, surrender,/ and go away 
from. 11 11 Vertuesu (1. 176), like other abstractions, are 
feminine in Greek and Lat1n. 26 In the last six lines of 
the eulogy, Elizabeth and her virtue are likened to an 
" 
alohemical process. Her virtue was so refined, so power-
ful, that she took the form of the weaker sex and was able 
to drive out of her thoughts and deeds the imperfections, 
original sin ( 11 poysonous tincture, " 1. 180) and the 
"staine" of Eve, who led Adam. to sin. In alchemy, a 
subject metal (weak, low in value) could be improved by 
alloying it with a superior metal ( 1Allay, 11 1. 178), whioh 
would produce a stronger and more valuable metal. The 
superior metal was said to purge the bad qualities of the 
inferior metai.27 
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Shea, shee is dead; shee 1 s dead: when thou knowest this, 
Thou knowest how poore a trifling thing man is. 
And learn 9 et thus much by our Anatom1e 9 185 
The heart being perish 8d~ no part can be free. 
And that except thou feed (not banquet) on, 
The supernaturall fooda Religion, 
Thy better Growth growes withered, and scant; 
Be more than man, or thou 1rt lease than an Ant. 190 (11. 18~190) 
The refrain and moral of the first seot1on, llo 183-
190, is fairly easy to understand. Line 186 contains the 
same idea as 1. 174: the heart is the first part of the 
body to be alive and the last to d1e; if the heart is dead, 
then the rest of the body has already died. ·0 Heart 11 may 
also mean II soul. 11 The feed-banquet contrast in 1. 187 
depends upon the seventeenth-century meaning of "bBJ.iquet, 11 
a dessert which one nibbles for pleasure rather than a 
meal upon which one feeds for noetrishmento 28 The moral 
is that man must strive to be more than man; he must try 
to achieve spiritual greatness, if he is to be above the 
animals -- he will be lower than the animals if he d.oes not 
strive in this manner, for animals do not have the capacity 
of man for spiritual achievement. 
The first seot1on of the poem described decay in man; 
the second describes decay in the physical world, in 
oreatu.res other than man, and in society. 
Then, as mankinde, so 1s the worlds whole frsme-
Qu1 te out ot joynt, almost created lame: t, 
For, before God had made up all the rest, 
Corruption entred~ and deprav 8d the best: 
It seisud the Angels, and then first of all 195 
The world did in her cradle take a fall, 
And t"Urn ° d her braines a and took a generall maime, 
Wronging each joynt of th 1universall frame. 
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The noblest part, man, felt it first; and then29 
Both beasts and plants, curst 1n the curs·e of man. 2_00~---_~1 
So did the world from the first houre decay, 
That evening was beginning of the dayD 
And noi'\T the Springs a~d Somne rs which ~;re see, 
Like sonnes of women· after f1ft1e beeo 
(llo 191-204) 
The whole world was 11 almost created lame" in that 
the creation of the angels, usually accepted as God 8 s first 
act in creating the universe, was followed almost immediately 
by their fall, which of course preceded the creation of the 
earth. "The angels were regarded as pure intellect, as Donne 
puts it, the brains of the world, and by their fall they 
became addled." Man fell after the angels (1. 199); the 
consequent decay was so rapid that "that evening was the 
beginning of the day" (1.202). The evening-day paradox 
1s Donne's witty explanation of the Hebrew idiom trans-
lated 1n Genesis I:6 as "And the evening and the morning 
were the first day. n30 Even the seas-ons followed this 
original decay of day into evening, and now the springs and 
s11mmers are like sons of women over fifty, weak and sickly. 
The children of women past the age of normal childbearing 
\ are traditionally supposed to be puny. 
And new Philosophy calls all in doubt, 205 
The Element of fire is quite put out; 
The Sun is lost~ and th 8 ea.rth, and no mans wit 
Can well direct him where to looke for 1t. 
And freely men confesse that this world 8 s spent, 
When in the Planets 51 and the Firmament 210 
They seeke so many ne1v; "'Ghen see 'tha.t this 
Is crurnbled ottt age.ine to his Atomies o 
1T1s all in peeces» all oohaerence gone; 
All just supply 9 and all Relation~ 
Prince~ Subject 9 Father» Sonne» are things forgot, 215 
For every man alone think.es he hath got 
To be a Phoenix, and that then can bee 
None of that kinde, of .. which he is, but hee. (11. 205-218) .... · .... ·-
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The "And new Philosophy" lines have been dealt with 
If 
in Chapter II.I • Lines 205-212 delineate decay and con-
fusion in the physical uni verse; the new ·astro·,nomical con-
cepts cast doubt on the old view of the universe. The 
astronomers seek new worlds (11. 210-211) only because 
they know that their planet is finished.· The 11 just supply" 
(1. 213) is gone in social relationships as well: no one 
remembers such things as the traditional relationship be-
tween father and son. Ea.oh man wants to be a completely 
independent individual like the legendary phoenix, one of 
a kind. 
This is the worlds condition now, and now 
She that should all parts to reunion bow, 220 
She that had all Magnetique force alone, 
To draw 9 and fasten sundred parts in one; 
She whom wise nature had invented then 
When she observwd that every sort of men 
Did in their vo·yage in this worlds Sea stray, 225 
And needed a new compasse for their way; 
She that was beat~ and first originall 
Or all faire copies, and the generall 
·Steward to Fate; she whose rich eyes, and breast 
Guilt the West Indiesj and perfwn 8d the East; 230 
Whose having breath 9d in this world, did bestow 
Spice on those Iles, and bad them still smell so, 
And that rich Indie which doth gold interre, 
·Is but as single moneyj coynRd from her: 
She to whom this world must it selfe refer, 235 
As Suburbs, or the Microcosmer of her, 
(11. 219-236) 
·The eulogy of the second section praises Elizabeth as 
having the power that might ha.ve reunited the disintegration 
described 1n the second meditation. Donne's ideas about 
"Magnetique force" (11. 219-222) were probably drawn from 
William Gilbert's De Magnete, published in 1600. Charles 
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Coffin has noted that Donne's cone t of a magnetism 
1n!orm1ng the world is found in gr~,, t detail in G1lbert 1·B 
work and that Donne spoke of Gilbert in Essays in Divinity. 
"The analogy between Gilbert's 1magnet1ck vigour• and the 
cohesive force" that Elizabeth's soul might have imparted 
to the world is so definite that Donne's ideas almost 
certainly came from Gilbert. 31 Donne moves from one aspect 
of magnetism to another: Nature had invented Elizabeth as 
a compass for men adrift in the confusing world (11. 223-226). 
Elizabeth was the first 11 of all faire copies"; a 1'a1r copy 
is a document copied perfectly after all corrections have 
been made. She ,ias also steward -- a.ooount-keeper, dis-
penser, manager -- to fate. Her charms gilded the West 
.• 
Indies (noted for gold) and perfumed the East (noted for 
perfumes and spices); she was the sou.roe of these treasures. 
Single money (l. 234) is small change; she 1s much more 
precious than the gold of the Indies: that gold 1s to her 
as.,: a single coin is to a whole mine. Man is usually thought 
of as a microcosm in comparison with the macrocosm of the 
world or universe; however, Elizabeth is the macrocosm with 
which the world must be compared. 
Except for the first line, the entire second eulogy 
1s made up of appositives for Elizabeth; they are all 
picked up by the 0Shee, ehee" in 1. 237, the first line 
of the refrain and moral. 
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Shea, shee is dead; shee 1 s dead: when thou knowst this, 
Thou knowst how leme a cripple this world is • 
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And learn I st thus much by our Anatomy, That this worlds general s1ckenesse doth not lie 240 In any humour, or one oerta1ne part; 
....... , ...... - .,. ·-- ...... .,.,.~--.,.,,, 
But as thou sawest 1 t rotten t:tt the l1eart, Thou seeet a Hectique feaver hath got hold Of the whole substance 3 not to be contrould, And that thou hast but one way~ not t 0admit 245-The worlds infection, to be none of ito (11. 237-246) 
As was the case in the first section, the refrain and 
moral are straightforward. Donne's point is that the sick-
ness is universal and that there is but one way to avoid 
being part of the infection and that is "to be none of 1 t• 
(1. 246). It is possible to read 11. 245-246 in another 
manner: if we take "not t 1 adm1t / The worlds infection" 
and "to be none of 1t" as parallel phrases, assuming that 
"admit" means "allow to enter, 11 then the "one way11 is to 
follow Elizabeth's example in living a good life. Either 
reading is acceptable, but the second fits better with the 
theme of the poem. A "hect1que 11 (hectio) fever, l. 243, 
is a type of fever occurring at an advanced stage of an 
exhausting disease. 
The third section of 0The First Anniversary" deal/ 
chiefly with the world's loss of beauty and of beauty's 
components, order and proportione 
For the worlds subtilst 1mmater1all parts Feele this consuming in1ound 11 and ages darts. For the worlds beauty is decai 8d~ or gone, BeautyJ) that 9 s colour1 and proportiono 250 
, We thinke the heavens enjoy their Spherioall, Their round proportion embracing s.11 o But yet their various and perplexed course, 
I. Observ 8d in divers ages 0 doth enforce Men to finde out so many Eccentrique parts, 255 Suoh divers downe~right lines, such overthwarts, As disproportion that pure forme: It teares The Firmament 1n eight and forty sheiree, 
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And 1n these Constellations then arise 
New starres, and old doe vanish from our eyes: 260 
As though heav 1n2suffered earthquakes, peace or war, When new Townes3· rise, and old demolishnt are. (lle 247c=,262) 
T~e world's "consuming wound" (1. 248) is evident even 
1n the least substantial aspects of existence, "the worlds 
subtilst 1mmater1all parts 00 · (1. 247), for the beauty of the 
world is gone. The idea that beauty 1s made up of color and 
proportion probably originated with Plotinus; Donne may have 
~ead of it in Augustinee 33 Order is probably the same as 
harmony, which "denotes particuls.rly the formal beauty of the 
uni verse, the structure and arrangement of 1 ts ma.teria.ls, 
and is comprehended less by sense than by intellect. Color 
embraces all beauty discernible by sense ••.• n34 We 
think that the heavens are spherical, but we know that 
the various and complex courses of the heavenly bodies 
have made it necessary for astronomers who would describe 
their motions to devise "eccentrique parts" (1. 255) --
the eccentric circles used in Ptolemaic astronomy to account 
for the apparent backward motion of the planets -- and such 
"downe-right lines 11 ( vertical straight lines) and 0 overthwarts 11 
~ (transverse lines) that the heavens appear to be dispropor-
tioned rather than orderly. The organization of the "firma-
ment" into forty-eight constellations is found in the Almagest 
ot Ptolemy~ The supposedly immutable heavens are changing 
as 1f celestial earthquakes or war destroyed things which 
were then reconstructed: new stars appear and old stars 
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vanish. Donne is making reference to the new stars, men-
tioned above in Chapter!ll,disoovered by Brahe and Kepler; 
he is also referring to the changing estimates ot the total 
number of stars. 3S Donne 1s describing both the confusion 
1n the universe and the confusion in the minds of astronomers; 
in the following lines he focuses on the confused astronomers. 
They have impal 8 d within a Zodiake 
The free=borne Suni and keepe twelve S1gnes awake 
To watch his step_s; the Goat and Crab controule, 265 
And fright him backe» who else to either Pole (Did not these Tropiques fetter him) might runne: 
For his course is not round; nor can the Sunne 
Perfit a Circle, or maintaine hia way 
One inch direct; but where he rose to=day 270 
He comes no morep but with a couzening line, 
Steales by that point 9 and so is Serpentine: And seeming weary with his reeling thus, 
He mea.nes to sleepe 0 being now falne nearer us. So, of the Starres which boast that they doe runne 275 In Circle stillv none ends where he beguno 
All their proportion 8 s lame, it sinkeap it swels. 
For of Meridians» and Parallels 9 Man hath weav'd out a net 0 and this net tbrowne Upon the Heavens» and now they are his owne. 280 
Loth to goe up the hill, or labour thus 
TO goe to heaven» we make heaven come to ue. We spur, we reine the starres, and in their race 
They're diversly content t 1 obey our paceo 
(llo 263-284) 
The astronomers have imposed an a~tificial order upon 
• the actions of the sun; this order 1s 1n the form of the 
zodiac and its twelve signs; including the Goat and the 
Crab. The zodiacal order is partly successful in that it 
keeps the sun from running wild: the "trop1ques" (l. 267) 
of Cancer (the Crab) and Capricorn (the Goat) mark the points 
at which the sun 1s farthest from the equator and closest to 
the north and south poles, respectively. The sun's course 
is apparently not round; the sun never rises in the same 
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\place for two days in succession. The sun practically 
reels about the heavens, or seems to if one watches closely 
..., 
enough, and sleeps when he falls near the earth, or sets 
(1. 274), weary from his celestial staggering. The stars 
as well as the sun describe imperfect circles; Donne uses 
the image of a cripple (lo 27?) to represent their motions. 
The old systems describing the motions of the heavenly 
bodies were fairly satisfactory until the middle of the 
sixteenth century, when more precise methods of observa-
tion revealed that the old systems were inaccurate and 
that the corrections required would make the systems 
absurdly complex. The ne11 astronomical · systems .,_ 
the Cope~nican, for example -- organized the heavens 
with such devices as 11mer1d1ans 11 and "parallels" (1. 278), 
the terms for lines of longi t.ude and· latitude., and in 
addition placed the heavens closer to the earth than the 
old systems had: to Donne, 1t seemed that man, too lazy 
to work to go to heaven, made heaven come to him (11. 1 
280-282). However, the new systems were not alt1ays 
successful: the stars 14ere "d1versly content t 'obey 
our pace" (1. 284). 
In the final part of the third med1tat1on, Donne 
considers disproportion in the earth itself and in society; 
he is working from macrocosm to microcosm. 
But keepea the earth her round proportion still? 285 
Doth not a Tenarif, or higher Hill 
Rise so high like a Rocke 0 that one might thinke 
The floating Moone would shipwrack there 0 and sinke? Seas are so deepe, that Whales being strooke to day, 
Perchance to morro,,r, soarse at middle way 290 
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Ot their w1eh1 d journ1es end, the bottome, die. 
And men, to ·sound depths,_ so much line untie, . 
As one might justly thinke, that there would r1se 
At end thereof 8 one of thuAritipodies~ 
If under all 0 a Vault inferna.11 bee 1 · 295 (Which sure is apacious 9 except that we 
Invent another torment, that there must ~ 
Millions into a straight hot roome be thrust) 
Then solidnesse» and roundnesse have no place. 
Are these but warts» and pock=holea in the face_ 300 
Of th 9earth? Think.a so: but yet oonfesse, 1n this 
The worlds proportion disfigured is; 
That those t110 JGegges 1vhereon 1 t doth rely, 
Reward and punishment are bent awri. . -(11. 285-304) 
The earth 1s not perfectly round, as men had once 
believed. Mountains such as Teneriff are seemingly high 
enough to hit the moon and cause it to leave its orbit. 
The seas are so deep that mortally wounded whales take two 
days to reach the bottom (11. 290-291). So much line 1s 
needed to sound the depths of oceans that "one might justly 
th1nk11 the line reaches to one of the Antipodes. And the 
earth ie not perfectly solid, if we believe that the vault 
of Hell is in the center of the earth. (Hell must be 
spacious, Donne says, or we will have invented a torment. 
1n addition to those already practiced there, that of 
being cramped into a small, hot room with millions of 
other sinners.) In ,_11. 3oo·-3ol, Donne anticipates the 
argwnent that the highest mountains and deepest oceans 
are 11 but ttarts, and pock-holes II in the earth; he agrees, 
but goes on to say that one must admit that the moral 
frame of the wb;l-& is disordered -- reward and punishment, 
the instruments of justice, are wrongly distributed. 
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And, Oh, 1t can no more be questioned, 305 
That beauties best, proportion, is dead, 
Sines even griefe it selfe, which now alone 
Is left us, is without proportiono 
Shee by whose lines proportion shou.ld bee 
Examin 8d~ measure of all Symmetree, 310 
Whom had that Ancient seen, -rrJho thought soules made 
Of Harmony 9 he would at next have said 
That Harmony was shee, and thence infer, 
That sou.lee were but Resultances from her, 
And did from her into our bodies goe, 315 
As to our eyesp the formes from objects flow: 
Shee 9 who if those great Doctors truly said 
That the Arke to mans proportions was made, 
Had been a type for that~ as that might be 
A type of her in this 0 that contrary 320 
Both Elements» and Passions liv 0d at peace 
In her, who caus 8 d all Civill war to oease. 
Shee, after whom, what forme soe 8r we see, 
Is discord, and rude incongruitie; (11. 305-324) 
The eulogy of the third eeot1on praises Elizabeth as 
the standard of proportion. Lines 305-308: It oan no 
longer be questioned that the best part of beauty, pro-, 
portion, 1s dead, since grief, the only thing left to us, 
1s without proportion in that it 1s measureless -- th1e 1s 
partly a pun on the previous use of the word. The 11 Anc1ent 1 
(1. 311) may be any one of a number of early philosophers: 
Pythagoras, Plato, Aristoxenus, Hippocrates, and Galen are 
all possible candidates. Donne's reference is vague, and 
a precise identification is impossible. Harmony in the 
soul 1s either an ordering and balance of the four elements 
or a musical harmony, a kind of spiritual concord. 36 "At 
next" (1. 312) means "then" or "next." The "Ancient" would 
then have said that souls were but resultances, 1ssuanoes, 
emanations, from Elizabeth, who was the very essence ot 
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harmony: souls issued from Elizabeth as forms go forth 
from objects and reach our eyes, 1n the Epicurean theory 
81 
of vision (1. 316).37 · flArke" (1. 318) is Noah's Ark, which 
was thought to have been made after man's physical propor-
tions. Elizabeth was therefore a model, a 11 typen (lo 319) 
of the Ark. In addition, the Ark may be thought of as a 
"type" of Elizabeth in that "contrary / Both Elements, and 
Passion liv 1d at peace" and she therefore "caus 1d all C1v111 
war to cease" (11. 321-322), while the Ark held wild animals 
in peace, al though they would have attaolted one another in 
nature. 38 After one had seen Elizabeth, any other form seemed 
disproportioned. 
:·'" . . . . ... ;• ....... . 
Shee, shee is dead, shee 1 s dead; when thou knowst this 325 
Thou knowst how ugly a monster this world is: 
And learn 1st thus much by our Anatomie, 
That here is nothing to enamour thee: 
And that» not only faults in inward parts, 
Corruptions in our- braines, or 1n our hearts, 330 
Poysoning the fountaines, whence our actions spring, 
Endanger us: but that if every thing 
Be not done fitly 8 a11.d in proportion, 
To satisfie wise, and good lookers on, ~ 
(Since most men be such as most thinke they bee) 335 
They 8re lotheome too, by this Deformitee. 
For good, and well: must in our actions meete; 
,Wicked is not much worse than 1nd1screeto 
(llo 325-338) 
The refrain and moral of the third section is some-
what more difficult than those of the first two sections, 
and, in addition, it seems in part to be a non sequitur in 
that Donne asks the reader to agree that disproportion in 
actions and inward faults endangers man without having dis-
cussed the matter at all except by implication: the~reader 
\ 
must make for himself the connection between·d1sproport1on 
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in the physical universe and disproportion 1n human actions. 
Donne was a much better preacher than this passage would lead 
one to believe. 
In 11. 329~338, Donne shifts his argument trom 1nner 
proportion (the mind and heart of a good man) to the result 
of that proportion (in the actions of a good man). 39 Cox-
rupt1ons in brain or heart poison those organs, the sources 
of our actions. However, the results of this poisoning are 
no more loathsome than d1sproport1onate actions resulting 
from flawed judgment or another cause unrelated to inner 
corruption (inner disproportion). Our actions must satisfy 
our observers, who are generally correct 1n their estimates 
of the value of our actions. 
The last two lines of the passage sum up the moral: 
our inner order and actions -- inner 11 good 11 exh.1b1 ted in 
actions done "well" -- must match, for indiscretion is 
almost as bad as wickedness. 
But beauties other second Element, 
Colour, and lustre now, 1s as neere spent. 34:0 
And had 'the tso:rld his just proportion, 
Were it a ring stillj yet the stone is gone. 
As a compassionate Turcoyse which doth tell 
By looking pale~ the wearer is not well, 
As gold falls sicke being stung with Mercury, 345 
All the worlds paJ:lts of such complexion bee. 
When nature was most busiea the first weeke, 
Swadling the new borne earthp God seem 8d to -like 
That she should sport her selfe sometimes, and play, 
To minglep and vary colours every day: 350 
And then~ as though shee could not make 1now, 
Himselfe his various Rainbow did allow. 
Bight is the noblest sense of any one, 
Yet sight hath only colour to feed on, 
And colour is decai 8d: summers robe growes 355 
Duskie, and like an oft dyed garment showes. . 
Our blushing red, which usu d in cheekes to epred,; 
Is inward sunke, and only our soules are red. 
(11. 339-358) 
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I' Color, introduced in the beg1nn1ng.,.of the third section 
(1. 250) as one of the two elements of beauty -- proportion, 
of course, is the other -- is the basis of the·fou.rth medi-
tation. Color and ·1uster (brightness of the colored object, 
reflecting qualities of the obJeot) are as nearly spent as 
proportion. Even 1~ the world still had ~ts ring-like pro-
portion, Lt would be like a ring without a stone because 
color and luster are gone. All the world's parts (qualities, 
elements) have lost their color; they are like turquoise, 
believed to turn pale when the wearer's health fails, or 
. t gold which has lost 1 ts color, and become wh1 tened through 
contact with mercury, with which it readily forms an amalgam. 40 
During the Creation, God allowed nature a free hand with 
color (11. 349-350) and then made Hie rainbow, as if nature 
could not make enough color. Sight, the noblest sense, has 
only color to feed on: this statement is in part based on 
Aristotle and Aquinas. 41 Today, the bright summer has grown 
dusky (11. 355-356) and appears like a garment that has been 
dyed repeatedly and has taken on a dark hue. Our cheeks 
used to be healthy and red; now, the red has gone in to our 
souls: the blushing cheeks suggest innocence, while the red 
souls suggest shame and sin. 42 
Perchance the world might have recovered, 
If she whom 'fr3e lament had not beene dead: 360 But shee~ in whom all whitep and red, and blew (Beauties ingredients) voluntary grew, . As in an unve.xt Paradise; from ir.1hom Did all things verdure 9 and their lustre come, Whose composition was miraculous, 365 Being all colour, all Diaphanous, (For Ayre, and Fire but thick grosse bodies were, And liveliest stones but drowsie, and pale to her,) ( 11. 359-368) 
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The eulogy of the fourth section praises Elizabeth's 
perfect mixture of color, so perfect that "the world might 
have recovered,/ If she whom we lament had not been dead. 
(11. 359-360). The idea seems to be that her perfect color 
would have extended its influence over all the world; The 
red, white, and blue of Elizabeth were in her complexion 
and eyes; they are the colors of the idealized beautiful. 
woman. Since Donne is careful not to say that they are 
~· 
physical colors, they may then function as the colors of 
\ 
' 
the theological virtues (faith, hope, and charity) as well 
as physical colors: as virtues, they could grow in an 
"unvext Paradise" (1. 363). From Elizabeth came all fresh, 
• • • 
green, growing things ("verdure," 1. 364) together with their f• 
luster. Elizabeth's composition (of color) was 11m1raculous 11 
because it was "all color, all Diaphanous" at the-same time: 
"only the white light of eternity was believed to be all 
diaphanous, not stained into color by earth's shadows. 11 43 
She was more ethereal than air and fire, the lightest of 
the elements: the brightest, most glittering precious stones 
seemed pale and asleep when compared to her. 
" 
Shae, shee, is dead; shee I s dead: when thou know I st this, Thou knowst how wan a Ghost this our world is: 370 And learn°st thus much by our Anatomie 9 That it should more affright~ than44 pleasure thee. And that 9 since all faire colour then did einke, 1T1s now but wicked vanitie, to th1nke To colour vicious deeds with good pretence, 375 Or with bought colors to illude mens sense. 
(11. 369-3?6) 
The fourth refrain and moral, more carefully related to 
the rest of its section than the third, makes the usual 
.. 
point about the desperate condition of the world as revealed 
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The moral is that beoause all color is 
gone, 1 t is no,, "wicked vani tie" to think of fooling others 
by coloring bad deeds with pretense of good or to delude by 
the use of "~ought colors": cosmetics, gay clothing, or 
anything which covers over the basic facts with a misleading 
veneer. 
Nor lg ought more this worlds deoay appeares, 
Than that her influence the heav 1n forbeares, Or that the Elements doe not feele this, 
The father~ or the mother barren iso 380 
The oloudea concei~e not raine, or doe not powre, 
In the due birt;h time, dotine the balmy showre; 
Th 1Ayre doth not motherly sit on the earth, 
To hatch her seasons, and give all things birth; Spring-times were common cradles» but are tombes; 385 And false-conceptions fill the generall wombes; (11. 3?7-3Be 
"That her influence the heav 1n forbeares" (1. 378) is 
the subject of the fifth meditation. The "her 0 is ambiguous 
in this context; the feminine pronow1 in this poem naturally 
leads the reader to think of Elizabetho However, the rest of 
the f1fth section makes 1 t seem that the 11 her 11 only hints at 
Elizabeth while referring directly to 8 heav 1n.~ 46 The first 
four lines are rather obscure; they may be ·paTaphrased as 
follows: The decay of the world is nowhere more obvious than 
it is in the lack of heaven's influence upon the earth: either 
heaven is holding back her influence or the elements .. ( the .sky 
as father, the e~th as mother) are barren and do not feel 
heaven's influence. The influenoe is the traditional effects 
V 
of the heavenly bodies upon human events. There is further 
complexity 1n that the elements above the earth, subject 
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themselves to celestial influence, in turn exert creative 
47 influences upon the elements of the earth. Donne goes on 
to show evidence of the lack of this influence: either the 
clouds do not conceive rain or, having conceived it, do not 
release it upon the earth. The air does not sit hen-like 
upon the earth to create seasons and influence procreation: 
spring used to be a time of birth (a common idea; many crea-
tures produce their offspring in spring), but now it 18 a 
time of death. In addi t1on, 1 t is now common to hear of 
misconceptions (miscarriages, freakish births) -- "the 
generall wombes" (the wombs of the masses, animal or human) 
are filled with "false-concept1ons.P 
Th 1Ayre showes such Meteors, ·as none can see, 
Not only what they meane 0 but what they bee; Earth such new wormes, as would have troubled much 
Th I AEgyptian l1ages to have ma.de more sucho 390 
What Artist now dares boast that he can bring 
Heaven hither, or constellate any thing, 
So as the influence of those starres may bee 
Imprisonud in an Hearbe; or Charme, or Tree, 
And doe by touch» all which those stars could doe? 395 
The art is lost» and correspondence tooo 
For heaven gives little, and the earth takes lesse, 
And man least knowes their trade and purposeso 
(11. 38?-398) 
The term 11meteo·rn (1. 387) was applied to almost any 
aerial phenomenon -- it might refer, 1n addition to the usua1 
burning piece of metal, to lightning, rainbows, snow, rain, 
and wind. Donne was not alone in begin alarmed about 11meteors"; 
many in his time commented upon them. They were so strange, 
he says in 11. 387-388, that nobody could tell what they were, 
let alone what they signified {they were supposed to be omens). 48 
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There has been an alarming occurrence.of serpents so unusual 
that the famous sorcerers in the employ of Pharaoh would 
have fou..'ld it difficult to duplicate them. 49 Now, no "artist" 
· (1. 391), or astrologer, "dares boast" of having power to 
direct celestial influence or "constellate" it; that 1s, 
concentrate 1 t in a particular place such as 11 an Hearbe, or 
Charme, or Tree" (1. 394). The art of astrology is lost; so 
is (as Donne has been saying throughout this passage) the 
correspondence between celestial and earthly events. Alto-
gether, "heaven gives little, and.the earth takes lesse 11 
(1. 397), and man knows. less th~n any creature about the 
interactions and purposes of hea.ven and earth. Donne views 
the earth-heaven relationship as an interaction because the 
heavens were supposed to respond in part to earthly situa-
tions -- astrologers, for example, tried to direct celest1e1 
forces (see 11. 391-392). 
If this commerce twixt heaven and earth were not Embarr 1d, and all this traffique quite forgot, 400 She, for whose losse we have lamented thus, Would worke more fully~ and pow 0 rfully on us: Since herbes~ and roots, by dying lose not all, But theyi yea Ashes too, are medicinall 1 Death could not auenoh her vertue so, but that \405 It would be (if not follo1v 9d) wondred at: '~-.·' . 
And all the ~,orld 1r1ould be one dying Swan, To sing her funerall praise» and vanish then.50 But as some Serpents poyson hurteth not, 
Except it be from the live Serpent shot, 410 So doth her vertue need her here, to fit 
That unto us; shee 'trJorking rnore than it. (11. 399-412) 
The fifth eulogy states that we would be more subject 
to Elizabeth's influence if the heaven-earth interaction 
had not been 11 Embarr 1d" (1. 400), or embargoed. Donne seems 
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to base his statements on Christian astrology -- after all, 
Elizabeth is in a Christian hee.ven. Death could not have 
. .... . 
quenched the influence of her virtue ae it has done if the \ 
earth-heaven relationship had continued. Dead plants still 
retain their medicinal virtues and certain ashes are medicinal: 
like these, the dead girl has kept some of her healing influence. 
The dying world would have sung as the dying swan singe: it 
was believed that the swan, knowing when he is going to die, 
sings his n swan song" and tl:len passes away. 51 W1 th the earth-
he& ven situation the way it is, El1zabeth 1 s virtue needs her 
living physical presence to be effective in reforming man. 
But shee, in l'Jhom to such maturity 
Vertue was growne, past growth, that it must die; 
She, from whose influence all Impressions came, 415 
But, by Receivers impotencies, lame, 
Who, though she coula not transubstantiate 
All states to gold» yet guilded every state, 
So that some Princes have some temperance; 
Some Counsellers some purpose to advance 420 
The coITL~on profit; and some people have 
Some stay, no more than Kings should give, to crave; 
Some women have some taciturnityi 
Some nunneries some graines of chastitie. 
She that did thus much, and much more could doe, 425 
But that our age was Iron, and rustie too, (11. 413-426) 
Elizabeth's virtue was completely matured -- there was 
no room for further development; like a plant which has 
completed its growth, she died. From Elizabeth came all 
impressions of virtue; however, these impressions were 
rendered ineffective by the receivers' (mank1nd 1 s) inability 
to use them (11. 415-416). 52 Even though she was unable to 
transubstantiate every human condition and position to 
spiritual gold, or-virtue, ehe managed to gild each of them 
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with a layer of virtue: some princes are somewhat temperate, 
some counselors in government seek to advance the common 
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good, some people are relB.tively satisfied and want no more 
53 than kings should give them , some women are occas1~nally 
silent, in some nunneries there ls a trace of chastity. She 
made these changes, and could have done· much more if our age 
had not been "Iron, and rustle too" (1. 426): Donne refers 
to the division of time in classical mythology: the first 
and greatest age was the golden, followed 1n order of chrono-
logy and decreasing quality by the silver, the bronze, the 
~ heroic, and finally the iron, s.n age of corruption. 
Shee, shee is dead; shee 1 s dead; when thou knowst this, 
Thou lmowst how drie a Cinder this world is. 
And learn 1 st thus much by our Anatomy, 
That 8 tis in vaine to dew, or mollifie 430 
It with thy teares, or sweat, or blood: nothing 
Is worth our travaile, griefe, or perishing, 
But those rich joyes, which did possesse her heart, 
Of which she's now partaker, and a part. (11. 427-434) 
The refrain c1_nd moral of the fifth section is straight-
...... 
forward: the moral is that the 1r1orld is a 11 C1nc1er 11 (1. 428); 
it is useless to attempt to moisten its dryness or mollify 
it with our tears, sweat, or blood, and nothing is worth any 
effort except the atte~inment of "those rich· joyes, which did 
possesse her heart" (1. 433), those joys of religious virtue 
"Of ·which she 1 s no,1 partaker, a.nd a part 11 ( 1. 434) , perhaps 
, 
in the same manner as "She's now a part both of the Quire, 
and Song 0 (l. 10). 
But as in cutting up a man that's dead, 435 
The body will not last out, to have read 
On every part, and therefore men direct 
Their speech to parts, that are ot most effect; 
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So the world ca.rcasse would not la.st, 1:f I 
Were punctuall 1n this Anatomy; 440 
Nor smels it well to hearersp if one tell 
Them their 'disee.se, v1ho faine would think they're well. 
Here therefore be the end: And» blessed maid, 
Of whom is meant what ever hath been said, 
Or shall ·be spelt.en vJ'ell by any tongue, 445 
Whose neme refines course 11nes 9 and makes prose song, Accept this tribute, and his first yeares rent, 
Who till his darke short tapers end be spent, 
As oft as thy feast sees this widowed earth, 
Will yearely eelebrate-' thy second birth, 
That is, thy death; for though the soule of man *50 
Be got when man is made, ntis borne but then 
When man doth die; our body 1 s as the womb~ 
And, as a Mid-wife, death directs it home. (11. 435-453) 
The conclusion, as might be expected, sums up the poem. 
Donne makes the predictable remarks about being able to do 
more if circumstances permitted: The carcass of the world 
would not last long enough to allow a complete and detailed 
("puJ1ctuall 11 ) post-mortem to be made, and Donne, like the 
anatomist of human beings, has had to comment upon the most 
54 important parts while they remained undecayed. The 
anatomized corpse has a bad smell, a.s does the lengthy 
diagnosis of disease to the hearer who thought all along 
that he was irvell. Donne continues ti11 th praise of Elizabeth: 
anything said about something being good might be said of her.. 
Her name refi,nes "course" words and turns prose into poetry. 
Donne identifies the poem as his first year's rent -- spiritual 
duty -- to Eliza.beth, and he says that he will produce another 
such payment each yee.r until his short and dim candle I s end 
of life expires on this earth that has been widowed by 
Elizabeth's death. Actually, Elizabeth's death, like any 
death, was her soul's birth. 
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And you her creatures, whom she workes upon, 455 
And have your last, and best concoction 
From her example, and her vertue, if you 
In reverence to her, do thinke it due 1 
That no one should her pra.ises thus rehearse, 
As matter fit for C~onicle, not verse; 460 
Vouchsafe to call to minde that God did make 
A last, and lasting 8 st peace, a songo He spake 
To ].foses to a.eJ_iver L1nto all, . 
That song, because hee know they would let fall 
The Law, the Prophets, and the History, 465 
But keepe the song still in their memory: 
Such an opinion (in due measure) made 
Me this great Office boldly to invade: . 
Nor could inoomprehensiblenesse deterre· 
Mee, from thus trying to emprison her, 470 
Which when I saw that a strict grave could doe, 
I ·saw not why verse might not do so too. 
,rerse ha.th a middle nature: heaven keepes Soules, 
.. __ . ··~•· 
The Grave keepes bodies, Verse the Fame enroules. (11. 455-474) 
In the last part of the concllw1on,· Donne addresses his 
ree.ders and defends the trea.ting of so profound a subject as 
Elizabeth in verse rather than chronicle. The passage is 
relatively easy to·understand; there are only two points 
which require exnlana.tion. 
... 
"Concoction" (1. 456) means a 
bringing to a state of perfection, a. matur21.tion of crude 
materials, or a medical brew, a potion. And it is recorded 
in Deuteronomy 31-33 that the Lord asked Moses to write the 
song Donne refers to in 11. 462-465. 
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CHAPTER VII 
'!he second of Donne's "Anniversaries" is more effective 
than the first. The difference in effectiveness is in oart 
due to a difference in structure: the first is cast in a 
rigid mold, while the second is formed in a more flexibl·e 
and organic nattern, a pattern which allows the ooem to 
develop. "The Second Anniversary" consists of' an intro-
duction, seven sections, and a conclusion. The introduction 
and conclusion of the second poem are shorter than those of 
the first, but the chief difference between the poems lies in 
the sections: in "The First Anniversary," they all follow 
the same nattern; in the second ooem, the sections are non-
identical, for they are shaned to fit the requirements of 
· the materials. For instance, the morals in all but the first 
of the seven sections are incornorated into the eulogies, 
making the t~.ansi tions between the sections much smoother 
than they are in HThe First Anniversary. ul . It is easy to 
/ 
overstate the differences between the poems; they are~fer-
ences in degree rather than absolute differences, and there 
is a natural tendency to find the second poem vastly sunerior 
to the first when such is not really the cese, because the 
second noem seems to adhere more closely to the orincinles of 
organicism so dear to literary critics. 
The explicetion of "The Second Anniversary" will be 
handled in the same manner as that of the first ryoem. The 
self-exolanatory title needs no comment. 
/ 
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NOTHING could make me sooner to confesse 
That this world had an everlastingnesse, 
Than to consider, that a yeare is runne, 
·'· ,, .. ,.. 9 3 
Since both this loiver 1rJorld 9 s 9 and t~1e Sunnes Sunne, 
The lustre~ and the vigor of this All~ 5 
Did set; 0 twere blasphemie to say 9 did fall. 
But e.s a shin t<Jhich l!ath strooke sailesi doth runne 
By force of that force which before~ it wonne: 
Or as sometimes in a beheaded manp 
1
.rhough at those ttiuo Red seas.9 1rrhich freely ranne, 10, 
One from the Trunke 9 another from the Head, 
His soule be sail 9d, to her eternaJ_l bed, 
His eyes 1PJill twincl{le 9 and his tongue 1,,~111 roll, 
As though he beckned 9 and cal'd backe his soule, 
He grasns his handsp and he nulls un his feet, 1 15 And seemes to reach 9 and to step forth to meet 
His soule; when all these motions which we saw, 
Are but es Ice, which crackles at a thaw: 
Or as a Lute 9 i'lfhich in moist weat~1er, ·rings 
Her knell alone 9 by cracking or her strings: 20 
So struggles this dead world, now she is gone; 
For there is motion in corruDtion. (11. 1-22) 
Donne begins the introduction by saying that t~fect 
the world has survived Elizabeth's dea~h is the best argument 
he knows o.f to demonstrate that the world is eternal; however, 
Donne is certainly not saying that the world will go on existing 
forever. He is simply praising Elizabeth's imnortance by say-
ing that if the world can survive without her, then it seems 
that it can survive for eternity even though such survival is 
impossible, according to the universal Renaissance opinion." 
Elizabeth was the "Sunnett (1. 4l,· both to the world and to 
,,. 
the sun, in that she bave life and color to both -- she was 
"The Lustre, and the vigor o1"' this All" ( 1 5 ) • " All " . ' 
refers to the earth, the sun, and nrobs.bly the rest of the 
universe. It would be "blasnhemie to say" that Elizabeth 
l 
had fallen, for she had "setu as the sun sets, having gone 
on to another region. The world is not really alive, Donne 
says; it is simnly showing signs of life even though its vital 
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force has gone, like a beheaded man who grimaces and moves 
r • . U;\.J_)~.) 
his limbs ?r" a ship that has enough headway to coast after . 
the wind dies. The appearances of life in the world, the 
beheaded man, and the coasting ship are in reality no more 
the results of true vitality than the movements of thawing 
ice or of a lute string wl11oh contracts and breaks in damp 
weather, causing a sound which Donne calls the lute's death 
knell. The world struggles as do these other inanimate objects, 
"For there is motion in corruption" (1. 22): the image is of 
maggots crawling in decaying flesh. 3 
As some da1ee are at the Creation nam 1d, 
Before the Sunne, the which fram 1d daies, was fram 1d, 
So after this Sunne 1 s set, some shew appeares, 25 
' And orderly vicissitude of yeareso 
Yet a new Deluge, and of Lethe flood, 
Ha.th a.ro'trJnud us all, All have forgot all good, 
Forgetting her, the maine reserve of all. 
Yet in this deluge, grosse and generall, 30 
Thou seest me strive for life; my life shall bee, 
To be hereafter prais 9d, for praysing thee; 
Immortall Maid, who though thou wou.ld 9 st refuse 
The name of 1'«1other, be u11to my rv!u.se 
A Father, since her chast Ambition is, 35 
Yearely ""co bring forth such a child as this. 
These Hymnes may worke on future wits, and so 
May great Grand children of thy prayses grow. 
And so, though not revive, eml)alma and spice 
The worldJ) 1rJhich else 't'vould putrifie ,11th vice. 40 
Fo.r thus i Man may extend thy progeny 9 
Untill man doe but ·vanish, and not die. 
These Hymnes thy issue, may encrease so long 1 
As till Gods grea.t Venite change the song. {11. 22-44) 
The remainder of the introduction continues to explain 
the appearance of normality. It is recorded in Genesis that 
the sun and stars were not created until the fourth day, and 
there has been much discussion of those first three sunless 
days; ho\tever, the fact remains that the Bible calls these 
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periods or tim~ 1days", sun or no sun. Donne compares 
these sunless days with the period following Elizabeth's 
-~death: we still have days "And orderly vicissitude of 
yeares 11 (1.26) even thougr1 Elizabeth, our Sun (cf. 1. 4), 
is gone. We have been drowned in a new Flood, a deluge or 
water from Lethe, the river of forgetfulness, and we have 
forgotten "all good" in that we have forgotten Elizabeth, 
our main "reserve," or refuge. Even in this overwhelming 
Lethean flood, Donne strives for life (11. 30-31): he will 
live only to make himself worthy of praise for praising 
Elizabeth. Elizabeth would refuse the name of mother on the 
obvious grounds of her virginity. However, Donne asks her 
to be a father to his muse. William Marshall has suggested 
9.5 
that Donne intended to indicate that tne poems were "legitimate" 
' offspring and had been approved by Sir Robert Drury, but it 
seems to me that Donne is simply saying that Elhzabeth is 
closely related to his poems about her. 4 "These Hymnes" 
(1. 37), the 11 Ann1versar1es," both written and planned, will 
be masculine in the same manner as Elizabeth is masculine and 
will impregnate the minds of future poets, producing offspring 
similar to themeelves. 5 In this manner, Elizabeth's "off-
spring" may reproduce,until Judgment Day,·when the people on 
earth will be transformed without dying (1. 42) and God 1 s 
great 0 Venite" will take the place of the poems in honor ot 
Elizabeth. 
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Thirst for that time, O my 1nsat1ate soule, 45 
And serve thy thirst, with Gods safe-sealing Bowle, 
Be thiretie still, and drinke still till t~ou goe; 
1 Tis th 8 only Heal th, to be Hydroptique so. 
Forget this rotten 1/Jorld; a.nd unto thee 
Let thine owne times as an old storie bee. 50 
Be not concern 8 d~ studie not whyD nor when; 
Doe not so much as not beleeve a man o 
For though to erre, be worst~ to·try truths forth, 
Is far more businesse, than this world is worth. 
The world is but a carkasse; thou ·art fed 55 
By it, but as a worme, that carkasse bred; 
And why should 9st thou~ poore worme 9 consider more, 
When this world will grow better than before, 
Than those tbY · fellatrJ wormea doe thinks upon 
That carkasses last resurrectiono 60 
Forget this world 9 and scarce thinke of it so, 
As of old clothes, cast off a yeare agoe. 
To be thus stupid is Alacritie; 
Men thus Lethargique have best Memory. {11. 45-64) 
This passage, the meditation of the first section, is 
aarefully linked wit-h the introduction. Donne tells his 
soul to long for "that time," Judgment Day, and forget the 
decaying world. 11 Hydropt1que" (1. 48) means "insatiably 
thirsty like a person with dropsy." Donne compares the 
soul's longing with insatiable thirst which should be 
"served" with 11 Gods safe-sealing Bowle," the communion cup. 
' 
Donne often spoke of sacraments as "seals. n? Donne advisee 
his soule (and implicitly, the reader) to ignore the world, 
to believe in the present time as one believes in "an old 
stor1e 11 (1. 50). The world is simply not worth attention: 
it is "worst" to err, but to bother to search for worldly 
truth 1s far more trouble than it is worth (1. 53). The 
world is a carcass (1. 55), and man is fed·by it as a worm 
is fed by- a dead animal: Donne asks why man should ponder 
over the problem of determining when the world will improve 
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more than real worms ponder over the "last resurrect1onn 
of the corpse upon which they feed. It is true qu1ok-
w1ttedness to be stupid about the world; men who are 
"Letharg1que 11 about the ways of the world have the best 
memories for important spiritual matters. 
Look upward; that's towards her, whose happy state 65 
We now lament not, but congratulate. 
Shee, to whom all this world was but a stage, 
Where all sat harkning how her youthful! age 
Should be emploi 8d, because in all shee did, 
Some Figure of the Golden times was hido ?O 
Who could not lacke~ what e 8r this world could give, 
Because shee was the forme 9 that made it live; 
Nor could complaine, that this world was unfit 
To be staid in 9 then when shee was in it; 
Shee that first tried indifferent desires 75 
By vertue, and vertue by religious fires, 
Bhee to whose person Paradise adher 9d~ 
As Courts to Princesi shee t±hose eyes ensphear 1d 
Star-light enough, tvhave made the South controule, 
(Had shee beene there) the Star-full Northerne Pole, 80. 
(11. 65-80) 
The eulogy of the first section 1~ much like the 
eulogies of the first poem. Donne is still addressing his 
soul (and 1mpl1c1tly, the reader); he says to look up 
toward Elizabeth in heaven; because she is happy, we need 
not mourn for her. 11 Congratul2te" (1. 66) means "to joy 
with." "Should" (1. 69) has the· force of "would": the 
world was Elizabeth's stage, and all men sat watching in 
what way her youthful maturity would be employed because 
they saw in everything she did a trace of the nobility of 
the Golden Age. 8 Elizabeth could lack nothing the world 
could give, for she was the vital form supplying the world 
with life (11. 71-72). She first "tried," or purified by 
fire, her 11 1nd1fferent," or· neutrel, desires with the a.ction 
of virtue.; then she purified her virtue w.1 th the flames of 
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religious passion. "The metaphor is of a two-stage process 
-. 
removing the dross from metale. 11 The rest of the passage 
is clear except for the last two lines: · 11 controule 18 means 
1dominate"; the idea is that the northern sky contained 
~ore stars than the southern and that Elizabeth's star-
filled eyes would have added enough light to the southern 
sky to make it outshine the northern. 9 
Shee, ·shee is gone.; she is gone; when thou knowest 
What fragmentary rubbidge t~is world is 
Thou knowest, and that it is not worth a thought; 
He honors it too much that thinkes it nought. 
(11. 81-84) 
this, 
,',,) 
The refrain and moral of the first section is short and 
to the point: when you know that Elizabeth is gone, you know 
that the world is "fragmenta.ry rubbidge" and that he who 
bothers even to think it worthless is expending more effort 
than the world is worth. 
Thinke then, my soule, that death is but a Groome, 85 
Which brings a Taper to the outward roome, 
Whence thou spiest first a little glimmering light, 
And a_fter -brings it nea.rer to thy sight: 
For such approaches doth heaven make in death. 
Thinke thy selfe labouring now with broken breath, 90 
And thinke those broken and soft I~otes to bee 
Di vision, and thy happyest Ha.rmoniec 
Thinke thee laid on thy death~bed, loose and slacke 
And thinke thatp but unbinding of a packe, 
To take one precious thing~ thy soule from the.nee. 95 
Thinke thy selfe PB~rch u d 1\Yi th fevers violence, , 
Anger thine ague more» by calling it 
Thy Physicke; chide the sla.clrnesse of the fit. 
Thinke that thou hear 8 st thy knell.9 and think no more, 
But that, as Bels calid thee to Church before, 100 
Bo this, to the Triumphant Church,. calls thee. 
. {11. 85-101) 
The meditation of the second section deals with a 
certain kind of attitude toward death, an attitude often 
found in meditation: the idea is that death is not to be 
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earth and brings him to heaven. Donne first compares death 
to a servant who bears a candle; the candle is the light 
of heaven and death brings it gradually into man's sight. 
Still addressing his soul, Donne says to regard his hard 
breathing at the point of death as music: "Division" 
~,., .. (1. 92), a term from musio, refers to either a rwi or a 
fast melodic passage, considered as a few long notes divided 
into many short ones. "Division" also carries the idea of 
11 the division of body and soul. Donne suggests that his 
soul consider his dying body to be a pack which 1s being 
unbound to allow the removal of one precious thing, his . 
soul. Donne then tells his soul to imagine that he is 
racked with ague; personifing the ague (1. 97), he says to 
11 Anger thine a.gue" and "chide the sla.oknesse of the f1t. 0 
The death knell is like a church bell summoning the soul to 
the "Triumphant Church," the church in heaven. 12 
Thinke Satans Sergeants round about thee bee, 
And thinke that but for Legacies they thrust; 
Give one thy Pride, to 8 another give thy Lust: 
Give them those sinnes which they gave thee before, 105 
And trust th 0 immaculate blood to wash thy score. 
Th1nke thy friends weeping round 0 and thinke that they Weepe but because they goe not yet thy wayo 
Thinke that tllieyclose thine ~yes» 2nd think.a in this, 
That they confesse much in the world 0 amisse, 110 
Who dare not trust a dead mans eye with that, 
Which they from God~ and Angels cover not, 
Thinke that they shroud thee up 9 and think from thence 
They reinvest thee in white innocenceo 
Thinke that thy body rots 1 and (i~ so low, 115 
Thy sou.le exalted so, thy thoughts can goe,) 
Think thee a Prince» who of -themselves create 
Wormes rr~ioh insensible.devours their Stateo 10 Thinke that they bury thee, and thinke that rite 
Laies thee to sleepe but a Saint Lucies night. 120 
( 11. 10 2-120) 
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The remainder .j the second medi ta.tion oonttnues ·_1n the 
same vein. Donne asks his soul, already imagining that he is 
dying, to th1nke that "Sa.tans Sergeants," or demons, are 
•, 
crowding around his bed. The soul 1s to think that the demons 
are asking for "Legacies" and is to will them his pride, lust, 
iind other sins which they gave him during his life, trusting 
in "th 1 1mmaculate blood" of Christ to redeem him -- the image 
of 11 to wash thy score" is from the tavern blackboards on 
whioh were chalked the debts or customers; when the debts 
were paid, the "score" was washed off. The image is well 
suited to a discussion of sin. Donne suggests that his soul 
consider that his friends mourn not for him but for themselves 
because they are not about to enter heaven. The friends 
cover the eyes of the corpse; in this action they confess that 
much in the world 1s amiss, for they seek to conceal from a 
dead man what "they from God, and Angels cover not" (1. 112). 
The friends wrap the corpse in white; Donne tells his soul to 
think the shroud a symbol of innocence. Think that your body 
rots, Donne says to his soul, end if you in your exaltation 
can lower your thoughts so far, imagine that your body is a 
prince lying in the grave, creating worms which consume his 
"State" -- his body, with a pun on that which a prince rules. 
"Saint Lucias night" (1. 120), December 13, is in the Julim 
calendar the longest·n1ght of the year. 
Thinke these things oheerefully: and if thou bee 
Drowsie or slacke, remember then that shee, 
Shee whose Complexion w~s so even made, 
That which of her Ingredients should invade 
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The other three, no Feare, no Art could guesse: 125. 
So far were all remov 1d from more or lease. 
But as in Mithridate, or just perfumes, 
Where all good things being met 9 no one presumes 
To governe, or to triumph on the rest~ 
Only because all were» no part wae best. 130 
And as, though all doe knoi,,3 0 that quantities 
Are made of lines 0 and lines from Points arise, 
None can these lines or quantities unjoynt, 
And say this is a linej or this a point, 
So though the Elements-and Humors were 135 
In her 1 one could not say~ this governes there. 
Whose even constitution might have wonne 
Any disease to venter on the Sunne, 
Rather than her: and make a spirit feare, 
That hee to disuniting subject wereo 140 
To whos:e pro port ions if we ,10 uld compa..re 
Cubes» th 8 e.re unstable; Circles, Angular; 
She who was such a chaine as Fate employee 
To bring mankinde all Fortunes it enjoyes; 
So fast~ so even wrought, as one would think.a, 145 
I~o Accident could threaten any linlte; (11. 121-146) 
The second"' eulogy presents the miraculous death of\ 
•, 
__ ., _.,_-":· \ 
Elizabeth in contrast to the more normal death described in 
~ 
the meditation. The first line of the eulogy suggests that 
7 
the soul think of Elizabeth 1:t he is 11 Drowsie or slacke 11 
in his meditation. Her complexion, the combination of 
-· 
humours in her person, was so perfectly balanced that 
neither her family 1 who looked w1·th fear at her on her 
deathbed, nor the physician, who with art (menical skill) 
observed her, could tell which humour would begin to dominate 
13 the others an~ thus through gross imbalance cause her death. 
_9 
All her humours were perfect (1. 130); they were 11 best 0 
individually and collectively: the humours were as balanced 
as the ingredients of "Mithridate," the famous antidote 
against poison, and the component essences of a 11 just, 11 or 
complete, balanced, and even perfwne. ··· The idea of balance 
is continued: we know that Elizabeth was made up of humours, 
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but one could not dist1ngu1sh them individually; the 
mingling of humours was like the mingling of geometrical 
points in a line or the comb1nat1on of lines 1n "quantities," 
or geometrical figures. Donne introduces "Elements" in 
1. 135; they were thought to be present 1n the hum.an body 
and in the humours -- indeed, they were supposed to be the 
basic components of all matter. Her constitution (1. 137) 
was so balanced that a disease, depending for its effect 
upon an imbalance of humours, would have been °wonne, 11 or 
,persuaded, to attack the sun instead of Elizabeth; the sun 
was thought to be made-up of "celestial matter not subject • 
to disease • . . Oor] dissolution. 1114 And her being was so 
perfectly united that it would make a spirit feel that hi~ 
' 
ethereal substance, supposedly indivisible, was ~ubject to 
division. The 11 chaine 11 that "Fate employes 11 (1. 143) was in 
the Renaissance thought of "as the inexorable concatenation 
of natural cause and effect." 
15 ~ 
Bhee, shee embrac 1 d a sicknesse, gave it meat, 
The purest blood, and breath, the.t e'r it eate; 
.. ;· And hath taught us, that though a good man hath 
Title to heaven, and plead it by his Faith, 150 
And though he may pretend a conquest, since 
Heaven was content to suffer violence 0 
Yea tho~gh hee plead a long possession too, 
(For the~0re in heaven on earth who heavens workes do) 
i' \ Though he,e, had right and powe1-o end place, before, 155 
Yet Death\-must usher, and unlocke the doore. (11. 14?-156) 
There 1s no distinct refrain in the second section; what 
might have been the refrain has been altered and blended with 
the moral. The point of this passage 1s that Elizabeth has 
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demonstrated that even the purest and best of humans was 
vulnerable to disease and that as good as she was, she 
had to suffer death before she could enter heaven. No 
· matter how many valid claims a man may have for "Title to 
heaven 11 (1. 150), "Yet Death must usher, and unlocke the 
doore" (1. 156). Heaven has suffered "violence" (1. 152) 
in that a spritually violent man, one who is earnest and 
ff ti 16 zealous, may take hold of it. 
Thinke further on thy selfe, my Soule, and thinke 
How thou at first wast made but in a sinke; 
Thinke that it argued some infirmitie, 
That those two soules, which then thou foundst in me, 160 
Thou fedst upon» and drewst into thee, both 
My second sou.le of sense, and first of growth. 
Thinke but ho-v, poore· thou 1.vast, how obnoxious; 
~Thom a .. small lumpe of flesh could. poyson thus. 
This curded milkej this poore unlittered whelpe~,165 
My body, could, beyond escape of helpe, _.j ' 
Infect tl1.ee with Originall sinne, and thou 
Couldst neitl1er then refuses, nor lea.ve it now. 
Thinke that no stubborne sullen Anchorit, 
vlhich fixt to a pillar, or a grave, doth sit 170 
Bedded, and bath 0d in all his ordures, dwels 
So fol1ly as o u.r Soules in their first==> bull t Cele. 
Thinke in ho~J' poore a prison thou did~t lie 
After, enabled but to suckj and crief7 
Thinke, whenutwas growne to most~ utwas a poore Inne, 175 
A Province pa ck n d up in two yards of skinne, 
And that usurp 8d or threatned with the rage 
Of sicknesses, or their true mother, Ageo (11. 157-178) 
J 
The third meditation, longer than the first or second, 
in concerned with the meanness of the human condition and the 
glory of the soul's journey after death. Donne continues to 
a4drees his soul throughout the meditation, sometimes using 
a f•.minine pronoun in speaking of his soul: the reader must 
be careful to avoid confusing these pronouns with those referring 
to Elizabeth. 
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The meditation traces the progress of the soul from 
conception to the gates of heaven. Donne asks his soul to 
conside~ how "thou at first wast made but in a sinke" 
i' (1. 108), thus comparing the human body to a sinke, a 
18 
sewer or cesspoole At this point, Donne seems to main-
tain that the soul is created~ traduce, as an inheritance 
from the parents. But in 11. 158-168, he seems to assume 
that the soul is created ex nihilo, out of nothing. 
Perhaps ''the ambiguity is the result of Donne's own uncer-
tainty about the creation of the soul. He was certain about 
the matter in 1697; after his ordination, he favored the 
19 
ex n1h1lo position. That the soul fed on the souls of 
( 
sense and growth (11. 160-162) argues 11 some 1nfirmitie 0 
(1. 159) in tha.t 1 t demonstrates the soul I s dependence. 
The theory of the threefold soul is at least as old as 
Aristotle: the soul of vegetation and growth, and the 
soul of motion and sense were supposed to be present in 
"' the fetus before the arrival of the immortal soul, which 
absorbed them into itself. Donne takes the process of 
20 
·Erosorption literally. Lines 163-164 refer to the infec-
tion with original sin of the soul by the body, described 
explicitly in 11. 165-168. "Obnoxious 11 (1. 163) means 
frail, weak, an unusual use of the word. The "small 
lumpe of flesh 11 (1. 164) is the fetus. "Cura.ad milke" 
(1. 165) reminds Ma.nley of Job 10: 10, "Hast thou not 
poured me out as milk, and curdled me like cheese? 1121 
The rest of this passage needs no e~lication. 
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But th1nke that Death hath now enfranchis 1d thee,· 
Thou ha.st thy·1·expans1on noi1, and 11bert1e; 180 
Th1nke that a rustie Peece, discharg 1d, is flowne 
In peeces, and the bullet is his owne, 
And freely flies: This to thy Soule allow 0 
..... ., ... 
. ., .. ..•......-1. c.•r· 
Th1nke thy shell broke, thinke thy Soule hatch 1d but now. 
And think this elow~pacud soule 3 which late did cleave 185 
To'a body, and went but by the bodies leave, 
Twenty, perchance, or thirty mile a day, 
Dispatches in a minute all the way 
Twixt heaven, and earth; she stayes not in the ayre, 
To looke what Meteors there thems~lves prepare; 190 
She carries no desire to know, nor)sense, 
Whether thuayres middle. region be intense; 
For th 0Element of fire, she doth not khow, 
Whether she past by such a place or no; 
She baits not at the Moone, nor cares to trie 195 
Whether in that new world, men live, and die. 
Venus retards her not 9 to 8 enquire, hoiv shee 
Can, (being one starre) Hesper~ and Vesper bee; 
Hee that charm 8d Argus eyes~ sweet Mercury, 
Workes not on her 0 who now is growne all eye; 200 
Who, if she meet the body of the Sunne 1 Goes through, not staying till his course be runne; 
Who findes in l\1ars his Campe no corps of Guard; I\ 
Nor is by Jove, nor by his father barr 8 d; 
But ere she can consider how she 1·Jent, 205 
At once is at, and through the Firmament. (ll. 1?9-206) 
Donne now asks his soul to ·imagine that he has died 
and that his soul is as free and independent as a bullet shot 
from a rusty weapon that flew into pieces when it was fired. 
Donne temporarily shifts his object of address in 1. 183 
to the reader; he returns to addressing his soul in 1. 219, 
the beginning of the third~eulogy. No real problems are 
created by this shift, for Donne is seeking to inform his 
reader even when he addresses hUI own soul. This passage 
is clear; with the exception of a few specific points, 1t 
requires no explanation. The soul, moving from earth to 
heaven, does not linger in the earth's atmosphere to observe 
meteors (1. 190) or to determine whether or not the a1r 1s 
"middle region be intense," perhaps bright, dense, or 
,:e: 
hot. 22 The soul- .... doe-s not bother with the much~dlsputed 
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sphere of fire which was supposed to be between the earth 
23 
and the moon. And the soul a.oes not "bait~.1·( 11 bate," 
· halt, slow down) at the moo~; it does not stop to investi-
gate how Venus, being one star, can be both the morning 
24 ·-.. 
and evening stars. Mercury, who charmed many-eyed Argus, 
cannot charm her even though she "is growne all eye" 
(1. 200) in that she, like all souls without bodies, 
25 perceives directly through herself in every direction. 
The soul 1s not retarded in her Journey by Jove (Jupiter), 
!'_,,... 
or Saturn, his father -- Donne 1s speaking of the planets 
as if they were the gods who gave them their names. 
I. A. Shapiro has noted that Donne is following the 
Tyohonian system of astronomy in this passage; the system 
26 has been discussed above in Chapterm. 
And as these starres were but so many beads 
Strung on one string, speed und1stinguish 1d leads 
Her through those Spheares, e.s through tl").e beads, a str~ng, 
Whose quick succession makes it still one thing: 210 
As doth the pith, which 1 lest our bodies slacke, 
Strings fast the little bones of necke, and backe; 
So by the Soule doth death .s,tring Heaven and Earth; 
For when our Soule enjoyes this her third birth, 
(Creation gave her one, a second, grace,) 215 
Heaven is as nea.re, and present to her face, 
As colours are, and objects, in a roome 
Where darknesse was before, when Tapers come. 
This must, my Soule, thy long-short Progresse bee; 
. {11. 20?-219) 
I 
The image of the spinal cord and the spine 1s clear. 
At the end of the meditation, Donne has almost reversed 
his position concerning the condition of the soul immediately 
after death: at first,, 1 t seems a.s if the soul goes to 
heaven; but in 11. 214-218, Donne seem-s to be saying that 
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the soul is immediately in heaven after the body dies: 
the same is true of 11. 85-89, the beginning of the second 
meditation. Unlike many Protestants of his time, Donne 
seems to believe that the soul experiences the Beatific 
Vision immediately following death instead of only after 
the general Resurrection. The progress (1. 219) is long 
in space but short in time. 27 
To 1advance these thoughts, remember then, that she, 220 She, tthose faire body:/no such prison v1as, 
But that a Soule might well be pleas 8d to passe 
An age in her; she whose rich beo.uty lent 
Mintage to other beauties, for they want 
But for so much as they were like to her; 225 Shee, in whose body (if we dare preferre · 
This low world, to so high a marke as shee,) 
The Westerne treasure, Easterne spicerie, 
Europe, B.nd Afrique, clnd the unknowne rest 
Were easily found, or what in them was best; 230 And when w1hsve made this large discoverie 
Of all, in her son1e one part there27 tJill bee 
T-v1enty such parts, ivhose plenty and riches is 
Enough to make twenty such worlds as this; 
(11. 220-234) 
'The third eulogy consists of Donne's advice to hie 
soul to consider that Elizabeth is in heaven and chides 
those who remain on earth, for this thought will aid medi-
tation. Elizabeth's body was rich and beautiful in contrast 
to the normal body described in the third meditation. Other 
beauties were valued according to how closely they resembled 
Elizabeth. "Preferre" (1. 226) means "to promote, to 
elevate": if we dare to elevate the earth to compare it with 
Elizabeth, we would find all the treasures of the earth in 
her body (11. 226-230}. 
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Shee, whom had they knowne who did first betroth 235 The Tutelar _Angels, end assign'd one, both 
To Nations, Cities, and to Companies, 
To Functions, Offices, and Dignities, 
And to each severall man, to him, a.nd him, 
They would have given her one for every li~be; 240 
She, of t1hose soule, if 1r1e·.ma.y say, 1t1ivas Gold-, .. 
Her body was th 0Electrum, arid did hold 
Many degrees of that; wee understood 
Her by her sight; her pure, and eloquent blood 
-~ Spoke in her cheelres, a.nd so distinctly wrought, · 245 
That one might almost say, her body thought; 
Shee, shee, thus i-·ichly and la.rgely hous 0d, is gone: And chides us slow~pacud snailes who crawle upon Our prisons prison, earth, nor thinke us well, 
Longer, then whil I st wee beare our ·br1 ttle shell. 250 
( 11. 235-250) 
The remainder of the third eulogy continues in the 
same manner: those theologians who assigned the titular 
angels to such important organizations as nations and cities 
would have assigned an angel to each of Elizabeth's limbs if 
they had known her. Elizabeth's soul is said to be gold, 
the perfect metal; ~ oody, less perfect than her soul, 
'\../ 
was 11 Electrum," an alloy of gold and s11 ver. The alloy in 
Elizabeth I s case was rich in gold, for it held 11 Mc11y degrees 
of-that" (1. 243). 29 , Elizabeth's body was so perfect, so 
soul-like, that her blood "wrought" (le 245), or worked, so 
distinctly in her cheeks that "one might almost say, her 
body thought. 11 The last four lines of the eulogy are the 
1 
vestigial remains of the refrain and moral: Elizabeth 
chides the human snails who continue in their shells, or 
bodies and prisons, on earth, the prison of their prisons. 
But •twere but little to have chang 1d our roome, 
If, as we were in this our living Tambe Oppress 1d with ignorance, wee still were so. 
Poore soule, in this thy flesh what dost thou know? 
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Thou know 1 et thy selfe so little, .a.s thou know'st not, 255 
How thou didst die, nor how thou wast begot. 
Thou neither knowust, how thou at first cam'st in, 
Nor how thou· took 8st the poyson of mans sinne. 
Nor dost thou» (though thou know 1 st 9 that thou art so) 
By what way thou art made immortall, knowo 260 
Thou e.rt too na_rro~1, vJretch, to comprehend t,. 
Even thy selfe: yea though thou wouldst but bend 
To kno~J thy body o Ha.ve not all soules thought 
For many ages, that our body 1 1s wrought 
Of Ayre 0 and Fire, and other Elements? 265 And now they thinke of new ingredients, 
And one Boule think.es one, and another way 
Another thinkes~ and 8tis an even layQ 
Knowst thou but how the stone doth enter in 
The bladders cave, and never breake the skinne? 270 
Know 8st thou hoiv blood, iiJhi(}h to the heart., doth flow, 
Doth from one ventricle ~b th 9 other gee? 
And for the putrid stuffe, which thou dost spit, 
Know 8 st thou how thy lungs hav~ attra.cted 1 t? 
There are no passages, so that there is 275 (For ought thou 1rnoiiT 9 st) piercing of substances. 
And of those many opinions which men raise 
Of Nailes and Haires, dost tho.u knottr ii1hioh to praise? 
What hope have wee to know our selves, when wee 
Know not the least things, which for ou.r use be? 280 
{llo 255-280) 
The fourth meditation begins with a reference to the 
third section: it would not be a worth-while accomplishment 
"to have chang 1d our roome," to have died and gone to 
" \, 
· heaven, if we were as ignorant in heaven as we are on-'earth. 
This section is a discourse on the shallowness and insignifi-
cance of earthly knowledge. To l)egin with, Donne tells his 
soul that it knows almost nothing about itself: conception, 
birth, the taint of original sin, death, and the immortality 
of the soul are mysteries to the soul, even though it would 
have but to turn (1. 262) to know its body. Donne proceeds 
to list a series of examples of man's uncertain knowledge. 
The first involves the theory of the four elements: for 
many centuries, man had thought that the human body (and 
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all other earthly matter) was composed of earth, air, fire, 
and water, either separately or in any combination. However, 
Paracelsus and his disciples believed that the basic elements 
in the human body were mercury, sulphur, and salt; and the 
matter was much discussed in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
30 
··centuries. The references to gallstones, ventricles, and 
!nuoous are self-explanatory; ho"'rever, 1 t is interesting to 
note that mucous and stones were explained by seventeenth-
century physicians, although perhaps not to Donne's satis-
31 
faction. "Piercing of substances" (1. 276) refers to the .,, 
interpenetration of matter. The discussion of nails and 
hair was rather involved; physicians were trying to determine 
their relationship to the rest of the body.
32 
Wee see 1n Authors, too stiffe to recant, 
A hundred controversies of an Ant; 
And yet one watches, starves, freeses, and sweats, 
To knoTrJ but Cateohismes and Alphabets 
Of unconcerning things, matters of fact; 285 
How others on our stage their parts did Act; 
What Caesar did, yea, and what Cicero said. 
Why grasse is greene~ or why our blood is red, 
Are mysteries which none have reachvd unto. 
In this low formea poore soule, what wilt thou doe? 290 
When lJilt thom shake off the Pea.antery, 
Of being taught by sense, and Fantasie? 
Thou look 8 st through spectacles; small things seeme great 
Below; But up unto the watch~towre get,_ 
And see all things despoyl 8d of fallacies: 296 
Thou shalt not peepe through lattices of eyes, 
l'~or heare through Labyrinths of eares, nor learne 
By circuit, or collections to discerneo 
In heaven thou straight knowist all, concerning it, 
And what conoerns it not, shalt straight forget. 300 (11. 281-300) 
The discussion of fallacies of sense continues in the 
remainder of the fourth meditation. Most of this passage is 
clear; only a few po1mts require explanation. "This low fo
rm" 
(1. 290) refers to the soul's inferior position on earth, but 
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it 1s also a pun on the classes of the Engl1sh scho l 
system. 33 °Fantas1e 11 (1. 292) is, according to ~oholast1c 
psychology, 0 the part of the mind that receives the impressions 
from- the various senses and synthesizes them, presenting 
to . the .. intellect an image of the thing perceived. •34
 
11 Collect1ons 11 (1. 298) are inferences. 
The fourth meditation 1s as good an illustration as any 
of Donne's w1de learning. He seems to have been fascinated 
by ideas; but he was able to understand how little he knew, 
even though his store of knowledge would have led a lesser 
man to intellectual pride. 
There thou (but in no other schoole) maiet bee 
Perchance, as learned, and as full, as shee, 
Shee who all libraries had throughly read 
At home in her 0'1-1ne thoughts, and practised 
So much good as 't\Tould make as many more: 305 
Shee 1r1hose example they must all implore, 
Who "vtrould or doe, or thinke vvell, and confesse 
That all the vertuous Actions they expresse, 
Are but a new, and worse edition · 
Of her some one th~ught, or one action: 310 
She who in th 1 art of knoliing Heaven, was growne 
Here upon earth, to such per?ection, 
That she hath, ever since to Heaven she came, 
( Inafar fairer print,) but read the same: 
Shee, shee not satisfied w1 th all this waight, 315 
(For so much knO't'IYledge, as iioald over-fraight 
Another, did but ballas ~c her) is gone , 
As well t 8enjoy, as get perfectiono 
And cals us after her, in that shee tooke, 
(Taking her selfe) our best, and worthiest booke. 38) 
. ~~ ( 11. 301-320) 
The fourth eulogy is formed after the traditional 
metaphor of the book of the mind. Elizabeth was the only 
mortal capable of knowing 19 un1versals in their essential 
forms 11 ; the rest of mankind 11 perceived them best in her• 
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because they were "capable ot understanding them only as 
35 
they exist in particulars." Donne tells his soul that 
I 
l'i 
1·1 
I 
:~ 
i 
only in heaven (1. 301) is it possible to become as learned 
as Elizabeth.. She knew 1ntu1 t1vely ( 11. 303-304); she read 
all libraries 11 1n her owne thoughts. 11 Anyone who does good 
must admit that all of his virtuous actions are short of 
equal to one of Elizabeth's good works. Her knowledge of 
heaven 1 ,-1as so complete that she has not added to 1 t in' 
heaven: it is still the same, but it is."In a far fairer 
pr1nt 11 (1. 314), clearer and perhaps more precise. She was 
- I 
... . 
· not satisfied with her va.st "waight 11 of di vine knowledge, 
0 
even though 1 t ,1as enough to 11 over-fra1ght," or sink by 
overloading, anyone else, and went to heaven to enjoy and 
polish her perfection. The fourth eulogy, like the third, 
ends with the statement that Elizabeth calls mankind to follow 
her to heaven. 
Returne not, my Soule, from this extas1e,-
And meditation of what thou shalt bee, 
To earthly thoughts, till it to thee appeare, 
With whom they conversation must be there. 
With whom 1r1il t thou converse? what station 325 
Canst thou choose out, free from infection, 
That will not give thee theirs» nor drinke in thine? 
Shalt thou not finde a spungie slacke Di vine 
Drinke and sucke in th 0instructions of/Great men, 
And for the wor~ of Godi vent them agen? 330 
Are there not some Courts (and then, no things bee 
Bo , ik 0 0 Q Co,,~+ 0 ) ,:~vh1." Rb ll 't'"\ +'h.!l 4R 1,.... + i,s see 
.- v c...,,_ r.., ~ Vu 1111 A V .!. j do.A.I. V LA.&. tg> 'v V \A , 
That wits and tongues of Libellers are weak.a, 
Because they do more ill, than these can speak.a? 
The poyson 9s gone through all~ poysons affect 335 
Chiefly the chiefest parts~ but some effect 
In na113~, and haires, yea excrements, will show; So will the poyson of sinne in the most low. 
(11. 321-338) 
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i In the fifth meditation, Donne speaks to hie soul o.f 
the company in heaven, beginning by setting forth what 
\. 
one might expect if heaven were like earth. He asks if 
his ·soul expects to find a 0 spung1e, slack Di vine" 
(l. 328), a minister who is weak and porous like a sponge, 
ready to soak up what he comes in contact w 1th, and 11 slaok1 
in that he is inattentive to his duties and empty of virtue. 
This particular kind of divine 1s ready to take in the 
selfish instructions of rulers and then pass them out to 
his congregation as the word of God. Donne goes on to 
suggest that there must be courts in heaven -- nothing i_s_ 
a better example for this purpose, more "like," than 
courts -- ·which will demonstrate that 0 wits and tongues of 
Libellers are weake 11 (1. 333) because 1 t is impossible to 
say enough evil of them. The effects of poison are most 
apparent 1n the important parts of the body, but traces of 
1 t may be found in nonvi tal parts, such as the hair or nails, 
and in excrement. Likewise, the poison of sin is most 
apparent in the highest levels of society -- the clergy and 
the nobility, for example -- but the effect of sin is also 
observable in the lowest social levels, just as poison 
shows in hair, nails, and excrement. 
Up, up, my drowsie Soule, where thy new care 
Shall in the Angels songs no discord heare; 340 
Where thou shalt see the blessed Mother-maid 
Joy in not being that~ which men have said. 
Where she is exalted more for being good, 
Than for her interest of Iviother-hoodo 
Up to those Patriarchs, which did longer sit 345 
Expecting Christ, than they 1have enjoy 1d him yet. 
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Up to those Prophets, which now gladly see Their Prophesies growne to be H1stor1e. Up to thBApostles, who did bravely runne All the Suns course; with more light than the Sunne. 350 Up to those Martyrs, who did calmly bleed Oyle to th8Apostles Lamps, dew to their seed. Up to those Virgins, vJho thought, that alimost They made joyntenants with the Holy Ghost, 
_ If they to any should his Temple give. 335 (11. 339-355) 
I In the remaining lines of the ·:r1fth meditation, Donne 
lists for his soul the actual personages one would encounter 
in heaven. The order in which Donne presents the residents 
of heaven corresponds roughly to "the major headings 1n the 
first part of the Litany of the Saints"; he lists the 
. 3? heavenly throng in order of diminishing importance. The 
soul may expect to see Mary in heaven, rejoicing in being 
good without being free from original sin. 38 The passage 
.,,.,,-.-~·', 
, is clear in all but two places: 1. 350 contains th~t old 
favor1 te, the 11 so11-sun" pun, whioh may be slightly confusing; 
and "joyntenants 11 ( 1. 354) means "joint tenants"; the idea 
is that the virgins thought they would be compromising a 
sacred agreement if they yielded their bodies, the temples of 
the Holy Ghost. 
Up, up, for in that squadron there doth live She, who hath carried thither new degrees 
'"(As to their number) to their dignities o Shee 9 who being to her selfe a Statep injoy 1 d All royal ties 1iv"hich any State employ 8d; 360 Forshee made warres, and triumph 8d; reason still Did not ourthrowp but rectifie her wi~l: 
.And she made peace, for no peace is like this, That ·beau.!cy, and chastity together kisse: She did high justice, for she crucified 365 Every first motion of rebellious pride: And she gave pardons, and was liberall, For, onely her selfe except, she pardon'd all: (11. 356-363) 
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Elizabeth has brought a number of new "degrees• 
(l. 357), or increments of rank, to the 11 d1gn1t1es," or 
official positions, of the 1nhab1 tants of heaven. · She, 
a state in herself, enjoyed all the rights ( "royal t1ee n) 
of a head of state: Donne lists these rights in 11. 361-
3?4. She has made war; her will was not overthrown by 
reason. She made peace, for in her, chastity and beauty 
lived harmoniously. She gave pardons, administered high 
justice, and was generous • 
Bhee coy 1 nd, in this, that her impressions gave 
To all our e.c t ions all the ~1orth they have: 370 
She gave protections; the thoughts of her brest 
Satans rude Officers cbuld ne 9r arrest. 
~s these prerogatiyes being met in one, 
Made her a soveraigne State; religion 
11ade her et Church; and these ttivo made her all. 
She ,,.,ho ·was all this All, and could not fall 
To worse, by company, (for she was still 
More Antidote, than all the world was ill,) 
Shee, shee doth leave it 9 and by Deathp survive 
All this, in Heaven; whither who doth not strive 
The more, because shees there, he doth not know 
That accidentall joyes in Heaven doe grow. (11. 
375 
380 
369-382} 
She coined currency 1n tha.t her "impressions 11 (1. 369) 
gave worth to our actions; she gave protection to "the 
thoughts of her brest. 11 The combination of 11 prerogat1ves• 
made her a "sovera1gne State"; the addition of religion, 
which 111~Iade her a Church," "made her all." She -could not 
be corrupted by her companions, 'for she 1.-1as an antidote 
more than potent enough to counteract all the evil in the 
world. She left her unique position of power on earth, 
yet her power survives 1n hearen; death helped rather than 
hindered her. ae who does not strive the more for heaven 
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because she is there does not know that accidental ... 
joys are produced in heaven: the.se joys Etre 11:onessential 
' ~,, 
1n that they a~e not the essential joy of "the everlasting 
possession of the Beatific Vision," 39 but they are joys all 
the same, and one would naturally seek them. 
But pause, my soule; And study, ere thou fall 
On acc1dentall joyes, th 1 essent1all. 
Still before Accessories doe abide. 385 
A triall, must the principall be tride. 
And what essentiall joy can 9st thou eAl)ect 
Here upon earth? what permanent effect 
Of transitory causes? Dost thou love 
Beauty? (And beauty worthynst is to move) 390 
Poore cousened counsenor, that she, and that thou, 
Which did begin to love, are neither now; 
You are both fluid, chang 1d since yest·erday; 
Next day repaires, (but 111) last dayes decay. 
I~or e~:re, (although the river keepe the name) 395 
Yesterdaies iva~ters, and to da.ies the sameo 
So flowes her face, and thine eyes~ neither 
That Saint, nor Pilgrime~ which your loving 
Concern 1d, remaines; but whil 1 st you thinke 
Constant, you I are hourely in inconstancie·. 
. (11; 
now 
vow 
you bee 
400 
383-400) 
The sixth section is a discussion of the transitory 
accident al joys man has on earth and the permanent essent1·a1 
joys he will have in heaven. Donne~begins the section by 
asking his soul to study the situation, to learn about 
the differences between the two joys and choose between 
them. After all, before the "accessories" may be tried 1n 
a court of law, the ~Jyrincipall II must be tried: you must 
learn about ahd judge essential joy before you give attention 
i 
to accidental joy. Donne proceeds to dismiss the earthly 
joys as impermanent; he begins by describing the transitory 
nature of human love, an excellent example because it is 
usually marked by vows of eternal fidelity and because it 
involves beauty, which is 11worthy 1st to move" (1. 390), 
to stir up the affections. Donne notes that lovers cannot 
be constant; he implies that their very natures make 
constancy impossible. A lover may vot,1 that he will always 
be a "pilgrime 11 (1. 398) who worships a 11 Sa1nt, 0 his 
mistress, but he is vowing the impossible. 
Honour may have pret.ence unto our love, 
Because that God did live so long above 
Without this Honourp and then lov 8d it so, 
That he a.t lEtst· maa_e Crea_tures to bestow 
Honour on him; not that he needed itp 405 
But that, to his hands, man might grow more fit. 
But since all Honours from inferiours flow, (For they a4oe give it; Princes doe but shell 
Whom they would have so honor 8d) and that this 
On such opinions, and capacities 410 
Is built, as rise and fall, to more and lease: 
Alas, 1 tis but a casuall happinesse. (11. 401-412) 
Honor, like human love, _seems to be worthy of o~ 
efforts; but Donne argues that it is "but a casuall 
happinesse" (1. 412), a nonessential or incidental happi-
ness. It is true that God made man to honor Him, intend-
ing that ma~ld 11 become more worthy of his creator through 
spiritual progress, 1140 but God did not need honor (1. 405). 
Honor is transitory: princes show whom they would have 
honored and inferiors give honor as the princes direct, 
but the wishes of princes are supject to change; therefore, 
.. honor cannot be depended upon to last. 
Hath ever Slly man to 1himselfe ass1gn 1d 
This or that happinesse to 1arrest his minde, 
But that another man which takes a worse, 415 
Thinks him a fools for having tane that course? 
They i,,1ho a_id labour Babels to1'7er to 8 erect, 
Might l1ave consideredll that for that effect, 
All this whole solid Earth could not allow 
Nor furnish forth materialls enow; 420 
And the.t this· Center, to ra.ise such a place, 
Was farre too little, to have beene the Base; 
No more affords this. world, foundation 
To erect true joy, were all the mecnes in one. 
(11. 413-424) 
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No particular kind of accidental happiness 1s universal: 
as soon as one man allows himself a particular happiness to 
salve his ca¥res, a.nother man will call him a fool for· .doing 
so even though he himself has taken an inferior course of 
action. Donne's ideas about the Tower of Babel may be 
original with him; however, la.ter in the seventeenth century 
similar conclusions. 1 were published, a.nd their author and . 
· 41 Donne may have worked from a common source. 
But as the Heathen made them severall gods, 425 
Of all Gods Benefits, and all his Rods, ( For as the Wine, ctnd Corne, a.nd Onions are 
· Gode unto them, so Agues bee, a.nd vlarre) 
And as by changing that whole precious Gold 
To such small Copper coynes, they lost the old, 
And lost their ohly God, who ever must 
Be sought alone, and not in such a thrust: 
So much mankind.a true happinesse mistakes; 
No Joy enjoyes that man, that many makeso 
Then, Soule, to thy first pitch worke up againe; 
Know that all lines which circles doe containe, 
For once that they the Center touch, doe touch 
Twice the circumference; end be thou such; 
Double on heaven thy thoughts on earth emploid; 
All will not serve; Only who have enjoy 8 d 440 
The sight of Godj in fulnesse, can thinke it; 
For it is both the object, and the wit. 
Thia is essentiall joy, where neither hee 
· --. .. '°.,","
11 
Can~ suffer diminution, nor vJee; 
"~
1 Tis such a full, and such a filling good; 445 
Had th1 Angels once look 1 d on him, they had stood. 
: (11. 425-446) 
430 
435 
In this passage Donne compares the difference between 
accidental and essential joy with the difference between 
polytheism and monotheism. The pagans have assigned a 
dei ty to each of "Gods Benef1 ts • • • and • • • Rods" 
(1. 426), thus losing God, who must 8 Be sought alone, 
I . 
and not in such a thrust" (1. 432), such a rush of numbers. 
Donne, assuming that souls come to earthifrom heaven, tells 
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his soul to work back to the "first pitch, 0 or highest 
point. The line called the diameter of a circle touches 
the center of the circle once and the perimeter twice: 
Donne uses the circle's perimeter as a symbol of God, the 
diameter as a symbol of his soul's thoughts, and the center 
as· a symbol of the earth. He tells his soul to think twice 
of heaven for every time he thinks of earthly things; like 
the circle's diameter, the thoughts are to touch once in the 
center, or the earth, and twice in the perimeter, or heaven. 
Lines 440-442 may be paraphrased in the following manner: 
"all our thoughts, even doubled, would not be enough since the 
actual perception of God is dependent on God to reveal it 
( 'both the object, and the wit'). 1142 In modern usage, "hee" 
(1. 443) would be capitalized, ,,for it refers to God. The 
last line of the passage refers to the Augustinian tradition 
.t.hat the newly-crea.ted angels, examining themselves in 
amazement, fell into two groups: those who looked up to God 
to find their source followed Him always, but those who 
continued to look into themselves beceme Narcissists and 
eventually fell from heaven; the latter group never saw 
God's fe.ce. 43 
.~:a...~-··· ..... 
To fill the place of one of them-, or more, 
Shee whom ,vee celebrcite, is gone before. 
She, who had Here so much essentiall joy, 
As no chance could distract, much lesse destroy; 450 
Who with Gods presence was acquainted so, 
(Hearing,and speaking to him) as to know 
His face in any naturall Stone, or Tree, 
Better than when in Images they bee: 
Who kept by diligent devotion, 455 
God Ime.ge» in sucl1 repa.ra:t;ionv 
Within her heart 2 that what decay was growne, 
Was her first Parents fault, and not her owne: 
~Tho ·being solicited to a.ny act, 
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Who by a fa1thfull confidence, was here Betroth 1d to God, and now is married t~4re; Whose t"t1ilights i"Jere more clea.re, than our mid-day; 
. .... , ....... 
Who dreamt devoutlierp than most use to pray; Who ·being here fil 8d·t111ith gra.ce 0 yet strove to bee, 465 Both where more grace, and more capacitie At once ie given: she to Heaven is gone, Who made this world in some proportion 
A heaven, a.nd here 1 became unto us all, Joy, (as our joyes admit) essentiallo 470 
Much of this passage., the sixth eulogy, is clear .. ~ The i 
I I 0119· 11 in the first line is one Of the fallen a.Jigels) mentioned 
I 
r 
I 
at the end of the sixth meditation. Elizabeth, according to 
11. 451-454, could see God in nature better than she could 
in images designed to represent God. She kept God's image 
1n her heart in such good repair that any decay in her was 
d11e to original sin (11. 455-458). 45 1 Coinc1dence 11 (1. 461) 
means "correspondence in nature." The remainder of the passage 
needs no explanation. 
But could this low world joyes essentiall touch, Heavens accidentall joyes would passe them much. 
HO'tv' poor and lame, must then our casuall bee? If thy Prince will his subjects to call thee My Lordj and this doe swell theej thou art then, 475 By being greater~ growne to bee lesse Man. When no Physitian of redresse can. speake, A joyfull casuall violence may breake A dangerous Apostem in thy breast; And whiluat thou joyest in this~ the dangerous rest, 480 The bag may rise up, and so strangle thee. (11. 471-481) 
The discussion of accidental and essential joys is 
resumed in the seventh meditation. The idea expressed in 
11. 474-4?6 js repeated ~rom 11. 407-412; hoi,rever,·, it is 
treated in a different manner here: one who responds to a 
prince-given title by swelling with pride becomes less manly 
than he was in l1is untitled state. 11 Redress 11 (l. 478) means 
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"remedy." An "Apostem" is an abscess: Donne says that an 
abscess 1n the chest may drain of its own accord even when 
the physician has given up hope, but the fortunate draining may 
be followed by the unfortunate rising of the tissue surround-
ing the abscess into the air pa~sage in the chest, which 
will result in strangulation. 
What e 1 r was casuall, may ever bee. 
What should the nature change? Or make the same 
Certaine, which was but casuall, when it came? 
All casuall joy doth loud and plainly say, 485 
Only by comming 3 that it can awayo 
Only in Heaven joyes strength is never spent; 
And accidentall things are permanento 
Joy of a soules arrivall ne 9r decaies; 
For that soule ever joyes and ever staies. 490 
Joy that their last great Consummation 
Approaches in the resurrection; 
When earthly bodies more celestiall 
Shall be» than .Angels were 3 for they could fall; 
This kinde of joy doth every day admit 495 
Degrees of growth, but none of losing ite 
We need not expect that earthly incidental joys will 
change and become essential; nature will not change. In 
this passage, the remainder of the seventh meditation, Donne 
emphasizes the contrasts between the kinds of joy. 
In this fresh joy, 1 t1s no small part, that shee, 
Shee, in whose gooanesse, he that names degree, 
Doth injure her; ( 9Tis losse to be cal 2d best, 
There where the stuffe is not such as the rest) 500 
Shee, w~left such a bodie~ as even shee 
Only in heaven could learn®» how it can bee 
Made better; for shee rather was two soules, l 
Or like to full on both sides written Rola; ) 
Where eyes might reade upon the outward skin, 505 
As strong Records for God, as mindes within; 
Shae, who by making full perfection growi 
Peeces a Circle, and still keepes it so, 
Long 1d for, and longing for it, to heaven is gone, 
Where shee receives, and gives addition. 510 
(11. 497-510) 
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The seyenth1eulogy praises Elizabeth for adding to 
the ever-increasing joy the soul experiences in heaven. It 
is meaningless to praise her. by comparison with earthly 
beings, for she is not in the same class as the beings we 
know on earth; she is not better than the average hwnan; 
there is no way in which the two can be compared. When she 
was on earth, she was like two souls in that her body was 
soul-like in its beauty and perfection -- the record of her 
good works was as plainly seen in her body as in her mind 
(11. 503-506). In heaven she makes 11 full perfection grow"; 
she "Peaces," or pieces out, adds to, the circle of perfection, 
., yet paradoxically 1 t remains a circle. 
~- .. 
Here in a place, where mis-devotion frames 
A thousand Prayers to Saints, whose very names 
i, The ancient Church knew not, Heaven knows not yet: 
And where, what lawes of Poetry admit, 
Lawes of Religion have at least the same, 515 
Immortall Maides I might invoke thy name. 
Could any Saint provoke that appetite, 
Thou here should 8 st make me . a French convert! te. 
But thou would 8 st not; nor would 8 st thou be ·content, 
To--· talce this» for my second ye ares true Rent, 520 
Did this Coine beare any other stampe» than his, 
That gave thee power to doe, me 0 to say this. Since his will is» that to posteritie 1 Thou shot.Jud 8 st for life 3 • and death, a patterne bee, And that the world should notice have of this, 525 
The purpose, and th 8authoritie is his; 
Thou art the Proclamation; and I am 
The Trumpet, at whose voyce the people crune. (11. 511-528) 
The conclusion, like that of "The First Anniversary," 
justifies the writing of the poem. Donne says that Elizabeth 
· could be a saint in a Roman Catholic country like France and 
that she, more than any other saint, could make him change 
--his religion. Lines 514-515: laws of poetry permit the 
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invocation of muses and deities; Oathol1c1sm permits the 
invocation of saints. The remainder of the passage is 
clear. 
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APPENDIX I 
'1 
%!le. First Ann!Yet§arY 
Introduotion, 1-90. The world is sick, "yea dead, yea 
~utrified, 11 since she, its 11 intr1ns1que ba1mf1 and 
•preservative," 1ta prime example of Virtue, is dead; 
Section I, 91-190: 8 how ·poore a trifling thing man 1s. n 
1. Meditation, 91-170. Because of Original Sin man 
has decayed in length of life, in physical si~e, 
in mental capacity. 
2. Eulogy, 171-82. The girl was perfect virtue; she 
purified herself 'Md had a purifying power over 
all. -.,,,, .......... 
·--~ 
3. Refrain and Moral, 183-90. Our only hope 1s in 
religion. 
Section II, 191-246: 11 how lame a cripple this world is~ 11 
· 1. Meditation., 191-218. The 11 universall frame 11 has 
received injury from the sin of the Angels, and 
now in universe, in state, in family, 11 1 Tis all 
in peeces, all cohaerence gone. 11 
2. Eulogy, 219-36. Only this girl possessed the 
power which might have unified the world. 
3. Refrain and Moral, 237-46. Contemn and avoid 
this sick world. 
Section III, 247-338: 11 how ugly a monster this world is. n 
1. Meditation, 24?-304. Proportion, the prime ingre-
dient of beauty, no longer exists in the universe. 
2. Eulogy, 305-24. The girl was the nmeasure of all 
Bymmetrie1 and harmony. 
3. Re~ra1n and Moral, 325-38. Human acts must be 
11 done f 1 tly and in proportion." 
Section IV, 339-?6: 11 how wan a Ghost this our world 1s. 1 
1. Meditation, 339-58. "Beauties other second Element, 
Colour, and lustre now, is as neere spent. 11 
2. Eulogy, 359-68. The girl had the perfection of 
col.or and gave color to the world. 
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1 
3, Refrain and Moral, 369-76. There is no pleasure 
1n an ugly world; it ie wicked to use false colors. 
Section V, 37?-434: "how drie a Cinder this world ts. 0 
··t· 
1. Meditation, 377-98. Physical "influence" of the 
heavens upon the earth has been weakened. 
2. Eulogy, 399~426. The girl 1 s virtue has little effect 
on us no'tiiJ because of this weakened 11 correspondence 0 
betl1een heavens and earth; :tn· fact the world I s 
corruption weakened her effect while she lived. 
3. Refrain and Moral, 42?-34. Nothing 11 Is worth our 
travaile, griefe, or perishing," except the joys 
of religious virtue. 
Conclusion, 434-74. 
The Second Anni vers.ary 
Introduction, 1-44. 
Section I, 45-84. 
1. Meditation, 45-64. 
2. Eulogy, 65-80. 
3. Refrain and !-!oral, 81-4. 
Section II, 85-156. 
1. Meditation, 85-120. 
2. Eulogy, 121-46. 
3. Moral, 147-56. 
Section III, 157-250. 
1. Meditation, 157-219. 
2. Eulogy, 220-50. 
Section V, 321-82. 
1. Meditation; 321-55. 
2. Eulogy, 356-82. \, 
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Section VI, 383-470. 
1. l~edi tat ion, 383-446. 
2. Eulogy, 447-?0. 
Section VII, 4?1-510. 
1. Meditation, 471-96. 
2. Eulogy, 497-510. 
Conclusion, 511-28. 
(These outlines were taken from Martz, pp. 222-223, 
236-237.) 
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In 1960 he married Carol Beth Jenkins end began work as 
a Graduate Assistant in English at Lehigh, a ~osi tion he 
still holds. He is the father of a daughter, Mary Carol, 
who was born in Seotember of 1962. 
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Chapter I 
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1R. C. Bald, Donne and the Drurys (Cambridge, 1959), 
op. 87-93. Bald's work, based on nreviously unstudied doc-
uments and letters 9 is esnecially userul in studying the 
"Anniversaries." Bald has indicated that he has in orogress 
a biograuhy of Donne; it will renlace the out-of-date and 
speculative Lire and Letters of John Donne, 2 vols. (London, 1899), by Edmund Gosse. All studies of Donne's life are 
based to some extent on Walton's life" of Donne, which is 
eulogistic and sometimes unreliable: Izaak 'v''1alton., The Lives 
or Dro John Donne; Sir Henry wotton; Mr. Richard Hooker; Mr. Geo"rge Herbert; an.9;_ Dro Robert Sanderson (London, 1886), pn. 
1-740 The best uoc:,to-date b.iogranhy is in Mrs. Simnson' s 
Study of the Prose Works of John Donne,2nd ed. (Oxford., 1948), 
no. 12~3; however, this biograohy is brief· and or limited 
use in a detailed study~of any one period in Donne's life. 
2E. M. Simpson, A Study of the Prose Works of John Donne, 
2nd ed. (Oxford, 1948T, PD. 17-20. 
3s1moson, oo. 20-21. 
4 Simnson, p. 21.1 
5simoson, o 22. 
6 Simpson, np. 22-23. 
1 
7simnson, o. 23; Walton, pp. 17-20. 
8Edmund Gosse, '.Ihe Life and Letters of John Donne, I, 161-162. 
9simoson, no. 23-24. 
10s1moson, pp. 26-27. 
llsimpson, p. 27. Donne's interest in Virginia tis treated 
at length in "Donne and Virginia," by Robert L. Hickey, which 
aopeared in f.9:, XXVI (1947), 181-192 and in Stanley Johnson's 
"John Donne and the Virginia Comnany," nrinted in ELH,·XIV (1947), 127-138. 
12 Simoson, p. 27. 
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l3Wal ton, p. 8. 
1
~ald, on. 69-70. 
at the end of The- First 
"A Funeral Elegie" was later orinted 
Anniversary. 
---
15Bald, op. 38, 53, 58, 60, 67. Bald does not suggest 
that Sir Robert was merely flattered by Donne's elegy, nor 
does he suggest that Sir Robert's character was such that he 
might justly be accused of such a resnonse; but Bald has 
nothing to say about Sir Robert that would make this charge 
imDossible to suDport. 
16Bald, pp~ 61-62. 
17Bal~, pp. ~9-84. 
18 H. J •. c. Grierson, ed. The Poems of John Donne, by 
JoJm Donne (Oxford, 1912), II, 209. 
19 • C Grierson, II, p~ 206. 
20G. Keynes,! Bibliogranhy of Dr. John Don~e, 3rd ed. 
(Cambridge, 19.58), p. 134. Keynes believes the.t the elegy 
was composed "in the hope of securing the ~atronage of • • • 
Sir Rober~ Drury." 
, 
/ 
21Bald, pp. 85-86. Al so see R. h. Bennett, "Donne's 
Letters from the Continent in 1611-12," PQ, XIX (1940), 66-78. 
22Bald, pp. 86-87; and Walton, no. 24-25. 
23 Bald, pp. 87-88. 
24 
_ Bald, np. 87-88. 
25 T. s. Eliot, "Tradition and the Individue.1 ~Talent," in 
'!he Great Critics 9 edso James Harry Smith and ~dd Winfield 
ParkS9 3rd edo 1fNew Yorkv 1951)D Po 7200 Jo Bo Leishman says 
in The Monarch of fafitv 5th edo(London 9 1962) 9 Po 237 9 that 
-===,,,,,,= ==~= = . ·. . Donne~s motive tias not "disinterestedo 18 Gosse (Is, 277=>258) 
feels that Donne trJrote to please his oatron 9 perhaps hoping 
to overeome the natural insincerity of poetry written under 
suchcondi tions by 11 a strenuous exercise of intellect and fancy.· 11 
26It must be remembered that in ~ngland before 1752 the 
year officially began on AnnunciationDq, March 25th. Thus 
there 1t1ere more tr1an four monthsl[eft in 1611 when the Drury 
party left for France if we acceut Bald's estimate of the 
departure as being in mid-November. 
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27Keynes, pp. 134-135. 
28 . , 
Bald, po 88. Keynes, p. 135, 
is the author of "To the nraise . . 
states flatly that Hall 
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29Beld 9 p. 88; Keynes, p. 135. Bald states that the quotation about Hall is from Fuller, but he does not identify 
the exact source. 
JOBald, pp. -90-91. 
)lBald, p. 92. 
3~'lhe Second Anniversarvt 11. 3-6. All quotations from 
the noetry are 1·rom John Hayward's edition of the ooetry and 
prose: John Donne, Dean of §lo Paul's: Comp;iete .Poetr:I and_ Selected Prose (Bloomsbury, England, 1929). Hayward's edition 
ls discussed on pn. 55 ~d-lJ7. 
3.3oosse, I, 211 • 
.34 Bald, po. 92-93. 
35Bald, pp. 96-102. 
36Bald, op. 102-104. 
37aosse, II, 3.4. 
38Bald, pp. 102-103. 
pp. 13.5-136. 
40 Simpson, n. 30. 
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Chapter II 
1Griersqn, II, 178;. Keynes, pp. 134-144. 
21 have used the text of the letter as it appears in the 
Modern Library edition: Charles M. Coffin, ed. The Complete 
Poetry and Selected Prose of John Donnep by John Donne (New 
York 9 1·952) ~ Po 382 o This text appe srs to be more carefully 
reproduced than Gosse'sg GosseD IS> PPo 302~J04o Coffin 
assumes that the letter is addressed to George Garra.rd, and 
Bald (po 92) agrees. Simpson (po 295) prints this passage 
-- ' ·- - ... -
and notes that it appears on pages 238-239 of the 1651 edition 
of Donne vs letters o T.he nassage actuE.lly occurs in two letters 
in the 1651 edition; Gosse (I, p. 304) attributes this dupli-
cation to a cooyist's error. , 
)Gosse, I, 305-306; Coffin does not reoroduce this 
letter in his editione 
4s1muson, pp. 294-295. 
5Gosse, I, 317-318;. Grierson, II, 187. 
6 R. F. Patterson, ed. Ben Jonson's Conversations with 
William Drurnmond of Hawthornden, by William Drummond (London, 
1923}, Po 5a AlsOsee Gosse, I, Oe 277. 
7Gosse, I, 278. The "thr~at" is found in "'!he Second 
Anniversary," 11. 30-36, and in.~ll. 45.5-474 of 11 The First 
Anniversary" there are statem~nt(s which gloss the former 
~ass age. . , .. 
8 Gosse, II, 3$0. John Dryden, 'lhe Works of Dryden, 
ed. Walter Scott, rev. George Saintsbury (Edinburgh, 1885), 
XI, 124. ·' 
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Chaoter III 
1 Charles M. Coffin, John Donne end tne New Philosophy (New York, 1937), p. 264. 
2coffin, New Philosonhy, p. 265. 
3oeorge Williamson, Seventeenth Centur;r Contexts (London, 
1961), p. 10. 
4s1moson, n. 159. 
5simpson, n. 192. 
·.i..·' 
6victor Harris, All Coherence Gone (Chicago, 1949), 
pp. 124-125. Marjorie Ho Nicolson, in "The New Astronomy and 
English Litersture 9 " SP XXXII, (1935), 4.58, also comments on c:::ac=:, Donne's concern with new starso 
7Steohen Toulmin 9 "Seventeenth Century Science and the 
Arts," in Seven teen th Gen tury Science and the Arts, cd. Hedley 
H. Rhys (Prince tons, l9bl), p; 4. 
8This oaragranh and the five paragra.nhs that follow, 
unless otherwise noted 9 are derived from Douglas Bush, 
"Science and Literature, 11 in Seventeenth Century Science and 
the Arts 9 ede Hedley H. Rhys (Princeton, 1961), no. 29-$8. 
9Hayward, p. 281. 
lOToulmin, pn. 5-6; Nicolson,~- 440. 
11Michael F. Moloney, "John Donne: His Flight from 
Mediaevalism, 11 Illinois Studies in Language and Literature, 
XXXIX, nts. 2 and 3 (1942}, 620 
12For the purnoses of this discussion, "nwew philosonhy" 
will be defined as the Cooernican cosmology. 0rierson so 
defines it (Grierson 9 Poems II~ poo 189~190) 9 but other critics 
have e)rpandad its meaning so much that "the Cooernican revolu-
tion has long stood as a convenient symbol of a 9 dilemma •••• 
between faith and knowledge 9 oassion and reason"g Jo C. 
Man1ell 9 in "John Donne and the l\fe1r1 Philosonhy 5) u Durham 
University Journal~ noSo XII (195l)D 62; quoting Margaret 
I,. '1'\liley,,. in' 11 John Donne and the poetry of Scenticism, ti 
Hibbert Journal 9 XLVIII (1950)~ 1650 Hiram Haydn~ for 
examnleD has broadened the meaning to include nthe larger, 
looser sense of> tr1e thol1ght or men like fJJ:ontaigne and Bruno." 
He believes the verses Sllggeat that Donne had in mjnd "Bruno's 
totally decentralized end relativized world": The Counter-
Renaissance (New Yor~, 1950), n. · 163. 
f ....... ' .... .... '· .. _ .... , ...... 
..... .,.-.~~, .. -· -· .~--- ...... 
. 
·-----·-·· ~-- ~ ·-·· .. -- ····r:~:· '. ~... .. 
13w. J. Cou.rthooe, ! History ~ l!:nglish ?oetr;y, III 
, (London, 1911), 162. 
14courthope, pp. 147-148. 
15Grierson, II, 188-189. 
16simpson, u. 119. The first edition was oublished in 
1924. 
,/ 
l 7 Louis I. ·Bredvold, 11 The Religio~s Thought of Donne in 
Relation to Medieval and Later Traditions, 11 in 11 Studie s in 
Sh eke soe are, iviil ton 51 and Donne,}' Uni ve rsi ty of Michigan 
Publications 9 Language and Literature, I (1925), 195-203. 
18Ma.rio Praz 9 "Donne's Relation to the Poetry of His Time," in A Garland for John Donne, ed. Theodore Spencer (Cam.bridge, Mass., 1931~, p. 61. 
19w1111amson, P. 35. 
20coffin, New Philosophy, o. 105. 
2Lwebster's New International Dictionary, 2nd ed. (Soring-field Mass., 196oT; p. 1643. . 
., 
22Margaret L. Wiley, The Subtle Knot: Creative Sceoticism in Seventeenth Century England (London, 1952), np. 77, 122. 
-
' f 
23Le1 shman, po. 238-240; . J. J',,1nc3,s~y, "Dooo~ JUJd Gio_rdano 
----- --- -------·- ------· -·· -· ·--·---------- °13:riiiio ~ " -- --Tts, --June-- 269 -19-36, P. 523. - ··---· ···-· ... .... :.· .-· ···-·· ... · -~ .. ··-~---·····---··------------····-· 
. ' - ... 
:-- ~~ .... ~ .'!.~;;'.f':' ·,i.. -:~··~·"'' . . :;-.:. ·t 
· 24Ralnh B. Crum, Scientific ThoUght .!!! Poetry (New York, 1931), p. 42. 
-
25 
C M. M. Mahood, Poe,try and Humanism (London, 1950), po. 115-117. 
26The quotation is from Coffin's edition of the ooetry and prose, P. 379-~ 
27Moloney, pn. 58-59. Moloney's discussion of the Courthope school is on pp. 48-50. 
2~oloney, p. 5A. 
29Moloney, n. 59. 
JOHowever, the epicycles and eccentVics, or something like 
them, would be necessary in Kepler's compromise between the 
old and new systems :r:,f,, astronomy.· If Donne, as Bush supposes, favored Keoler•s theory, this passage is based on a soecies of 
"new Philosophy" and Moloney is wrong • 
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31Moloney, p. 59. 
32Moloney, po. 59-60. 
33w1111amson, p. 33. 
34Moloney, p. 60. 
35Moloney, pp. 60-61. 
3~olone·y, pp. 62-63. 
37Moloney, po. 50-51. 
-... ·---:-
38Mary Paton Ramsay, Les Doctrines Medievales Chez Donne, 
Le Poete Metanhysiclen De L'Angleterre, 2nd ed. (London, 1922) 
p. 261. F - . 
39Louis I. Bredvold, rev of Mary Paton Ramsay, Des Doctrines 
Medievales Chez Donne, Le Poete Metaphysicien ~ L'A.ngleterre, 
2nd ed. (London, 1922), JJ!;GP, XXI (1922), 347 • 
40Ramsay, pp. 97-98 • 
41Harris, p. 94. 
42Joan Bennett, Four Metanh1si~al Poets, 2nd ed. (London, 
1953), pp. 38-39. 
----- --------~ _____ · _ 43Fran~ !(e :rrtiode, John_ Donne J ]:,_()ll~O:[)., 1957), o-p. 13-14. 
~axwell, P. 64. 
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Chapter IV 
Q 
1Quoted above on p. 22 of Chapter II (Patterson, 
Drum...mond' s Conversations, p. 5). Drummond quotes Jonson as 
sneaking of one "Anniversary," but it is accurate to extend 
the criticism to both poems because the word 19 anniversary was 1 
not used in the titles until ~hey were published together 
(see po 20, Chapter II) 9 and Jonson was therefore fmniliar 
with both ooems,., Also, Drummond 9 s cop.versations 1.iith·Jonson 
took place.late in 1618 and early in 1619 (Pattersonp Po xx.)~ 
Jonson's criticism may not have been heart~felt 9 for af~er 
attacking the "Anniversaries 9 11 he proceede<ll·-"'tor,bea:!;ify·'Liady 
Digby 9 11 as is noted by ~Jesley Trimoi, Ben Jonson'! Poems: ! Study EI. the Plain Style (Stanford, 1962·), p. 279. · --
2 & Grierson, II, o. xxx. 
3willial1'1 1!.'mpson, .isnglish Pastoral Poetr;r -(New York, 1938), 
p. 84. 
4coffin, New Philosoohy, p. 258. 
5 Leishman, p. 238. 
6Patterson, Drummond's Conversations, p. 5. 
---- - -------
7For example, see Leishman, pp. 237-238; and Kermode, p.26. 
8 Louis L. Martz~, ~1e Poe try of Medi ta.tion (New Haven, 
1954), op. 221, 229-230. 
9willial1'1 H. Marshall, "Elizabeth Drury and the Heathens, 11 
! ~ g, n. s. V (1958), p. 533. Also see Grierson, II, 187. 
10Marshall, np. 533-.534. f 
11Mar jorie H. Nicolson, The Breaking of the Circle, 2nd ed. 
(New York, 1962), pp. 86-8R, 106. --
12Nicolson, Circle, pp. 90-106. 
13H. J.C. Grierson, rev. of Marjorie H .. Nicolson, The 
Breaking of the Circle (Evanston, Ill., 1950),· MLR, XLVII 
(19.52), 320-322. 
14Joan Bennett, rev. of Marjorie H. Nicolson, The Breaking 
of the Circle (Evanston, Ill., 1950), RES, n. s. III (1952), 
!78-ltiO. 
,, 
15 Martz, o. 335. 
16 Nicolson, Circle, p. vii. 
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17 Marius Bewley, "Religious Cynicism in Donne's Poetry," 
KR, XIV (1952), 626-627. 
-
18 Bewley, pp. 619-646. 
19Martz, pp. 355-356. 
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1Grierson, II, 188. 
~artz, p. 2. 
3simnson, pp. 13-14. 
4 Martz, pp. 14-15. 
SMartz, P. 16. 
6 Simpson, p. 7. 
7Martz, pn. 219-220. 
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8Frank Manley's edition, John Donne: The Anniversaries, by John Donne (Baltimore, 1963) was nublished on 1-iay 30, 1963, 
after all of the. research ror and much of the writing of this thesis had been comuletedo However 9 Chanters VI and VII were 
not completed when Manley 9 s book appeared, and I v-Ja_s able to 
··-
:~ 
use his exnlanatory notes in exnlicating the noemso I believe that the use of his thorough introduction would not have changed 
my conclusions in the earlier chanters. Furthermore, I had the advantage of learning of textual variants from secondary 
sources earlier than Manley's edition. 
9Hayward, pp. xxi-XX:111; Keynes, p. 134. 
10Hayward's modernizRtion is sensibly conservative: "Then (indicating comparison) has been changed to than throughout; 
and than to then where the original text urints than for the 
sake of the rhymea ••• The long J has become S 9 where nec-
essary ! has been Changed tO ~p ! to 19 X. to !.D 8Ild all ab-brevie tiOnS (usually these occur only in MSo) have been 
expanded to their f,.ull value throughout a 18 Hayward makes other 
changes from time to time, but they are usually minoro As I indicated above, I will note all variant readings of any con-
~: sequence. (Hayward, PPe x.xic,xxiii~ xvii 9 773=7750) I have 
suoplied lineation, which is not included in Haywardvs edition, 
and have omitted the m~rgi-nal glosses because thesis format 
makes their inclusion awkward and because they are unne_cessary. 
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1Martz, op. 221-224. 
2Manley, pp. 123-124. 
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3The source or this information has escaned me. I made a 
note of it two years ago and have lost the reference. 
~anley, pp. 125-126. 
511ne 25 in Grierson's edition of the Poems (I, p. 232): 
" ••• than ••. than." 
6 
,._ Manley, p. 128. 
7Grierso,n, Poems,l. 54 (I, 233): 11 'l'hen, 
8
non Cameren Allen, "John Donne I s Knowledge 
Medicine," .J~GP, XLIDI (1943), 325-326. 
9Manley, o. 132. 
10 Martz, pn. 229-2)1. 
If 
• • 
of Renaissance 
11 Raloh N. Maud, "Donne I s First Anniversary, 11 BUSE, II (1957), 218-220. 
12Allen, "Medicine, 11 up. 327-328; J. A. Mazzeo, "Notes 
on John Donne's Alchemical Imagery," Isis, XLVIII (1957), p.110. 
13Manley, n. 135. -- The idea that 111'e was shortened by 
each instance of intercourse was commonplace. in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. 
·,, 
14J. Sparrow, "Donne's Anniversaries," TLS, June 25, 1946, p. 312: Sparrow discovered an errata slip in a copy of the 1612 edi tl·on of the noemso Among other emendations, the slt>--
con ta.ins the reading "ne1rJ made clock" as a correction of the 
usual II tmue made clocko ru H. J. Co Grierson 9 in n John l)onne, 11 TLS, July 20, 1946, Do 343, defends "true made"; however, it 
seems that "new made" is a suoerior readingo 
15T. H. White, trans and ed. 'l'he Bestiar;y: A Book of B.eAsts (New YorkD 1954), on. 37-38, offers this and other information 
about the stegG Manley,~. 136, gives inrormation about both 
the stag. and re.venQ 
l6coffin, New Philosophy, p. 131. 
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17Manley, o. 1)6. 
18coff1n, pp. 130-131. Perhaos this is what Coffin 
believes; he is usually concerned with details and he seems 
to be un~erturbed by the 11 slow-pac'd star. 11 --
19Manley, o. 137. 
20Manley, p. 138. 
21Don Cameran Allen, "Donne Among the Giants," MLN, LXI t (1946), 257. Allen uses the references to giants to sunnort 
his thesis that Donne preferred the beliefs of the ancients 
to those of Augustine. 
22Manley, o. 139. 
23~. H.· Duncan, "Donne's Alchemical Figures," ELH, IX (1942), 268; Mazzeo, n. 111, identi~ies the instrument in 
11. 149-150 as a limbeck, the alc~1emist's still. 
24Manley, p. 139. 
2.SMa.rtz, p. 222. 
26Man]ey, p. 140. 
27 Duncan, pp. 275-276; Mazzeo, n. 118. 
28 Manley, n. 142. 
29Grierson, Poems, 1. 190 {I, 237): 11 'I1hen." 
30Manley, pp. 142-143. 
31coff1n, New Philosophz, pp. 84-87. 
\. 
32sparrow, n. 312. The emendation nrov
0
ided by the errata 
slip, "Tovmes" instead of the usual "Towres, 11 improves the 
reading of the nassage. ~ 
· 33coff1n, New Philosonhz, p. 270; Manley, P. 147. 
34.coffin, New PhilosoEhY, n. 135. 
35coff1n, New PhilosoEhI, pp. 131-137, gives much more 
detailed information. 
36Manley, p. 154. 
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37Manley, p. 155, 
;. 
38Manley, np. 155-156; Don Cameron Allen, "The Legend of Noah: Rena.issance Rationalism in Art, Science, and Letters 9 " Illinois Studies in Language and I,i~erature, XXIII (1949), 47. 
-
39Manley, p. 156. 
4°M. A. Rugoff in Donne I s Imagery: ! Study in Creative Sources (New York, 1939), p. 52, describes the nowers or the turquo1se 9 as does Man1eryj r,e 157. The "'Jroperties of gold and mercury are discussed by Manley, pn. 157-1.58, and Duncan, o.269. ~ 
41Manley, p~. 158-159. 
42Mazzeo, p. 118, suggests tha_t red symbolizes the soul's immortality, for in hermetic nhiloso~hy red is symbolic of the resurrection. But Manley finds a more satisfactory exnla.nation (pn. l_,59-bO), and I have used his ideas. 
43Manley, p. 160; Mazzeo, n. 105. 
44orierson, Poems,l, 372 (I, 242) : 11 then. " 
45Grierson, Poems, 1. 378 (I, 242): "then." 
46Manley ( '), 161) thinks 11her 11 re1'ers to .b;lizabeth. 
47Manley, u. 161. 
48Manley, n. 161. 
-49Manley, o. 163; er. Exodus 7 :10-12. 
.50Grierson:, Poems, 1. 408 (I, 243 ) : "Than: •. :n 
51Manley, nn. 164-165. 
52Mazzeo, nn. 115-116; Duncan, p. 273. 
53Manley, o. 165·. 
54Allen, Medicine, p. 329. /''. ) 
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Chapter VII 
1Martz, pp. 236-237. Martz, I believe, overstates the 
relative virtues of The Second Anniversary, partly because of 
his theory about the first poem (discussed above on p.62 ). 
2Manley, o. 175. 
3Manley, p. 175. 
4william H.- Marshall, "A Possible Interpretation of 
') " Donne's The Second Anniversary (Lines33-36, N & g, 
n. s. V TI958), PPo 540-541. . 
5 Manley, p. 176. 
6sparrow, p. 312. 'lhe errata slip places a semicolon at 
the end of 1. 47 and substitutes 111 Tis" for "To" at the 
beginning or l. 48. Also see Grierson, "John Donne," p. 343, 
for further discussion. 
7Menley, p. 177. 
8see p.65 above for a discussion of The Golden Age. 
9Manley,· p. 178. 
10 2· Sparrow, o. 31 . 
for "right" in 1. 119. 
that either suelling is 
llM anley, ~. 179. 
The errata slip substitutes 11 r1 te" 
Grierson (~'John Donne", p. 343) argues 
acceptable. 
12n. R. Roberts, in "The Death Wish of John Donne," PMLA, 
LXII ( 19i7), 975, considers this passage to be evidence of 
Donne's 'death wish." He takes the poetry out of context. 
13Manley, op. 179-180. 
14Manley, pp. 180-181. 
15Manley, f.• 181; h. L. Wiggins, "Logic in the Poetry 
of John Donne, 1 SP, XLII ( 1945), 51. 
-
16Manley, n. 182, cites Matthew 11:12 as the source of 
11. 15lc:al52. 
17 The comma after II suckll ' ( 1. 174) anpears in other 
editions and should be allowed to remain in the text • 
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l8 11 S1nke 11 (1. 158) may also refer to the human womb. 
19 Manley, n. 183. 
20Manley, p. 183. 
21Manley, p. 184. 
22The o. E. D. lists nf.very satisfactory meaning for 
"intense" (1. 192) in this context. 
. . ..• .... ..... . .... ,.'VIW!llllil,) .... , ... 
23corfin,1n New Philesoph1, pp. 166-174, presents a long 
discussion or the soui•s nassage through the universe. 
------ .. 
24Line 198 should be compared with Problem IX, "Why is 
Venus-Star Mul tinominous, Celled Both Hesperus and Vesper?" 
(Heyward, pp. 351-352.) 
25Manley, p. 186. 
26see the discussion of Tycho Brahe's system on p. 29 
above, and I. A. Shaoiro's article, "John Donne, the Astronomer: 
the De_te of the ~ighth Problem," TLS, July 3, 1937, o. 492. 
27Manley, op. 186-187. 
28sparrow, n. 312. The errata slip substitutes "there" 
for "tnen" in 1. 232, thus imnroving the reading of the 
passageo The conservative Grierson, in "John Donne," o. 343, <# 
disagrees and argues that "then" should be retained. 
29Dunca.n, pp. 265-266; Mazzeo, np. 107-108; Rugoff, o. 166. 
3oRugoff, no. 49-50; Manley, p. 18.9. 
31Allen, "Medicine," p. 33a ~ I 3·2 Allen, ( \ I "Medicine," p~ 333. . "' 
33Manley, p. 189. 
~anley, p. 190. ., I 
3.5Manley, t). 191. 
36sparrow, p. 312. The errata slip replaces the "wise" · 
or the early editions with "will" ( 1 o 338) o Grierson., Poems 
(I, p. 26l)f) emended "wise" to "lyes, 11 but he agrees that 
nwill" oroyides for a suoerior reading ("John Donne," p. 343). 
37Manley, p. 193. 
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see the discussion on on. 46-48, above, and Marshall, 
"Elizebeth Drury and the Heathens," po. 533-.534. 
39Manley, p. 194. 
40Manley, p. 19-5. 
41non Cameron Allen, "John Donne and the Tower of Babel," MLN, LXIV (1949), 483; Manley, pp. 195-196. 
·2 4 Manley, p. 197. 
43Manley, p. 198. See no. 71-72 , for further discussion. 
44orierson, Poems, 1. 463 (I, 264): "then." 
45For further discussion see up. 46-48. 
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